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 Forward/warnings/disclaimers/notions/

All events, beings, persons, locations and dimensions do not 
belong to this space time continuum. So any resemblance to real, 
living, dead persons, locations and events are purely coincidental. 
&ese are my memories. Some constructed, perhaps, some real. 
Maybe, they're your memories too, for we share a common ,eld, 
our collective consciousness. In the asylum, several lives before, 
we may have shared a room, taken pills from the same hand oD 
the same nurse, hallucinated on similar beds in wards we loved or 
hated. Together, we may have heard the same voices though we 
remember them diDerently. If the words and stories here  trigger 
you oD,  giving you  good or bad trips, weird dreams and strange 
memories, whatever it is, remember, I have no intentions of 
causing it. &ese are my own cause and eDects,  and though we 
are all connected in one energy grid, I mean you no harm. We all 
have to deal with our own madnesses.  &ere are no page numbers
here so you have to search for where you left oD. You may begin 
anywhere, for the purpose of numberlessness is to reproduce the 
uncertainty of where reality is and it's respondent shiftiness.  
&e fragments of events  making up the 1000.100 post-reality 
may bother some of you. At some stage, I believe I was there, and 
that is why they seem very vivid to me. I pray that they belong 
mostly to me and you would not have to undergo any 
uncomfortable anxiety, realizing that you may have been there 
too. Love and light. &at is the only way to stop the 1000.100 
from repeating itself. Anchor the good here and now. Trust that 
our ascension will be guided well, and for our highest good. Do 
not mess with magic you don't know and be careful with the 
magic you do know. Mistakes can happen but with vigilance, 
discipline and a well meaning heart, we can be somewhat sure 
that our futures will be of paradise and not it's anti-theistical 



sister.  
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DEDICATION

And I shall choose. To have a mad obsession with you, for poets 

too need their pain. You are mine. I will be burned at the stake 

for loving you. &at is true. &ere will be violence. Oppression. 

Noise. But it is friction that adds life to lovers. Like bad scratches 

on rich black leather, poetically destroyed. Let me then consider 

you as phantom. &e beloved that haunts my depraved soul. &e 

spirit that scares me in the dead of night. Tearing me from a 

nightmare sleep where I lost you to some devil, only to realize the 

devil was me, wholly unworthy of your hell. 



⌘e Spid

Spider's web, spun down the spine. L3, L4, forcing ink out of 

crevices. Great salvation ink. Penetrating eggs. Making the eggs 

glow. 

Spider remembers grandmother seaweed, feeding the neurotic boy

green tea. Spider expects a visitor. A searcher for the eggs. 

Spider eggs hatching in abundance, baby white things scuttling to

freedom. Web spins. 

More egg's multiply. Baby spiders spin more webs. 

&is is the spider story. Eternal, on going. Always. 

I dreamt of the spider cave once. It lies southwest of the 

SLUTTER GUTT refugee city. Nestled on the top Hoor of the 

cinema de broken Daa. &ey were welcoming me with a weird 

dance. &ey said I was father spider. 

I was awakened by an elder. Blind and ancient. He told me 

Master was dying. &e eggs would save him.



I had to go to the spider nest.  

It's been two nights since I left master, back home in tech heart of

the GUTT. 

I will soon see ,rst hand the cast of spiders. I wonder if they will 

welcome me. 

"Take no extra tunic, wear no sandals." the master told me 

between coughs of blood. Like Jesus teaching his apostles. 

I wore boots instead. 

Master didn't say 'wear no boots' and didn't specify barefooted-

ness. We must improvise the advices.

So I hurried down the broken road, shivering without the spare 

tunic (for clothes were sparse in the GUTT and the elders needed

them more.) &e river of spit was colder than normal, running 

like a sludge instead of a stream. &e bubbly froth was missing.  

No bitter moon cast its light so I couldn't tell the season. 



My prophecy birds had gone ahead and reported no death or 

killing moons so It was safer to travel.

I stopped to pray between road markers that the master won't die 

before I return. I contemplated the shrine and story of the 

spiders.

They had saved whatever was left of humanity once. &is I heard 

from the stories of the ,rst refugees. &e female spiders were 

highly sexual and wanted to save the children for fangoria sex. 

It wasn't horror, from what the children explained after the sex. it 

was liberating. &ey died though (the spiders) right after the 

children gave birth.  

&e eggs were elixir like. With baby faces. 

&ey were meant to be swallowed bitterly during the suicide 

moons, so that none would plunge oD the breathing buildings or 

hang themselves by their entrails. 

&e spiders never wanted to make love to adults. Instead, they 



crawled into their mouths to burst in their stomachs. &e adults 

would experience the spider high and could see into various 

dimensions after the fever. 

Master wouldn't want to kill himself. Nor did he want to see 

other dimensions. He was dying. &e eggs would rebuild his 

collapsing organs. Or so the meta doctors explained. 

&e spiders will spin a new fate for him, that much the witch 

doctors believed.&e spiders never said anything about stopping 

death. &ey only gave children immortality.  

It was up to me to bring the eggs back before they hatched. &at 

was the order of the elders. 

But the path ahead to the nest was distorted. &e way disturbed. 

Ghost ravens were Hocking in the distance. A sign. An omen. I 

shivered from something else more horrible, creeping it's way 

towards me from the horizon. Run. Hide. 

&e terrible vibrations made me think of only one thing. 



&e Self burial salvation ritual.

I dropped to my belly and slithered like a snake to the side of the 

path. Already some strange piercing wind was ravaging 2 feet 

above ground. Gusting out of nowhere. I panicked.  My back got 

cut a little, thin tunic torn. Reaching the hot sands, I dug with 

bloodied hands (&e winds thin the air, cracks the skin quickly.) 

Hurting, I dug like a tomcat.

Enough for my upper body to crawl in. Held my breath. Half 

buried myself (to lessen the body heat  so that whatever was 

riding the winds would not pick up my stench. And shred me. 

Dust entered my lungs, I fought not to cough. &en I heard the 

thundering of hooves above.

Reaper men.

It's all doomed now. &e prophet birds reported no reaper men. 

Some ghastly portal must've opened without warning. Sending 

waves of anxiety, uncontrollable sadness and the reaper men. 



Figures of slow death and terrifying pain.

I cried bitterly.

&en I heard the dogs. &e dogs have come.

&eir howling grew closer by the seconds. I felt them panting 

noisily. Nearing me. Warm piss seeped and splashed unto the 

mound I was hiding under. &e stench psychedelic but protective.

&ank Debris, thank anjing, my mind reeled and mantra'd.

Timeless. Horror. I wet myself. Cum and piss and blood 

ejaculating all at once. Sickness came. Fever came. Everything 

came. 

Time vanished without warning. Abandoning consciousness. I 

starved. I felt master die. 

&en silence. Dreaded and empty. I waited.  &e life of master 

bleeding out of my heart. 



Lizard angels told me to recover. Out dug myself, smelling of 

acrid piss. My crotch was overly slimy. 

I Coughed out sand and stone. Looked due east. Something there

had changed, back home. Something sank in my gutt. I Spat in 

my palm, rubbed it in my eye, stared east again with an 

invocation to truly see. Calling forth the far vision. 

&ere were funeral Hags raised. Slow and Huttering. 

&e reaper men had taken the city. 

Counted seven Hags. Among them the Hag of master. Seven 

mystical deaths. &ere was no more point going to the spider 

cave. But there was no more point going back either.

It was then, I decided, to choose another initiation. And since I've

always wondered, about being a spider child, to see into many 

dimensions, to sleep on walls, to experience the spider high, I 

decided to continue on the path.

I moved on, ,nding  my way to the web world of the Spid.



THE KITCHEN CONTINUUM

&e Hesh smiles, a sweet sick child and the factory trembles. In 

the workshops, Hoors above, the machines groan, a noise seeking 

attention. &e child shivers and I tell her it's alright. She'll get 

better. Don't be afraid.

&e light outside wants to break in, but it will blind her, yet set 

me free. liberation can wait. She still has to see, to describe to me 

the heavens in her mind.



Her Hesh smiles, a sickly sweet woman. She ages so fast in this 

industrial temple, decayed by the hunger it feeds on.

"&e garden is how you make it." I tell her. 

"Adam, forgets," She whispers, "&e creatures have not been 

named." 

&e machine above growls, a protest, an invitation to deconstruct.

It wants us to live, it wishes our bones to merge with wires and 

veins but she is calling out to sea as I am called to the light. &e 

mech won't have its day. Chains begin dragging on the Hoors 

above. &ey descend, to ,nd us. An angel of death speaks. 

"Eve forgets Adam, for he was a fool not to save her."

&at's the sign. Gingerly, I carry her, a growing but deteriorating 

frame. I carry her down to the vacant canteen. Memories of food 

will feed her. She'll get better.

I put her on the metal table, like a sacri,ce. Whatever cold air was

left in the walk in fridge was released as I open the door, like a 



,nal breath.

She inhales. Smiles. She remembers. She thaws and perspires. 

Drink up the droplets. Eternal juices. I kiss her. Taste her love.

"&e Father forgives you, and so does the snake." &is reassures 

me. I know i'm on the right path. &e light above wants to arrive 

here.

I believe it's time.

"Dream of apples, my love." I tell her, as I slowly wrap her in 

plastic sarans. Kiss her forehead. Touch her lips.

She smells of fruits and gasoline. She reminds me of childhood. 

&ere is metal banging on glass outside.

 &e chains are here. &e light is above. Slowly streaming in 

through the sunscreen.

I kiss her eyes. she smiles at me and speaks.

"&e Tree of Life forgets no name but you must leave my name 

here."



"I know." I tell her. One tear falling, seeding the Hower. It grows 

as she fades.

"&ere is a ,re." She says softly, looking astray.

"And &ere is a Hame," I whisper back.

&en the light comes. &e chains come. &e glass breaks and the 

kitchen, continuums.



THE BREAST COLLECTOR

We had to hide in the dumpster to escape the breast collector.

Rather the rats than 'IT.' A horrible masked entity with a box full 

of tits instead of a chest. We couldn't tell if the breasts were real. 

&ere was no blood Hooding the transparent box. No severance 

marks. It was too weird to hang around out to ,nd out. 

&e monster had no arms too, so we don't know how it could've 

collected the things. Maybe the tits were It's organs, breathing 

apparatuses, processing sections, hearts.  It had a horned demon 

head where its crotch was supposed to be. Zip marks for eyes and 

mouth, like a BDSM freak.

It made this humming sound as it lumbered past us. Some sick 

lullaby. We suspected it was a robot for a while but its lion tail 

was swishing too naturally. It had a huge heart shaped ,xture on 

its ass, ike a throbbing cushion.

My lover plans to draw a picture of it. If she can get over the 

nightmare. Or was it a living nightmare when we  met it? I can't 



really tell. Reality and dreams. It's all the same here in SLUTTER

GUTT.

 &e thing passed without ,nding us. 

After the dumpster incident, we returned to the hole.

A ghost moon was rising so my lover had to blindfold herself. To 

prevent her eyes from bursting. I was already used to the 

moonlight so I chose to start a ,re to keep us warm through the 

night. &e table number 2 was already rotting so I used it as 

,rewood. 

I left the ,rst table for her to write and draw the breast collector. 

She could do it better without sight but she couldn't start 

drawing immediately. 

We had to spread the news of its existence to the other 

communities in the Gutt. In case they too had the misfortune to 

meet it, they'll know what to do. Find a dumpster. With rats. To 

hide. &e stench would mask our body odors somehow. &at was 

how we escaped, I think. 



EDIT: Lover wet herself again, shivering. It was no use telling her 

it's alright. She was paranoid still. Her drawing of the collector 

was acute. I guess that made it harder for her to forget the thing. 

&e more details she drew the more real it became to her. And 

yet, this purging of sorts started to work on her feelings. As if, the

reality of seeing the thing took away the uncertainty of it's horror.

She started contemplating it's truth. Her paranoia Hed. She 

stopped shivering. She started weeping through the blindfold. 

“What's wrong?” 

She told me we had misunderstood the breast collector. It was 

speaking to her in her head right now.

It's apologizing. 



LETTER TO THE COMMUNITIES.

Fellows. &is is NULL. I write to you through my daughter/love 

child to tell you of an entity, called the Breast collector. An Image 

of it is found in the maggotzine attached. I appeal to you to study

it well, so you can recognize it a way oD. My girl had the 

opportunity and bravery to channel some information for you all.

Listen.

&is is the Daughter/ child of love, WHITE THONG. Some 

minutes ago I received an appeal from &e Breast Collector.

It means women no harm.

&e breasts are fake. It is a symbol or box of icons, meant to root 

this thing in the heart of the mother of nourishment. It vaguely 

recalls its moments with Mary, &e Mother of God. It wants to 

relive those moments, hence the box of breasts as a heart and 

lung. Organs of life.

&e thing escaped a tyrant soul called the Caviar Girl. She had 

kept it captive with a binding chain, which broke during the 

storm of the puppets. 



Since then, the breast collector has been transversing the GUTT, 

in search of milk. Its false tits wouldn't oDer it condolences or 

safety. It is in search of the sacred cow. Bells will be of aid to this 

spirit. If you do see the breast collector, do not hide from it as we 

have. Instead, ring a bell if you do have milk to oDer. Directly 

from a teat would be best, so a woman has to sacri,ce.

Ladies, do not be afraid.

&e milk, whatever little is oDered, will help the Breast collector 

to move on. It will not steal your precious breast. It will be 

grateful.

And so what we fear is not fearful in itself. It is our lesson to learn

that all monstrosities in the GUTT can be angels or may just 

require help, as we do. We should be thankful to the Gods that 

spirits like the breast collector has the option to move on. 

&ough we cannot and must endure, may the spirits of the 

GUTT bring with them our hope for salvation. 



May surrealisme endure with us forever.

- WHITE THONG & NULL.

rainpocalypse virus rampage 

Prom night folk or wedding guests I didn't know. But there they 

were, lined up in the middle of the highway in the rain. Maybe 8 

or 10 of them waiting for a phantom cab or a bus  to come. &e 

black night was threatening to swallow them in it's density.  &ey 

were restless, soaked, but disciplined to stay out there. Scarce cars 

passed, drivers in gas masks and blue jackets. Radioactive. Feared, 

wild eyes avoiding the indian ,le.  

A side tunnel was near. White light shelter. Why the line didn't 

wait there, I didn't know. IT was like a punishment. Detention in

the rain. I sensed they wanted reprieve but was afraid to turn to 

the tunnel. Shelter was wrong. 

I saw a man in the tunnel, speaking to the garbage truck 

driver/collector. Asking silenced questions. &e driver stayed in 

his truck, looking ahead at the line outside.  



&e man then stood near the mouth of the tunnel smoking. 

Watching the girls in black mini dresses soaked in the rain, a little

frantic for cover, hailing blindly for  a ride.

O death, which art so near.

He turned to the garbage truck but the driver shook his head. No 

ride. Let them wait and be wet. Girls in mini dresses. &e man 

nodded. Continued smoking. 

&e girls marched on the  spot, to keep warm perhaps. &ere were

boys perhaps, but the man was not interested in the boys. When 

he dropped his ,nished cigarette, the  trucks' headlight came on. 

&e man shook his head. &e truck driver nodded. 

&e girls stopped marching on the spot and hid their faces from 

the high beams. &e boys ran into on coming traTc. Rain falls 

heavier. 

&e man lights another cigarette, smiling.  



ABANDONATIA 

By daylight the neighbors were all gone. &e people beyond the 

block were gone. On the streets, no one in sight. 

&e mutant virus kills, vanishes the Hesh and bone. Finishing oD 

fabric and undergarments. &e trees and roads and metals 

survived. Spectacles and pendants scattered on the pavement. 

But not everyone was gone. 

In a high building, by the open door frame and gate on an 

unknown level, there were two odd couples. &ey sat  in the 

chairs, naked, rocking to and fro, mouth expunging blood. 

Convulsing like a frightful dance. Living dead vomiting up their 

organs.

&e escaped tagged along like frightful children, their butch 

mother looking for a house they could store themselves in, away 

from the no one around, from the virus in the air.

When they saw the shaking couple outside the door, like 



sentinels, gargoyles, they  hurried oD to another level. &ere was 

something in the house they guarded. No one wanted to know 

what it was. 

 

&ere was a man with the group and he had the key to a house in 

mid renovation. Maybe he was the  construction manager.  He let

them into the half built house. White mattresses lay about,  the 

only true comfort. He led them to pseudo safety.

Outside the sunny summer was haunting a vacant world.

&e children were hiding. From what monster, no one could tell. 

No one could see. But there were monsters in the air. Hunters 

and huntresses. &ey could be felt. Vibrations of the predators. 

Where is the cure? Was there help? &e man cannot answer. &ere

are rolls of duct tape about the house. He tells them to seal the 

windows and the doors.

SuDocate or let the virus in. 

He leaves. Not promising to return. No one dared to seal the door



frame. &ey could hear the odd couple below retching louder and

louder as if they were coming up to the house.

 



NULL MISSION 

NULL was sweating in his PVC Nurses uniform. It was stained 

with cigarette ash and spittle. He sat with his legs open and bent 

at his knees, back leaning against a wooden sodden wall. Smoking

a stale cigarette. &e woman was lying, eyes closed, in front of 

him. Head near his left foot that was squeezed into a red stiletto. 

His other foot was stroking her creamy shoulder. He sucked on 

his cigarette, let the smoke coagulate in the airless attic, lit by a 

Hickering candle. 

Her eyes opened. Staring straight up at the peeling ceiling.  

NULL waited. &en asked. "You all back?" She turned to him, 

straight-faced looking up his legs. She shook her head. Said 

slowly."Part of me is still with the stars."

He spat bitterly."At least you've gone home awhile." Tortured. 

She watched him put out his cigarette on the Hoorboards.

there was no more absinthe to drain. &e bottle as good as a 

candle holder. Or piss container.

"&ey want you to go into the GUTT." She said quickly. He shut 



his eyes. Bit his thumb nail. Twisted his ankle around to crack it. 

ScoDed. "they would't risk sending in another stable magician eh,

darling?"

She sat up. Concerned. naked. "you're the best one available right

now."

"Coz all the others are mad or dead."

she crawled up to him, her beautiful face raptured before his. 

Ecstasy. "and you are already both. So it's alright." She kissed 

him, tasting the stale ash on his blue tongue.

He drank down her life spit. Quivered. Erected.

&ey made love before his departure.



ASH POET SYMMETRY 

Bundle the tobacco into wood pipe

Hick, fuck around with green lighter

Oh! 

Sadness come!

O ! 

Peace pipe no work!

Come on.

&ere must be something to spike this bowl.

Some green merchaya. Some love drops!

Jupiter is scarred.

&e giving king is injured.

&e wounded Healer is sitting across,

looking for tears and iodine!

&e full moon eclipses.

O ! Strange behavior in dog men!



Weird thumping in the heart!

Beware!

It's an astrologically funny world.

Your planet is here to make you cry!

Because you don't know it, 

you are a RAPIST!

Children are screaming around the playground.

Fun or frantic? &e pitch is unknown.

Birds of omen watch from lamp tops

the hiding lizard licks its lips

StuD tobacco into hole

light up! light up!

we have no money for proper cigarettes

our ,ckle careers have gone to waste.

wash cars eat bread 

Hounder the prophecies



drill head! 

&ere is no sound coming from the necro-tops

no music form the ghast of fools! 

Finish him oD

,nish her oD!

&e room is to be set in motion 

the hole in the wall befriended!

&e plunge takes us down down down 

and we live for the moment, inhaling tobacco.

Be scared!

Be safe!

&e pipe is only as clean as the other side. 



VOICES [IN]

PHARMACE

UTICA

part 1



Count one hundred stones. Or coins. Or grains of rice.

Divided on an ancient table

spreading seeds of cost and crime. 

Displeasure.

Fire beckons from a burning altar 

a hindered star, an absolute monarch.

Count the days of spineless scenes

rays that interfere with dreams.

Faces lost in a haze of opium

wounded bodies line the walls. 

Count one hundred hours, gone

needles stuck in voudon dolls.

“&is is the cure, this is the miracle.”

nodding heads.  Symptoms agreed. 



Scribbling in the jaded ground.

mail scratchings, counting days

one hundred

ninety nine

eighty eight. 

&en you ,nd, the elasticity of time is a fake. 

Only blood on the ,ngers is real. A twang. A hurtful truth. 

How long before we are returned?

Screeching tires, screaming bird

killed by the cougar, sunlight burnt

&ere's blood draining into the fence.

Building  up the wall of phantoms.

Here, we're trapped on the other side

hunting for  our lost disciples 

,nding voids where valor used to be.

How we are permission'd.

How we are declined. 



Towers sung in empty spaces

lightning brights the valid way 

march. 

&e comets passes us by 

follow the night sky, dramatically displaced. 

&ere are diagrams by the road side

accidental to the path of Tao. 

Rabid break through to the south

candle burning in the mire

one more page, one more song to the sands of 

one more turn, one more touch by  the hands of

slipped away, adrift

 

“come on, girl, come on, soul.”



She shakes her head and leaves. 

Dramatis. Mantis. Pray. Heave. 

Leap forward a thousand years. &e sun is a stalemate, an 

unworthy whore. 

We draw our breaths from deep below

looking downwards  as we walk

scared to catch the eye of strangers 

Heavy downpour in the dark

Waiting by billboards of the past

holy symbols hid with papers

ads and numbers, porn and hooks

hung our clothes out to cry  

a sequence rash on our skins

continents form, we are mistaken

boats drawn in, ready to sink

“the wind is rustling paper bags.”



“shake them out, empty them.” 

“they have no heart.” she says.

So beautiful. She is sad. 

“it's ok, love.” I take the bags from her. 

So light and empty like her eyes

she lay her head upon my hands

I feel her weep on faded lines.

Night dawns. 

We return to bed. Asleep with the gas lights on. 

Children stir with hollow guts. 

Insects crawl on coma babies. 

“can we feed them in our dreams?”

i'm not sure how to answer her.

It is a thought. So I meditate. 



Invoking the lost forms of food.

She thinks I have abandoned her

but I only have power for a grain or two. 

&e great lightning blinds the night time 

the great thunder announces terror 

centurions climb a battered hill

sneers, malice in their hair. 

Drag the chains

lashing, whipping

every scar a sutured smile

Hillside horror 

I see the crystal drill bit

biting into bone

a torrential pain 

nails driven through hands

thunderstorm awakes above

prepare for downtrodding



elephantine vicious 

the victim upon us which is the lamb 

“you were one of them, you were there.”

“I know.”

my feet are sunk in mud of blood

I cannot look up at the lord

the sky stares me down 

there, the gaze mirrors traitor

I too called for death.

“I'm sorry.”

noise comes down from heaven

bleating, beating, battle.

Found us, messeor 

na del abruja 



“we cannot hunt on empty stomachs.”

“the ,re is roasting nothing.”

“we must eat our children.”

I took stones and killed the hungry. Baby girl crouches in cave. 

“It's ok. It's ok. It's safe now.”

she will not leave the darkness. 

&e art is in the madness itself. 

Corresponding to neuron in,nite

 

“you are what you invoke.”

and it is true, coming from her lips. 

&e rush has no where left to go 

but up, she said, but up



and hence the heavens in the head is heightened

bricks in a weakling sack, grounded into dust. 

A cup of coDee

the show is late now

and it takes you to enchanted places

there is moonlight 

a distinct past

dim the gas lights

the steam from the cup is thinning

sip. &ere is a pipe nearby. 

&e mad is in the art itself. 

Neutrons in in,nite correlation

the head revolves around the sun 

but on the other side, the glare is lost

for tonight is late

and the show is on. Go on. Go on. 



Smoke ,lls the bar

dough eyed darling with the tea

pouring me some sugar and sweet 

she smells of stale sex

a heart cheated by hustlers.

She doesn't smile. Even when I show her my knife.

“you been killin'?” she asked. 

I don't smile. Unimpressed, she lights a cigar. 

She eyes the gun behind the counter. 

&e juke box plays jazz. A rambling tune. Picking up pace. 

“Its all in the mad art” I tell her.

She nods. Amen. Wipes a sweat oD her brow. 

Poor woman. 

&e tunes keep playing. And I know this girl on the radio. 

She had taken me places before. 



Sad, echoey places. 

I forget her name.

 

she speaks of mountains. Eagles. Clouds. 

I am old and weary. 

&e woman throws away the stale cake and oDers me sex.

“Amen.” I say. “amen.”

&e heart remembers your love. 

A burning ash on a page of letters

A black hole burned in time line, 

disrupting coincidence.

A dancing girl in the shadows. 

&ere is a marked loss

so quickly the clock turns, 

       time moves backward to a previous space

out at sea by foreign lands



paintings show a net of ,sh

the sun is scorching like the moon

rising where the whales lay dead

incumbent,  heaving ,nal sighs

each hour  transcends, we're taken away 

each minute passes, oDering freedom 

we are cut oD from the world

we are set adrift to sea

searching for cigarettes, stale remains

here, there, digging up drawers

unspeakable tools used for new highs

sweeping up fragments, leaves, dust 

spelling names forlorn in the dirt

remembering love, old dementia 

burning  remains of hair in a glass

injuring the hand, red raw skin.

Tears are the common downfalls 

evaporating into Hame



light the joss sticks. 

Make oDerings. 

Empty the china in a Hooded sink

burnt hairs Hoating

Drip tears to the mix

Call her name

You know this is the way.

to make contact

you know this is the way

to remember her love

old dementia

stir the concoction

hear forgotten laughter in your head

an echo of schizophrenia

a paranoia in vacant houses.

Pace up and down

awaiting invites

awaiting the train to the other side.



Soma, in ,ve minutes. Soma in some  minutes

Cut the red wire. Cut the white wire. 

Where is the terror that comes with the current?

Where is the remover of the chain?

Soma in 4 and a half minutes.

 &e hot sea does not retreat it's passion. 

An age of reason without smile. An age of tyrant telecacy.

We await by small boxes. Waiting our turn. 

In 60 seconds, 59. 

soma reached 

Tubes running from spectral machines. Pumping prologues into 

prolonged neurosis. 

Lights in a haze blip

vague illumination. 

Faces dance upon the ceilings. &e jester. &e crusade. 



&e horror from dime store darkness. 

“Accept what is ours. Delay what is theirs.”

a central war with faceless leader. Buckets of gravel from graves to 

front. 

Deter ,re arms. Deter trace bullets. In the night only the red 

lightning strikes. Take cover.

Hide. 

From the closet mysteries. From the rattling in the basement.

Hide, from your sleepless wanderings, from the sounds made after

twilight.

Flitting between trees

of long durations cast in the light of stars

we roll about the sea of the roads

black tar glittering

headlights lost in accidents

the ghostly pedestrian crosses the path, bemoaning the onset of 



brutal trucks

brutal trucks with no knowledge of braking

brutal sounds made during twilight.

Sirens.

Pictures tossed from open trunks

blood of wife the only thing moving

hubby gone to another place. 

 

Safety. Escape.

&e soul fragment lingering in another dimension.

&us begins the long extraction

angels muttering among themselves

“Where did he go? Only master knows.

Another collector thus must come.”

&ey await the box. &ey await the turn. 

Drawing down power from above

Learning the ,ve stages of birth to teaching

I harbor memories of a bip-plane,

 escaping the wrath of the watchtower

 strange entities shock each other



electrocution by forces below 

out of the smoky air

I escape in the plane

no headset on, shouting at the rushing blue

swerving, diving, climbing, like a twisted child playing with air-

force.

But I am numb.

&e plane is crashing and I feel no excitement. 

&is might be the kamikaze replay

over and over and over again.

I am bored by the way I ended that life 

big red dot on my forehead, for love, for country, BURN! 

Drawing down power from above.

To play with shadows and lights in the distance. 

Monuments made minuscule

in an alien desert, colorless, lifeless

I know, I know why I am angry



Ten drawing down powers have done this to me.

Oh,.

no. no. I've done this to myself. 

(do not blame the cosmic currents) 

Dueling with electric lashing 

distorted ,gures teaching rotating heads (12 of them)

reciting from crystal  balls and the mouths of ascended teachers 

,ve keys suspended above my mind, like a halo to gateways

opening terrible secrets in the hearts of stout seers

yes.

&is is the way

this is the way that our Lord's have made

that our lords have paid

we rejoice in their bloodsheds

for it hath made us clean

we are all dirty bastards.

Like a  temperamental child I storm oD into the dust 



eyes red and tired and mocking sleep

outside I hear people stomping on furniture

breaking down wood to feed their ,res

or to sell by grams for coins of gold

give adam what belongs to adam, they'll say

we'll make a bed for eve. 

Nicely done, the ship has sunk 

bubbling into the deep then lost in calm waves

nicely rid oD, that trading monster

no more will it spread our ,lth to  mother lands

spare her, she'll be pleased and bless us

sink those ugly things, enough. &e children must be free f 

boxes and noise, and cow skin bags

poor moo. Let them roam free and be worshipped by Indians. 

Let the red necks starve. 

ok. i'm done with my nicely done.

&e ocean is a calm thing, like a breathing lady, naked on the bed.

Softly. 

I wipe salt from my eyes, for the lady is only memory  

on this sand, there is no naked skin, no lighthouse to show the 



way 

ah

this shore

I remember when I stood here before

long before

remembering no signs in the skies, no possible returns

(she is asleep) I'll say (she's busy)

but really

she was gone. 

Just a ,sherman's dream.

Romance of the bum who lives on the beach.  

We must talk, he and I

this hobo poet, who nibbles at leftovers

from barbecue pits

abandoned by young drunks, fucking in the bushes. 

He'll take potatoes wrapped in  foil

keep it in his stinking shirt pocket



so he'll seem to have one breast

perky and edible. 

He'll blow the ashes oD the corn

handle coals like a mighty man

so he won't catch cold.

sometimes the park guards will chase him

but he'll make himself vanish with magic

nicely done, he sinks the ships

passing by trade waters

he'll sink them with his mind

“&ey don't need those gadgets” he'll say to me, a faraway place 

in his eye. 

“music comes from the waves...”

how I miss him, this homeless magician.  

I walk this sandy stretch alone, retracing his footfalls. 

&ere's a terrace house vacant by the shore.



&e helicopter is perched on the roof.

&e blade of the chopper, like the fan in the hall, is silent.

Pilot and people gone. 

I broke into the house, there was no key under the mat

no key in the ignition of the bird. 

No luck. 

No fuel either. But a medical kit must be somewhere

unless it's been taken by the Hyer. 

I lie down in the dry bathtub

imagining children playing in the pool (all dried up as well) 

a dry well yawns me into submission. 

To hell with it. I'll die under shelter. 

As if. 

I fall asleep. 

 

cannot trust the dreams. &ey oDer life. Something the mind 



hungers for

more than food or thunder and rain. Sometimes the thunder in 

dreams are really motorcycles

or cars with modi,ed engines. &ey rev. &ey beckon. &ey elude.

I tried waving down a cab once in  my dreams.

None of them would stop. Hired light on or no, doesn't matter

they kept going.

I wake up in time for night time. 

&ere's less fear without the sun, so I head oD. To the next street. 

&e next city, in search of humanity. 

&e cockroaches survived the doom. &ey always do. 

I tried becoming one with them. To live in the shadows between 

worlds

but I wasn't the right color. Had no feelers. Had no feelings.

 

rolling on the ground to acquire fun. Just a burn out waste of 

energy. 

Walking, running, crawling gets boring. 

Tried slithering like a snake, since it was my animal sign. But I 



only shed skin and exposed wounds to the elements. I blew on 

the red scars. Drank my own blood. Just to get a twang. 

It's a bitch to have no humans to drink from. 

It's a bitch to not die. To be alone.

My fault of course. 

I should've kept some woman alive. 

So I could carry on humanity, like God &e Father. 

Too late now to regret.

I was too greedy, sure. And now I pay the price.

We learn and move on. Wherever on, is. 

God the Father then oDers reprieve

in the form of a child   shivering in a cave.

She remembers me, but I don't.

You killed the hungry she reminds me

vaguely I accept her notions.

ok. Alright. Let's go.

She has decided to follow me. As thanks. 



We do things I do not speak of.

Such words no longer exist. 

 &e Akasha cafe or the wondrous cafe

we could not decide on the name. Yet me named things. Like an 

Adam. An Adamtress. She recalls dreams of hailing a cab. 

I tell her they won't stop. She proves me wrong. 

she and I , in a nocturne cab

dreaming down the northern way

we ceased to talk but to stare we did

into each eye like a vortex of sight

small golden eyes, my girl of 9 

old as I am, maybe older I can't tell.

From a dream she came, a reality made

arrived like a walk-in to suit my days

shivering in a cave. 



“i am immortal like you” she said at the start 

her soul is truth, so “yes” i believed. 

She sat on my lap. a strange little girl.

Nothing sexual, nothing daughter, nothing of that sort.

But we did things I cannot speak of.

 

a memory of santa, red from the past

she whispered her wishes. Stars collided. 

I was then, so trapped in the burning room. 

Unshaven, without food. A skeletal crime.

half asleep, half astral, way side nightmare

then she came. A monumental tiny. 

&e beautiful sorrow in a pink perfect dress.

“let us leave” she said

and vanished the stone that blocked the tomb 

the cave place gone like a rush of smoke



sucked  from the lung of vacuum world. 

abandon belongings, ways of past

I followed the girl to the glad beyond. 

she skipped and danced along the streets

called down a lullaby of powdered rain

“it's fun to be lost in the haze of a weather!'

her favored laughter lifted my load

barefoot down the gravel hurting

black sounds weeping from my eyes

“come on! Come on!” she dragged me along.

up ahead, the cosmic cab. 

 Fumes of myth 

because I have nothing else to do

and there are paintings left to breathe in the corners

I apply the liquids to the Hame

bubbling up, mixing, alchemy. 



I inhale. Take in these odors from the depths

stirring extraterrestrial memories. 

Yes.

&e winds turn a sudden chill

as my blood moves in stranger ways. 

It is beloved to be here again

to see the helmut in the tank

un corroded 

still speaking its ancient tongue

“vi ra la kun tay

lu ma ha nu da:”

yes, I smile to it

though i do not think it can see through moss

I wave at it.

“vir ha, vir!” 



I cannot sense it's excitement. It seems grim. 

Slowly, I dip my palm into  arrested waters

fetid and alive, a greenish grey soup 

my skin tingles and evolves upon contact 

primal alternative moves through my pores 

I drink. 

“live forever” the head says in its language. 

“already, I AM.” 

my head swims in the fumes of myth 

embryonic pod ship among the stars

I remember his name so clearly now

ANDRILLION, he who was a man, who shall be a planet  

other myths had other names.  AI-Fi. SAUL. Mister Shaman. 

Many myths had given up. He was lost for so long. 



But here he is, in a helmut, in a tank.

With me all these while, patient. 

Telling me to wipe his visor

so he can peer into our discarded world and laugh his immortal 

laugh.

I'm not too sure if I hear it. 

it's sitting there, waiting

a brooding scene, discordant smile

but sometimes I sense It is sad. Missing someone. Something. 

Maybe a house

locked in invasion

in defense of a garden 

by a black immaterial thing

smoke rises from the cliD

or is it a vortex?

Or is it the head recalling tobacco?

It smokes, it dreams and in it I am there

dreaming with the head of Saul

of green ,elds glowing

splattered with bloodshed 

a smooth red sky, a banner of victory



frames a blue tortured castle

all these sights waiting for its masters hand

to deform and de,le

to repaint mythology. 

Sometimes I stare and it stares back

like some existential puzzle

begging me to give it meaning and life

sometimes I let it be alone

as I am alone in this stormy room

drowning in the misaligned books

the layers of cigarette ash

plastic crushed and littered

dead bugs buried beneath moldy shoes

there are drawers half open

with things older than me 

trophies of forgotten days 

badges, rusted to minimal memory. 



&e only memory now is of the stars

and of foreign spaces beyond cognition

I try to raise it like a sun 

knowing I was once their god

but the light don't show sometimes

and I'm left to ponder the disastrous mark

the fumbled glory 

and wonder how long the invasion  goes on

For now, it sits there quietly 

&is head of mine

a spine tingling sensation

To watch myself disembodied

Me watching I 

I  eyeing me

i sit here quietly

and in silent exchange

we question each other's lives. 

Did you win? I ask the black Hoating thing.

Did you win? It asks me back.



We both don't know the answer. We  both have to wait it out. 

marriage of the schizophrenics 

higher authority and soldier of fortune

hand in hand wandering in the city

easting ,sh and chips.

Schizophrenic marriage

the signal and the signaler

activations through music

popping pills, smoking greens

the sound of songs is drizzling from the ear phones

furtive eyes glance around

“It's not your lover, the songstress. It's the radio from the 

computer” I said. 

Nib the voices in the bud. 

Oh. He thanks me piously. “Should I take my pills now?”

I glance at my watch phone. “ten more minutes.” 



He returns to elvis. A comforting love song. 

At ,ve, he promptly puts Elvis to sleep. “Higher authority wants 

you to witness.”

I watch him down his meds with milk. 

Yummy. He is happy again. Anti-radiation drink. 

Years later his son is born. &e marriage evolves into family. He 

still loves expensive watches.

“But the government has taken away my money and internet. 

&ey don't want me speaking to the CIA. &ey are keeping my 

watches. Gifts from the agencies.” 

yes. I believe him. Higher Authority has sanctioned me to do so. 

His wife is a caring soul. She ,ghts the war within him with him.

I was at their registration of husband and wife. Eating swedish 

meatballs.



We ate fried chicken and potatoes in a house ,lled with 

newspapers.

“we must always watch the media, tool of the machine.”

yes. I agree with him. 

Big Brother is writing. 

I miss the old days pills and Elvis.

It was a safe time with the schizophrenics. 

My marriage is diDerent now. My family is static images that 

comes alive in the night. 

It is sweet here yet diDerent.

Higher authority has given me back my words

like ,re that was once stolen, now returned.

I am grateful, for the marriage of schizophrenics. 

&ey gather in the valley

waiting for Buddha

drinking from bowls ,lled with light.

&ey sleep in the aging ,elds



like dried poppies longing for rain

eyes cast east to the skies

searching for the shape of home

the men have grown quiet

no more power to shout 

the women feed their babies

from small shriveled breasts

they cannot eat the bags

pieces of gold won't ,ll them 

there is no more ,re in their hearts

their monies have no use 

shelters failed them long ago

none of the walls could block the virus

streaming through streets like poisoned steam  

one by one the cities perished

bones are stacked as make shift temples

a tower to the heavens



hoping to catch the light 

they search for a blessing sun 

a fertile heat to warm the graves

“the dead will surely know the way.”

necromancy is the choice salvation

but the dead don't speak

to desperate zealots

the dead don't care for heartless men .

Let them pine for death to come

while spirits keep the reaper busy 

when men grew tired of lament

they stroked the earth like a dying pet 

“please help us mother, set us free

only cracks show, abysmal smiling  

,ngers dig the barren earth

guessing at reservoirs beneath 

plants uprooted to drink their sap

but the plants are twigs, mirage of  millions 



vultures hanging overhead

waiting for Hesh that won't come

these are those who are left behind

wandering is their burdened lot

nothing new, this dismal land 

just another twenty twelve 

the reHection changes with every direction

a static mirror, bright and shimmering

obscured by the battlement of paint

faces in the dusk, half stammering 

together, we ascended the mount of polished 

a subtle gradation up the stones

we passed caves the names of heaven

the angels were bald and had tongues of ,re

they said nothing after us 

staring our orbital eyes

a sub zero wind touched us 

molestation by the cosmos



something trembled under our feet 

our hearts were murmuring 

camp,re calling, sticks and stones.

Distant horizon grey and obtuse

a sky without movement   

We paused at a variant height

found the ground Hat and dry 

so we spread our messes

arranged items around a circle of rocks

 no sound from the other side

clinking of keys in a vacuumed space

we stay on hard gravel

chewing cheap cigarettes 

forget the stories

it makes no claim in a place like this

songs even died, a joyless gathering 

staring at the lines on our faces

tracing histories in fatigue skin 



no rest  would come

no matter how hard we crashed 

we resorted to drawing 

squiggly lines in the sand 

connecting the dots

we made metaphysics 

explained the end of the line 

powers ran rampant

away from us, to the night line

we didn't notice the moon

black is just a formless hour 

we slept without dreaming, wondering if we'll awake.

To close then open eyes

to feel like strange wanderers

lost in the  globe of a mind

my mind thinks of them 

is with them

I am there.

&e globe is my head 



my head in a tank

talking to me, and me, to it

Grant me recollections which the pills suppress

Sure, the ash tray is hard to reach

and we lose time searching for lighters

but the nicotine waits

like an impatient whore

turning wet and brown at the ,lters

 we still smoke it in the end

no matter how gross it is

suck in the tough smog 

embracing the great disease

it helps me think of them.  

they can become we

an ownership of souls and wanderers. 

when we're done, we're hungry 

we move out into the dark hall

carefully walking to ,nd our way

we feel out furniture



unsure where everything is

as if the house changes

the space alternates

things move on their accord

we ,nd pieces of bread

Wrapped in loin cloth 

hard and dry, almost tasteless

we look for butter from the fridge

years old, a shady color

pull out knives from backs

wipe oD the bloodshed

spread the mess. 

Eat. 

We feel sick, but at least it's something. 

We want to purge and vomit (same thing)

we want to punish ourselves for not clearing out the junk. 



Burp.

We return to the toilets. Stare into empty bowls. Wondering.

Wondering where life went. 

Down the tubes with all that jazz.

We smile in the mirror, determined not to piss

to damage bladders for the greater good.

Water sports. 

Yes, We are guilty. 

Ammonia was never a free ride. 

She's always a Hight of mystery 

yet Hirty

yet silent 

she's always a part of memory 

of dance halls

of video playback 



she loves the trees

a fairy tale life before 

she loves the music

an icon of sound 

her beauty is a chameleon

troubled

care free

shining

there before you, then

she no more.

You search the room, like a panicked animal

and you can't ,nd that black dress she's in

that quick Hash of a smile. 

,gures obscure your vision

and quickly, as she appeared, you leave it.

Try not to think of her



don't try to chase the Heeting  

it's o.k.

&ere will be other times.

And even if no 

It's not too important.  

&ere are no signi,cant things you'll say or do 

 

it's all another fantasy

another dream you wake from 

another cliche. 

&ere were other lives

or will be 

when you'd come face to face again

maybe then the time would be right



maybe then, she wouldn't just leave like that. 

Primordial current surging 

through a wounded castle

power remaining , 4 minutes

out of ,re and wood, we scramble in the near dark 

“,x. Let there be no change for the worse.”

the priest is muttering through sweat and soot 

we hid the children ,rst, quickly and surely.

they hated the tombs”

“better to the grave breathing than not” the mothers said. 

Hush now. 

Power remaining 2 and a half minutes.

We sealed the doors with abarasque wind 

splattered the age old wine across the windows. 

&e servant girls wrote eulogies in the dust, to mask the living 

from the dread.



Poetry for the evil ones. 

&e men stripped, drew eyes on their chests with their spittle

to see and know what is there

steadily the psychic power builds

a wall up against the time

turn out the anger, the ill equations. 

We prayed for decaying statues to move

the evil ones are afraid of living stones

position to the east. To the west. Call upon the south. &e 

protector.

power remaining. &irty seconds.

Call to the north. &e above. &e below.

Close your eyes. Hide the wives. Better to the bed alone than 

dead. 



Power gone. 

We wait in the silence. Wine fumes intoxication. 

I touch the back of my hand. I review the blood coursing. &e 

pulse. &e life power. 

We wait in the mansion.  No chronic change. &e rosary beads 

swaying with trembling. 

&e mouth of the priest is moving, only air escaping. 

Sweat peels down the brow. Heat is rising

like a scorched breath.

&e evil ones are coming.

We await in the absence. 

    

the training pays oD

three and a quarter spoons a day and a night. 

It's alright now.

not too hard. 

Bend them one by one, raise the ,re from heaven



infect the steel. 

&ere is a collection of spoons

hidden in the drawers

each with its own signature

some are burnt beyond the shine

some are bent into odd, volatile shapes

each a symbol of man

of a child rearing her head

of the old folk with a mind in the grave

of the valid shopper, with extreme bags of gold 

weighed down, trotting down soundless streets

like pigs to the slaughter 

provoking laughter from the angels. 

Each spoon stained with scratches 

elaborate patterns in the mirror

,ne hairs distorting reHections 

a spoon for all seasons. 

Come, gather your utensils



lay them out on the table

though there is no dinner

nor supper nor lunch 

the spoons in a heap shall bring us power

stare into them, as you would a psychic 

raise the tower of eat 

attract magnets and meat. 

&ere is a spoon with your name on it

it has fed your spirit from time to time

it makes your stomach work in mysterious ways

because the gut is the engine of evolution 

china spoons, european spoons, americas

each with it's own patriotic signature

hung like a troubled steel magnate 

discarded like a junk yard salesman 

bring home the spoons



as remembrance, as nostalgia

for soon the only thing we can ever do

is eat with our hands.

&en with no water to wash

the gravy sticks, becomes toxic

we cannot suck our thumbs to sleep

a second layer of skin

brown, stinking gravy 

it keeps us awake.

Phase one of waking

you are aware of the sleep that just passed

or did you sleep or dream of sleeping?

you do not move  

your head is sunk into the pillow

you want to drift back into the deep

sometimes you can

if its a holiday

most times you can't

because it's work. 

Depending on the time



and how much rush you need to have

phase one moves slowly

into minutes

and if unlucky, into more than you bargained for

then you skip the other phases

and jump up with a start

but if all is well

you will not go deep

you will hover like a leaf upon still waters

gentley turning. 

When a greater current comes

so does phase 2

this is when you toss. When you roll around the bed

from left to right

right to left

you turn and events of the night come to you

this is when you recall dreams

sometimes its vivid



sometimes very vague

sometimes your heart tugs

because you remember a lost lover

of course, some dreams wake you up screaming

and there is no phase 1

only the heightened state of panic

which is sweaty and trembling and frightful.

Sometimes phase one is traded with a deep inertia

or a throbbing ache 

but most times, you enter phase 2 turning

letting your whole body wake up slowly. &en you rub your face

at last you sit up

and contemplate the day ahead

contemplate that lost lover

you've been friends with her for three years

it's a nice place now, where you're both at  

she is the last voice you hear before bed time

she is the ,rst message you read in sunlight 

she makes you laugh



you make her laugh

hearts are free

but friendship can be an eternal thing

and lovers can be tricky playmates

you wonder if you can be both

but we don't know if we haven't tried

but you're scared to ask her

to tell her how you feel

because its a tricky business

turning friends into lovers

you don't kiss friends on  the lips

you don't hold them close to you

and smell their hair

you don't hold their hands casually 

feeling the warmth 

put such thoughts out

some ,res burn too ,ercely



and the whole house could go down. 

You smile, you don't ask or say 

you listen

and do the usual

sharing moments of the days

dreams and failures

fears and fame. 

You try not to look into her eyes

because its easier that way

to fall in love

to want her completely

to need her like a lung 

your breath of life

your reason to be more complete 

let it go

let it pass by

maybe God has a plan

maybe the angels will see to romance

but for now, its friends



sharing a plate of sweet dessert

such simplicity fails

then the insects come

black scuttling things

and it's weakening the sweets.

She is gone

friend or lover or wife of disaster

you turn around in the eating place

people are staring

waiting for you to leave your plate

there are insects sucking oD juices

the people shake their heads

leave the sticks alone

the fruit is dry and brittle

a stone in the desert

the vision slips form your hands

sand through ,ngers 

all the years into nothingness

memories are ,lled with specters

and barking dogs



and blown out bulbs

leaving you with a Hash and darkness

groping about, friendless

in a house with moving cabinets

straining eyes in the black

something grows before you

although the structure is thin and Himsy

it resonates with an unearthly power

the way the wires string and twist

merging into a skeletal whole

provides the body upon which the  Hesh is made

buckets of blood is in the lift

celluloid unwrapped like presents

beings move around the black frame

studying its corners

its angles and shapes.

Bit by bit they plaster on Hesh

like a handyman dressing a wall

layer by layer



piece by piece

the  structure is covered

a meticulous method

careful study 

one should not make monsters

and the thing created should be of beauty

you should want to look at it and feel nice

you may even want to love it for its pleasantries 

the arrangement of the veins is hard.

Such delicate things. 

&e connections must be right

or the heart will pump wasted blood

the Hoors are too clean to mop up the mess

one must be vigilant

not to spill the precious fuel. 

&e head of the thing is elevated from outside



a window is cut open

and beings guide the way

this is the HQ 

the key component (besides the heart)

this is the machine of sight and sound, taste and feeling

the planet love resides in its throat 

the tip of its head is linked to heaven 

one must put it on straight and proper

or else, terrible thoughts are expressed

horrible things can be done

and so the hands are built last, blessed to do rightful deeds.

Blessing walls and pillars

shaking the hands  of children.

Showing magick tricks

erecting monuments. 

Behind the pillar is a place to hide

when security makes their rounds

clutching their notepads

and summoning names



don't breathe

they have exceptional hearing

don't move of course

they sense vibrations

in your mind remain still

they can pick up thoughts

try not to bleed

they hunger faster with crimson smells 

when they pass, you can continue

sit down cross legged and meditate

that is your only way out of this place

the mind is the gate is the exit 

but it takes focus and concentrated eDort 

the mind must believe

must be consistent with its visions

if you want the real thing to make way 



picture your peace

your ,elds of liberation

but also be wary

for the guards are unpredictable. 

Don't be fearful

for fear attracts the predators.

Instead, think of the light

as much as you can

for light also guides imagination

and imagination is key to your escape.

You will get tired after a while

and several guard rounds will happen

before you make the ,nal breakthrough

be patient with your art and science

it is there always but must be coaxed into being

be patient with yourself

you will hit the mark



you will open the door

and when that happens

you can count your blessings. Unless  you're caught by the guard. 

&en you can forget sunlight

for sunlight is a wall of noise

a glaring dead end to stall your way 

you forgot sunglasses

you can't close your eyes because you must seek

you make do with hand shielding. 

&e heat from the  road is intense

rising like a specter of ,re

here to cook your meat 

wrap up your body

or your Hesh will burn

if you have no shoes, good luck

you won't get far with scorched soles 

trees used to give shelter

but now they're thin and dried



their leaves are long gone

turned into dust to be trampled on

what use is the wood?

Perhaps to make a house

but building takes power

and when there is no food there is little power

no use running from the sunday or waiting for night

the moon won't come

the earth is still

she does not turn away

the  winds carry no solace

we're dead. But still awakening

Cursed like cain to roam unending 

such a standard end

at the end of the world

abandoned

without reprieve

(here you think of friends but even friends are gone) 



what have we done?

Do we deserve this?

We can't even count the ways

so ask for full on blindness

we might as well.

since we did not see before

since we refused to look at truth

we shall walk blind in the valley of sun tans

nothing but an orange faze in our eyes

a blanket of redness 

we dream of shapes and home

but it's useless, friends, we are damned to this hell. 

Watch the rats in the morning

dashing about like Hies

taking transport to their shit holes

in time for coDee and bread

before the avalanche begins



work work work 

like dogs in heat searching for bitches

poor little darlings

some have forgotten lunch

watch the mice in the noon

gobbling meaningless foods

mind lost in the next project

pockets jangling with pieces of metal

  

they are saddest in the ,elds

when they sit with nature and smoke

they know they have missed something

gaia tries to console them

they touch the grass but do not wonder

they just feel something amiss

then times up and the  mice return to their holes

watch the snakes at tea time

eyeing the beautiful ladies

ready to strike with their accolades

Hashing their papers from leather wallets 



they plot and scheme

setting the bed

soon they'll be screwing corporate whores

see the sheep in the evening

cramming into trains like tuna

holding their breaths, avoiding B.O 

they tumble into bars and bury their woes in drink

they hang around dance Hoors looking for a fuck  

others ,nd cafes

orders a tea

wait for their other sheep friends to come

some are late

in the silence of waiting, they watch the trees

and again they feel something a miss

a hole in their lives. A void in their souls. 

&eir friends ,nally come, and they despair about the day

see the humans in the dead of night,. Some cry to sleep. Not 



wanting to wake up. 

Moths and insects

Hy into walls

confused, damaged

they zig zag away

animals roam in search of water

begging the humans to save them from ,re

humans crawl on all fours in the winter

digging for graves

praying for heaven 

monsters cuddle up and dream

stroking the children

terri,ed in sleep 

oceans boil like a faithful end time

mountains crumble

angels blow trumpets



histories replay to the song of triumph

wars are refought 

young boys are murdered

lovers huddle under the rain

fucking for warmth

kissing for comfort 

elders tremble and rock in their chairs

waiting for sunrise

insomnia creeps 

guardians helpless before the storm

swords in their scabbards

prayers unanswered

priests kneeling before empty altars

the church is deserted, altar boys retired

politicians Hayed in the  gutters

papers are scattered

speeches forgotten



bankers burn in the vaults of their choosing

investments robbed

monies on ,re

mystics hide in the caves of tomorrow

consciousness contracting, amulets eroding.

He scratched his hands till it bled

then smeared it all over 

wilderness in his eyes

mouth twisted into prophecy

he watched the screen

of numbers unfolding 

he pretended to chew

smacking his lips

blowing Hying kisses 

he must've loved the numbers

it made sense to him in an intimate way 

and then he sought music

dead chinese opera 



engaging in sound

the mother of creation  

wires and sweet wrappers, more than one hard drive

arranged like a ritual 

invoking the gods

giggling he typed

an inclusion of letters

“oh yes” “ found” “lateral” “vindictive” 

what code is this?

What method is this? 

Only he knew

this secret language

this conversation with binary beings.

He had little hair 

a big gold watch

one foot in a shoe



the other toes wriggling 

caressing his music player

touching the touch screen

scrolling through myths

expressed through songs

the tones overtook him

and he swayed like a branch 

Howers in his eyes

he envisioned the cranes

meditating in the lake, one foot on the knee

she carried eight books

like a waitress with towers 

full of sex

her skirt was short 

her legs extending

like limbs of worship 



inside her heart was nothing but lust 

but she is kind

and aDectionate

loud in bed

she loves to draw

whimsical creatures

her colors are neon

red light districts

her scent is exotic

a famous courtesan

when its time to work

she'll keep her art books

pack up her markers

unsharpened pencils

slipping into something

wild and demure 

stockings of power

unrolls like a ,lm



opening credits

a hole in time

“Dive in monsieur

I'm ready and willing

just make sure there is cash by the door”

I saw her again

two weeks later

carrying her books

to hide her nakedness. 

 

I was taken aback. 

She was paying her ,nes. 

“Drink from my paps, and live forever.” 

she smiled, I laughed

caught by surprise 

She dropped her books

for me to pick

I bent down, gathered, looked up and she was gone.



&ese women, they come and go. 

A circulatory message. Phantasms of my heart. 

&e china woman came

with her trolley of things

unpacking her ziplock

pulling out cables

she used a tuxedo

to cover her legs

memoirs from a man

she had killed and buried 

an umbrella stuck out

from her zebra striped trolley

there were bottles of water

sealed with wax

she had a pillow to sit on 

her phone had to ring

her laptop booted



and she wept on the phone

she spoke about upgrades

maybe to her dead boy 

she covered her eyes not wanting to see

he was speaking softly

from the land of the dead

she stroked his tuxedo

touched her own thighs

distracting herself

folding silver umbrella 

wrapping it tight into a bundle

then put down the phone.  

She started typing

a sedated letter

requests perhaps, to bring dead boy home

her phone makes a noise

a message comes through

she is shocked and pleased

dead boy is returning. 



He came from the  grave

unshaven and white

smelling of soil and Howers

incense and ashes 

from behind, he held her

and her glasses fogged up 

his breath an ice wind

his kisses cold 

she touches his hands, it begins to rain.

&ankfully, she has her umbrella. 

A wreath of light surrounds them

as they leave for the nearest temple

Chattering noise

follows the  schoolboys in

junk in their white and blue school bags

their uniform smells of chalkboard sweat

some of them wear no badges 



their teacher is an old angry man

not wanting to be there

where computers rule. 

&e books around him remind him of war time

he was a librarian in the fort of battle.

Pulling out war craft

and medical methods

the boys do their research

as he asks for amnesia

the boys are researching violence. 

&ey could ask him 

but they didn't know

How he used to bury the killed 

burning books to keep warm

when power houses were blown up 

they get noisy 

like men shouting from trenches



“keep quiet, keep quiet”

no boy listens

.

&e old man sighs and thinks of gun ,ghts 

the boys run around

feet in blood bath.

&e old man grabs a running boy.

stares into his eyes

“Do you know how many boys died for the sins of their fathers?”

&e boy is confused.”Jesus?”

“No.” the man lets him go.  “Charlie section fourteen.” 

Water wells up in the eyes of the man

 

“I'm sorry” says the boy.

“Its not your fault,” says the teacher, “It's the men who are 



foolish.”

command the forces of the elements

bring the winds deep into our vacancies 

here, take this troubling Hame

set it upon the candelabra

see, the thing dance to echoes

there is a stance to follow

and if we sway with it

our shadows too will move

the wine and food is brought in

by quiet black women, stripped to the bones

the fat men are jolly and perverted

eating like barbarian kings. 

&e boys sit behind comps to watch. 



Command the light of day 

showcase the displeasure of  tyrants

give bright to the women of Aloba 

they are tired and chained and hungry

softly they sing the songs of their elders

hoping it reaches some deity ear 

the castle is built on the bones of fathers

toil and duty, blood, sweat, fears of the whip. 

&e moat is ,lled with crocodiles

one day, they will devour their masters

command the  Hight of the heathens

pagan curses bleaks the air

worming their way into the hearts of oppressors. 

When the songs are sung to ,ll glory

though meek and mired in painful hearts

the powers will hear the cry of the needy



and mother, most dark, will come with her skulls

the jolly old men will spill their lards

when headless women haunt their sleep

they will ejaculate acid

destroying  beloved blood line

then the black women will rejoice

though they have no tongues to give praise

their eyes will be ,lled with light

life will return to their bony hearts

exit burning mansions

slaves get married to each other, breaking their chains

they walk through the wonders of the aisles

men and women in bridal gowns

spider woven, yellowed in closets

colorful banners risen like stars

proclaiming unity and shared bed space

Howers littered around young Hesh

songs of bliss ,ll the quarters 

enemy heads on silver platters



celebrations are underway 

wine and meat and tortured kings

spittle on Hags.

but with every sunshine comes its counter

and the darkening skies are not hopeful.

&e guests must return to the ferries

tides rise, the ,shes are restless. 

Deep beneath, things awaken

Retiring to the rooms

the honeymooners strip

'let us love until sunrise.'

better love now before the storm 

leave the passion behind closed doors

the watchmen must observe the winds

something strong is approaching. Something unsettled. 

Beneath the waves, things are hungry 



A woman stands before a messy bed

sheets entwined, stained with semen 

sweat is a stale air condition 

traces of tears. Punctuate. 

&e room is empty

the woman is empty. 

Crone of the dissolution 

where has the husband, grave? 

a wretched hand that divides

the bringer of motherly sorrow 

Stupid young things

assuming victory 

this is not a game, a statuary providence 

this is not the way to status and now you must pay 

the room is vacant but haunted with memories

of 'love' dissolving into hate 

leave the shouting behind closed doors 



the woman wears a funeral garment

spitting with disgust on the marriage cert

the wonders of the aisle no more. 

&e cliD is alone and monumental

overlooking the dire seas of the south 

where is the wife?  Crematorium 

thundering crashing, booming below

self mutilating cycle

bashing water against stone

alas, its only natural

no matter how violent the sound down there 

this is no place for humans

let a man stand at the edge

and he will see nothing but  harshness

the mountain is a solitary god

erected in grandeur, powerfully solo 

its height, magni,cent 



its stronghold, a great force

alas, its only nature

no matter how grand its presence

this is no place for a doubting man

let such a man face the mount 

and he will  sense nothing but madness

let the worldly man set sail

give him his passion for conquest

give him his scepter and throne

and let his reason set out to sea

where are his servants and man slaves?

Where is his army and subjects?

Let this man know he's alone

then let the sea show him her prowess

let the terri,c rage begin

and the cyclone comes with potent power

toss his little boat like a toy



and hear him beg for relief.

Men, you are but a small thing

though you think you are larger than life

you do what you want

you dominate and king

you demand obedience from fellow ants

your cult is an unworthy temple

your reason, a shaky tower 

your stature stands on a quicksand gravel

foolish man, your time will come. 

Alright

put out the cigarette, enough of this fog and noise 

move out of your place

lose the door

let the death angels do their thing

mankind is not your problem

the gods have spoken



and I need a drink 

it's after lunch and before tea

I need a place to shout and stomp

words are too heavy 

too many nuances and programs 

the air con shuts down

strange seeping brown liquid creep down walls 

like the building is wounded

shot by disgruntled architects

better step outside, in the humid air

it's safer there

no threat of collapse. Less cold. 

Drink coDee.

Light another cigarette. Swirl in the waves. 

Do you know the way-home?

&e name of your child?

Will you ever slide under the covers with her



to be one and all that?

It's all a silly cycle of events

this paranoid cinema of living 

the woman with the silver umbrella talks

the air con comes on again

as if her whispers activated machinery 

what a strange noise

like transports, unseen

whining across grey swept skies

the trees are motionless

stock markets are crashing

tyrants commit suicide

lights come on because it's too  dark

thunder calls out names one by one

“come here, “ they say, “begin initiations.” 





THE

OBLIVIO

NIC



CYCLE 

GENISA

wall of static

hum and signal pitch 

activata / advancement

march of frequencies

open records



cosmic library access

enter. 

Coagulation of light

sigils manifesting.

Shape, form, structure, consciousness

mode in operation, begin transmission 

downloading programs. 

Codes written before time, outside time.

Crystal gazing initiation. 

Power up. 

Reverberate. 

Wall of sound into form of man 

a pale glowing hand

gloves with the signs of the next time

attach archetypal.

White snake glowing

hatch, a den of serpents



naming, powers determined

diversity.

Assault. Defense. Heal. Illuminate. Protect. Enhance. Dissolve. 

Collate. 

Supernatural immortality. 

Partnership.

A lollipop. 

Little boy blue. Curling hair.

Silence. Barefoot. Running about. 

&e lead taker, the destination child. 

He runs to the key door. Awaiting elevator. Dimension 12 to 3. 

door opens.   

FORMATA



level 12. astral light. 

Molecule atom neutron

shape of memories

a ship, stranded at sea

childbirth, paranoia

natives. Cannibals. Gunshots. 

Husband slashed. Wife sacri,ced. Child taken from womb. 

Level 11.

shape of memories 

answer from the gods. A glowing skin

white child. Worshipped. 

Immortal one, merciful one, absent one. 

One by one.

Natives deteriorate. Sins of their murder

decomposing Hesh.



Cry, deliverance! Salvation!

&e child is silent. Deadly eyes. 

&e child weeps with no sound

the tribe dies

 

Guardian called. Name given.

Make power. Shape the infant. 

Wingless. Glowing hands. Signs etched in pallid skin. Partner. 

&rough the density, the  jungles

the guardian walks

crushing black spiders

illuminating the way

around the child is ,re

warmth for the scorpion baby 

through the Hames the man walks

the child stops weeping. Taken in arms.



Taken away across the waters. 

He sleeps in  glowing arms and they talk in dreams

together. &ey will go to earth prime. 

Departure. 

Level 10

DESCENDA

they know each other's veins

How of blood

sensate. Paths.

Lives intertwine

past, future, alternative. 

&e journey is calculative

level 9.

new snakes, young in skin

coils around the boy 

a family of loving serpents

holy is the scale of the white fang

holy is the child with curly hair 



level 8

business.

Hunt. Hour of the wolf in twilight.

SniTng out dense depravity.

Howling at the torturing moon.

Kill. Honor of the Avengers.

Swift. Decisive. Articulated.

Let the judgements be of the other side.

Let the suDerings be delivered in the after.

Send them in. Group by group.

Name by name. 

Salivation. Level 7.

mysticism. 

Magic of the  serpentines rising. 

Shapeshifting. Light bringing. terror knitting. 

&e web, the snare, the sudden and unavoidable weapon. 

Strike.

In,ltrate.

Death bringing from within. 



Level 6.

love. 

&e prisoners will be set free. 

Level 5

conHict. &e enemies will be persecuted.

&e enemies will be confronted.

Confounded.

Conquered. 

&e stage is set. Protocol established. 

Breath of LIVA

a bed side lamp.

A calming glow.orange.life giving.

like the sun of LVX

soundly the child sleeps

soundlessly the man prays



to devastating Gods and angels of retribution. 

His hand itches but the mind is serene

an augmentation of power

waiting in the night

watching the boy light. 

&e organs are in full speed

automaton perfection 

pulsating weapons in the cells

the nerves are strategized outlets. 

&e boy dreams.

&e ,rst need of the life.

Of food. Meat. Bones and teeth. 

His fangs grow between breaths. 

His stomach begins operation.

He stirs.

Shivering. Naked. 

&e man and the child are vulnerable.

Only gloves to keep them warm

for their hands are their divinities 



fate is crossed by the twitch of ,ngers

&e child wakes.

&e man studies his face. 

Seeing the skin shaking like a leaf.

Clothes and food. &e critical things. 

&e boy nods. 

&e man gets up.

With gestures the circle is made around the bed

strange elements appear, guarding the four directions. 

&e man nods and begins dissolving.

Out of sight, he exits the window

the child waits for warmth

the child waits to be fed

while he plays with the strange elements.  

CLODA



little boy blue gets a blue sailors suit

emblem of the war ship that won the last wars

warmth at last and a sense of duty

captain of the hunters, leader of the way 

he dressed quickly 

for food was also waiting

in a big black body bag

a motionless bulk

he stood over it, anticipation

as the old man adjusted his trench coat 

there was no blood on him

but something heightened

an eDect of dispensation

a power surge used. 

&e boy opened the bag.

What a villain! 

RuTan, thief, abuser. 

One marked by the devastating gods. 



“it was quick and painless.” the man said

the boy agreed. 

“but pain comes to him at the other side.”

the boy smiled. 

Together they feasted on the robber. 

Stripping Hesh from bone

kidney from sacks and corners

delicacy was the heart

and so the man oDered it to the boy

to devour the heart is to transform the soul of its owner.

&is was one way to salvation.

one way oDered by the two who ate the bad man 

&e criminal would suDer less

&e way ahead would be clearer for him.

&is was pleasing

so the meal was more satisfying 



a great feast ended with the ,ne cold kick of the blood

engines start in the man and the boy

they now have strength to begin their missions. 

OPERADA

&e boy is running

making a turn down the corridor

he pretends to be an airplane

hands outstretched

big clumpy shoes makes him look like a clown

inside he is laughing

having the time of his life. 

Dark boots follow from behind

vast steady steps

striding ahead

following the child.



It is obvious, where the boy is heading

right to the end of the hall

room 1221.

there is a mystery within

a ritual about to commence.

&ere is horror and fear inside

but the boy is not afraid. 

He zig zags down the hall in his airplane world

the man follows, a stern straight line.

Nearing the door, the man removes his gloves

pulling at the ,ngers one by one

tugging oD protection

exposing a sickening green glow.orange.life

there are signs cut into his hands

the signs are pulsing. 

&e boy reaches the door.



Pauses with a glow on his face

an innocent gesture.

Small hands touching the old door

the door melts. 

He steps aside to let the man do his thing.

&e boy presses his palms on his ears

he knows there will be screaming

but there is a shine in his eyes

a happy happy place inside. 

&e door turns into a puddle of dust.

Inside, the obese magician panics. 

He was about to rape this girl. 

He is staring at his death, etched in the face of the hunter. 

&e boy outside jumps up and down

splashing in pools of blood

and though disemboweled 

the magician still screams

headlong into his dark and terrible new home 



the man carries the girl out 

the boy leads the way

airplane style

leaving clumpy footprints of blood in the carpet 

whirring away from room 1221.

 



VOICES [IN]

PHARMACE

UTICA

Part 2



Dreamless, the sleep, or at least forgotten

a yellow haze, a vague and wandering stroll

sunlight messiah, salvation of the heat 

windless, sweating, a daze and a confusion

here, an oDering of pills

water made from stones in the desert 

swallow the pebbles, muscle relaxant

the head requires euphoria 

never mind that the doctors are cheap

or the particularly sexy 

never mind the robust, raging nurses

with their needles and pins

put your leg up

the blister must burst



numbers red, calling out like door chimes

in one door and out the other

check for fever.

Stethoscope

periscope up. 

Submerged in the icy bath 

screaming at the freezer 

time is of the essence

repair neural networks. 

White sheets stained with sweat

uncover the blankets.

A daze of white gowned men

drift about the room

are they spirits of the failed ones?

Are they visitors from the other wards?



Sleep and wake up

these answers are not medical

unroll the paper towels

clear the yellow blockage

forgotten, the sleep

at least there is dreaming.

Paper receipts, crumpled and discarded

used as collagen, used for collage

consumption, an emptying of accounts

there is no more money in the bank 

awaiting cheque

liberator of the world 

scrawl your signature

paper for paper

nicely done, this adolescent

nicely awakened, the panicky child.

No more does she think

of burning down churches



she's got a receipt that makes her happy 

a Happing thing in her hands

as she runs from store to store

delivering newspapers

with her naked body front page. 

I'm sorry.

I didn't mean to talk of you 

but you want the talk too

the hype is for your bene,t

like raising meat for a good cause 

art.

Nudity.

Expose~

I will want your autograph in the future 

sign it on paper receipts

for everything has a tag to it

everything has a price. 



It'll be o.k, my love.

Computers die.

But your data is not lost.

It is up there, to be downloaded.

I'll ask the owl head man to retrieve it. 

&ere.

It is done.

&rough words and magic.

It is said and it is received.

It is alive again.

&e man has helped you.

He'll issue you a receipt. You'll have to prepare papers. 

Turn oD the music machine. Not now. 

I know there is software

new programs to play with

but not now.

&e altar is on ,re



the smoke, a hazardous thing

choking the running child 

it wants to escape through windows. 

Come on, cameo

engage emotions

what are all these words

but symbols on a page?

imbue it with power

let it make you cry

,fty seven more pages

a meta narration

we talk about the talk we speak of

we write about the words we spell out

outstretched upon some resort shore

close your eyes

you can hear your woman in the room

undressing.



Straw hats and cold drinks

a piano tingle in the afternoon 

you're a rich man now

elephant skin trunks

suits more expensive than vehicles.

Shiver.

See? You shiver. 

It's not something you want.

Not now. 

Turn oD the video machine.

It's someone else's life there on the screen

not yours, though you wish it to be.

It's just video art.

You can erase the contents easily.

&en it's another blank disk. 

It's easy that way.



To forget about your wishes.

go.

just recline in your bed. Let the medicine work. 

Where is this motel of yours?

in between places

(not sure if I understand)

It's another frequency. Another time and space. 

(something surges through me)

you feel it don't you?

“yes”

&ats the motel moving. Gaining ground. Finding its hiding 

place.

Hiding?



&ere are commanders who want it. It is a portal you see.

(I don't)

a gateway to other places. Take control and you control the 

journeys. 

(I think I see) 

you probably don't. But that's alright. Not everyone will see.

How can I see it?

(pause)

you'll have to die.

no.

not physically. Your old eyes. You'll have to go through blindness. 

Death. 



&is is too much for me. 

Only if you want to see.

(thinking) 

I'll go to the restroom. 

(nods)

(I touch my eyes. &ink of blackness. It's hard.)

(toilet Hushes.) 

in the empty water bottle

there is the breath of an angel

I can see Heaven within in

molecular, holy. 

With me I take the bottle



go out into the sun.

&e birds are nervous around me

for I carry such power

the cougars eye the plastic container

its eyes turn yellow and alarmed

when I raise the bottle to sun rays

the prism breaks

colors touch the edge of cars and railroads

lamp posts quiver

I thirst

but dare not open the bottle

for breath can quench and give life

save it for a rainy day

the hobo sees my bottle

oDers to trade a hanker chief 



  

I need to breathe, not wipe my face I tell him

he is angry and sad

I pray for him, that he too may ,nd his bottle 

“&e cafe's won't let me in.” 

“No angels allowed.”

“But she's in a bottle.”

“Same diDerence.”

I go away hungry but it's alright 

air is more favored than poultry. 

 

Found a corner to huddle in

not sure if it'll rain.

I hold the bottle like a prayer



I feel its swirling enrichments 

holding it close to my heart

I can hear the wind of valhalla

feet wet by the sea shore

waves washing oD the fatigue of the land

overcast skies, sea gulls gliding

ships in the distance

slow, melancholy 

a gray haze obscures the sights

the land vanishes beyond

where do the indigenous go? 

Will their mountains be visible again? 

Squatting on sand

drawing futures with sticks 

the crab is a sad creature now

peeking out of holes in time

barnacles like a cross on its shell

walking sideways

disrupting the images in sand 



sitting under the shade

clouds moving above like airships

a bulk of yellow light smears the scene 

there are no faces there

though wishes want otherwise

the tide washes away the symbols

back to zero

the crab digs for escape 

small stones abound

little tombstones 

far from each other 

twigs and plastic and rusty cans

come to join the brown earth 

lying by their sides

tired and confused in another land 

lost letters are too damp to Hy in the wind



gracefully the gulls watch over  

circling, looking for food 

their cries are like weak omens

tragedies on another plane of thought 

sun slowly heads west 

a gentle maneuver 

stealing away the light from the land

it will be night soon, when the tide is lower 

a baby bug in  the hot milk

scoop it out.

&e  germs are dead anyway.

It's o.k to drink.

their viruses exposes futures

shows you the in between places

where darkness connects to the subconscious mind 

where ,lth and uncertainty have dainty names.



&e soul of the  bug begs

light a joss stick for it

toll the bell 

spectral bugs hover over the cup

breaking through the hot steam 

they Hoat upside down in mid air

mimicking their kin's death 

I  suck them in with my mouth 

a shadow passes over me

the milk is supped again

a comforting thing 

emptied. 

&e used cups are lined up like trophies

and I lie back to look at them

white cups with Hower designs. Black cups with faded words

a cup with jesus on it. 



Yes. 

&e lord takes care of the bugs. 

I say a little prayer

I wish i could've done more

I didn't know why, but my heart hurts

how many bugs have died in mugs and was I their leader? 

Perhaps.

So I wrote an eulogy.

On how scared and disgusted people are when it comes to bugs.

May it be happy in bug land. 

Tasteless dessert

an indication of dead tongue

wordless



only hand gestures allowed.

Salty. Sour. Sweet.

Where are these qualities?

Paintbrushes dry

as the palette is cleansed.

Subtle coins on the table

egyptian monuments lopsided

two hands oDer nothing 

the pencil sharpener is weakened 

strange insects crawl on the bed

running from danger

otherworldly music

washing down pills with coDee

sleeping through the sunset 

no piano in dreams

a concerted eDort 

putting serenades down 



on straw mats

hardened Hoors

closer to the earth

the nin-ka sleeps

beware of waking

this industrious thing 

It will work with screw knives

It will kill you in your sleep

ah serenade

sweet lullaby 

keep your gleaming weapon 

I ask no trouble from you, forgive me

my tongue can speak no ill of you 

for my head is dry and heavy

longing for the waters of the womb 

sleep, nin-ka, sleep 

if you dream of curly haired boys



you know you'd ,nd your kin 

and so this is it. Your rendezvous.

chiseled elephant face to face

standing guard upon a window sill 

dark brown wood

making you motionless

oh protector and guide

Ganesh of India 

this canal is reeking with death 

can you survey the black insides? 

Look through your lightful eyes 

help me see.

Lend me your ocular

for there is a thing I seek beneath 

moss eaten walls

scrawling with ancient texts

I need a line.



&at one speci,c line

that helps me understand.

Can you ,nd it elephant man? 

Use your trunk.

It will recognize inscriptions

you will feel a tingle in your false body

the tide is still low

so there is time.

Don't rush. 

If you have to stop, there's always tomorrow 

but it will be lovely if you found it today 

my ancestors

I call out to you

let me read from our family book

for truly I say unto you

I don't know who I am. 



&ese, powers in my hands

they bring pestilence and woe

this heart you've made for me

can love demons and diabolicals

I do not understand it 

I just know that it works.

So shed light for me, ancestors

Teach me to advance your line.

Teach me to recognize my wives

for 

&ere she is again

my memory maiden

a spectral love in my hallways

clutching a photograph of me

her geisha make up is smeared 

tears ruining whiteness

and redness

and blues



she cries for me

for I have passed on

she leads the funeral march

my black gowned courtesan 

head of my casket 

the drums thud in minimal  

a sluggish pace

drones hum, an airborne static 

no light reaches this void

this subterranean market 

passing by merchants of the afterlife

oDering mummi,cation 

the hollow grounds are not far

just beyond the gallows

there are sickly children here

eye bags gray and heavy 



the girls, in their ripped dresses

eye the procession

then like dutiful orphans

they scatter Howers before the maiden 

she touches the face of a girl

and a sorrow smile fades in 

she puts her tiny palms together

a reverence for the dead man  

hustlers let the parade pass

they keep their weapons out of sight 

heads bow low as my casket passes 

they try not to think of murders 

up ahead, the angels fold their wings 

the cherubim turns away

the seraphim weep 

demons return to their cages. 

I admire their respect for me



for my body

I will miss my wife

My ancestors say , it's alright

&ey always say, It's alright

when i had her

lost her

left her

killed her

I watch her pass

on and on to the funeral ,eld

the clowns in black follow

popping bottles of whiskey

they pass it to the crowds

they're all drunk for me

while I wait, watching them 

Waiting at the 24 hour cafe

coDee's gone cold, the signaler has not arrived.

&e Hoor is wet with strange foot marks

an invisible intruder



lurking around the cake bin 

I feel breathing down my neck

a ghostly whispering 

asking me for folders and mind junk 

I send it to the lighthouse 

but it's not a lost soul

it comes back disappointed

not what it wanted.

“what do you want?” I ask. “I  have no folders, no mind stuD.”

“I want your virginity.”

I laugh. Hard. 

Strangers stare at me, midway chewing 

I say to the thing, “there are other ways to incarnate.” 

“you are pure.” it says.



“well, thank you, but no. Let me help you in other ways.”

“this is the only way.”

“I do not think so. Come.”

I get up. Walk out of the cafe, tell the owner I'll be back.

 “Save my cup.” 

&e spirit follows me

obediently. Trailing behind my light.

I lead it to the old tree. Some 3 minutes away.

&ere the insects grow louder

Howers spit their seeds at us. 

Temperature rises.  I sit at the round stone table.

Pull out my cards. 



&e thing backs oD. &e iridescence of 'death' is absolute. 

“What and where do you wish to be?” I ask the wraith.

“I want to be you, here, now.” it says, not giving up.

“&ere can only be me.” 

“We can be together.” 

“Not right now. Maybe if its fated, later on. We'll see.”

“Let me in.”

“No.”

&e thing becomes unchaste and angry. It scorches my arm. 

I Hash the magician card and it backs oD. 

“Don't make me send you into the dark.”



It hisses. “I want YOU.” 

I sigh. Old fool. 

I pullout the hierophant card. 

“ok, here. You'll need a vessle to be with me. &is card is perfect, 

the spiritual guide. 

It hesitates. “&is is a trick.”

“Really? 

I'm sure there's no other way to get rid of you. I might as well 

comply. &ou art so powerful and demanding.”

It laughs. Pleased. It enters the cards. 

I invoke the disciplinarian. 

Too late for the old fool.

&e white Hamed king is present. 



Nine nails of ,re appears. 

“crucify him crucify him!” 

the phantom panics. 

Is raised upon a cross.

Nailed nine times over. 

I light a cigarette as the master of the white does his thing. 

&e grand scene replays. Nailed to the wood of the world. 

Drawing ,nal breath.

“It is ,nished.” I say to the ghost. It is driven into a cave, to be 

incarnated three days later.

gold coins rapture

soot clinging to the shine

I dig them out of their burial grounds



just two gold coins. 

I remember the betrayer, who had the biggest role to play

selling out &e Lord.

I  have journeyed for weeks to this place.

&e village I once knew is gone

reduced to makeshift shelters

which cannot hold against the storms. 

Safely keeping the monies

I roam the wasted land.  

  

there is a stone structure I recognize.

An old temple before. 

I search for the idols but they've been ransacked 

traded oD for warmth and food 

they're functional that way. 

For the owners of the statues 

the function is altered



reverence may still  be intact. 

I close my eyes to source out hope

it resides beyond the mountains

an apt place. 

A mystical escape route

wolves come out from the ruins

they eye me, hungry.

I have nothing to oDer them but my Hesh.

I bid them safety with my mind.

But their animal instincts are wilder 

&e wolves advance. Baring teeth. 

I salivate. Slowly dig out a coin. 

Stay clear friends. I say to them.

&ey do not heed my warnings. One of them pounces. 



I whistle and it falls to the ground, heavily, bones cemented. 

Blood poisoned. 

It whines and I kill it quickly to stop the pain.  Damn it. Not like 

this...

&e others move away, fearful. &ey run far and wide. 

I sacri,ce one gold coin. Put it on the tongue of the  dead beast. 

And it rises. Gratefully.

It decides to lead me

I follow it 

it wags it's tail

after some hours, we reach a house

there is no wall, no door, I look right through it. 

&ere is an arrangement of tea pots

by size and color

all empty, clean

washed by the handmaidens. 

Clinking of glass on table



the wood does not resist the china

patterns on the surface

patterned after the host. 

Crumbs of cookies left

tiny bits on the Hoor

I wonder, where are the ants? 

Must've had their ,ll. 

Gingerly I pick at the bits.

Line them up before the teapots. 

Each elaborate object with its corresponding crumb. 

I secure the memories

I stand at the tea table. 

We need the cups. 

&ey will complete the process. 

Cupboards open with creaks



moth wings fall to the Hoor

beige afternoon sunlight

outside, the swings are silent.

&e grass is overgrown. &e dog pisses on a  tree

&ere are no more Howers

except the roses on the cups

some inside

some outside. 

Only a few clear cups remain.

Others are broken or turned into dust.

I arrange the cups before the crumbs

that sit like mini tombstones before the teapots. 

&ree down, four across

4 by 3

there are twelve disciples.  

It's nearly three o'clock.

I change into my red garments. Wash my hands with rusty water. 

I sit at the table before my spread. 



And I become  Christ, at the last tea dance. 

I close my eyes

break crumbs

swirl rusty water in glasses

oDer blood. 

 Open my eyes

and the crumbs are gone

the dog is gone

the sun is gone

&e wailing gets worse at night

between midnight and two

an abusive stirring within

a growing pain, under the skin.

Wailing and echoing

A cycle repeating

a devil trying to dig itself out.

 

it's a long, deep cry



not shout out loud

but protracted, haunted

a prolonged sickness 

spreading over scarred body. 

 

sometimes, it sounds like mourning

as if that hour marked

a certain passing

and every night

that hour makes the ,gure wail 

for what has been lost or stolen away

a song begging returning

a longing expressed in a chilling sound

the neighbors cower at the cries

 no one complains 

they're afraid it's an illusion

that it's not real, this thing they hear

that its not human.



Sometimes I think

it only cries during those hours

and the rest of the day

it's soundless 

motionless.

Drooling perhaps

staring into space.

I consider oDering the teapots to the wailer

perhaps leave it by the road side

I don't know. 

&e idea becomes heavy in me

I feel it needs expression

and maybe that's the wailer's thing. 

It builds up powerfully

this volcanic rapture

then it takes it's time to weep it out 

the pressure disrupting reality

it's been several weeks

and one can't get used to it so easily 

it still chills



it still hurts. 

It doesn't want to stop. 

I leave in the morning of the magi

to follow a diDerent path 

this wailing ghost is too much for me

I walk till I ,nd other groups and ,elds.

&ey gather on the dimly lit ,elds

these dark skinned men.

Curries and smell of newspapers waft

soggy soils protected by plastic 

they sit around and drink very cheap stout 

a heavy duty alcohol

to ease  hard work from their bones

their hands are jaded and scarred

from using the spades

from lifting rocks. 

&eir stomachs are ravenous 



and they eat with  such passion

using their hands

meshing rice and beans 

chewing on red chillies 

they cluster in groups

they talk on the phone

missing their families, o how they miss home

about the terror of the sun 

of the sweaty days and years ahead.

&ey gather outside because its cool

there is space

they can breathe.

At night they sleep in cramped houses 

5 to a bed

15 to a hall

side by side like sardines 

they wake before sun rise

turn on the indian station 



they hum along to a childhood tune

taking the mind oD another long day  

in the sun they slog

they do it for their children

they do it for their parents

they do it for their nation

working to the bone

building our nation 

some don't get paid for months on end

some have their money stolen from them 

by holes in clauses

in long wordy pages they won't understand. 

After building our condos, some go home hungry and sleep on 

the streets.

I move among them

these dark skinned men 

they do not see me

I'm like a ghost



I drift from street to street

until I ,nd the temple disco.

Flood lights Hashing

a grope in the dark

sweaty bodies side by side

jumping and screaming

distortion hurting ears

I saw the band move on stage

mild ghosts, shadows of the evening

I saw her strap on her bass

and I recall our life together

several lifetimes ago. 

I was her dragon. 

She starts oD her bass line

her wicked purr

mascara streaming down 

like black blood tears



she curls her lips

and I recall the moment she died in my arms

blood black tears 

the lights exploded

red on black

a sea of faces 

her ethereal mimicry begins 

swaying, electrifying, seduction

this petite pixie vamp

in her tight black skirts

she sees me in the crowd

hesitates, not to get lost 

my skin crawls

I had burnt kingdoms for her 

I had fought till the end

but still she took the spear for me



and I watched her breathe her last. 

Shut my eyes

block out that memory

it's o.k.

She's here again. 

&e progressive washes me

the galloping bass takes me closer to earth

the crowd goes wild 

and I'm with her again

throughout this concert. 

My beloved dragon queen. 

Coughing out something sickly

not good.

It's the dust and ,lth in this room

untouched pages

towering books.

Searing sounds. 

See the insects? Silver,sh

black beetles, making caves out of clothes

though the bodies are raving



the beetles ride it out 

turn around in bed

a still, hot night

clothes dispensed

before sex

after sex

the beetles are 

alone. 

&e sex imaginary

a tiresome, lonesome act 

staring at the ceiling

Sure, her voice is there

every damn day 

damned because she's not here

to nurse you when you're sick

and you're getting sicker and sicker and

she's your only salvation.

A big cross for her to carry too



not like she would want to

or maybe she would.

Been so long together

yet not together

No kissing. No feeling. Not the  same as you anyway.

Turn around in soggy sheets

air the back

kill the beetles

forget the music

sure the fan still works

but it just heaves the cold air

and makes you cough more. 

Wait till she ,nds a lover. 

Till it all means something else. 

Will this bore her?



Bore you?

Incessant talking oD topic

all sorts of shite. 

You want her don't you.

No you don't.

An artists truly lives free. 

It gets lonely.

Ah yes! &at's the point. 

  

deprivation is the mother of fullness. 

&e t.v tunes itself

static. Program.

Someone talking (head shot)

static.

Musical interlude.

Can't see faces behind the hair

loud manic guitars (static)

(not part of the music) hisssss



b&w

ssssssssss

speech. Old time. 

Long before the bombs dropped. 

One of those stirring speeches

to stand up against the enemy

and all that

(before the bomb dropped)

static. 

Volunteer call.

Babies and children, blown oD arms

need  blood  

                   ssssss

static.



Angelic costume girl. Singing praises

(for our dead boys) 

war. 

Turning. Tuning.

t.v a mind of it's own.

Who's watching this at this hour?

It's the hour to hunt.

Not for t.v.

Turn that thing oD. 

Come on boy. Pick up your weapon. 

I heard the train's a'comin  tonight.

Got 'em sum canned foods. 

Bring weapons. &at's it boy. (static)



this is the last pass of the night

heading above the clouds

drifting

in solitude.

(t.v turned oD)

mountain peaks break the cotton How 

man with goat in a cave

,re burning low

and it's so cold there.

Bleating goat. 

Final path.

A rough lung. Icicles in breathing. 

Heading west into the night

sun visits hades

star systems twinkle

how far is home from here?

Invisible crystal ships

park heavenly out of sight.



Ascend. 

Higher. Higher. 

&e air thins

the body lax

sensation dissipative

a soft fever escalates

make medicine in the clouds

beautiful scenery 

like a HuDy ocean below

same thing above

closer to the stars.

Rain for drink 

rain for cleansing.

Take your time.



&e night will be long. 

A timely path to pass

outstretched

forever. 

Freedom. Breathe. &ere is no need to descend. 

&e grass is long gone

a dry plain 

a tundra of rocks

folded bedsheets for shoes.

Dragging on feet, a stick for support 

wish it was a magic staD

tapping the ground to sprout Howers and water 

the horse died some k.m back 

at least I'm full now. 

Teeth have grown an odd shape

biting through raw meat 



dried blood on face like make up

wild eyes

Ah so long since the wild days

wild hair. 

Fingernails unshaven 

the boxed houses are mostly thin 

where there is stone, there is degradation 

crawling into a hole

hoping to meet no vipers

scrape through 

it leads somewhere 

warmer beneath?

More damp. 

I see with power eyes. 



Breath forming icicles. 

Ah its freezing inside

perfection. 

Rats scuttle. 

Reach out, reach out 

,nd the stones with the markings. 

Push through

come on

birth canal. 

Baby is on the other side. 

Dogs follow me down the alley 

must be my scent

from the underworld

they recognize Anubis

my faithful psychopomp

who shadows me in the evening. 



Steam rising from gutters

you sometimes hear shouting

,re!

Rape!

Jingles of anklets 

a whiD of whore perfume

the dealers eye me

and my dogs 

I hear their heart troubled.

K9 narco bitches? 

&ey disappear into the dark doors  

hand on steel

no k9 narcotic mongrels.

&e grounds are wet and slimy 



piss and cum, an occasional blood bath 

washed away by merciful rain

or this place would smell 

electro peddlers push software upgrades

nothing my wires would want. 

But one of the dogs stop to smell a red box. 

I bid it farewell, it has found its next stage 

the peddler ,xes the hound.

Infrared guard dog. 

I ,nally ,nd the pub 

the dogs wait outside.

Inside, I gather the dead men. 

&ey are pleased and tear for joys 

indian ,le

they follow me out.

&ey pet the hounds of hell and we depart.



Chiron is waiting. By the river

they washed their bodies

the river, older than time

naked , they enter the currents

letting the waters rush away 

carry oD memories

of fatigue and indigestion 

spinning the chakras 

lifting oD burdens

they submerge beneath the gush 

heads buried in the swirl 

the branches of the trees, stretch

reaching for a central sun 

crows caw

circling bushes



dried to a brown clump 

salamanders hide in the shade

the ,shes are no where to be found 

swimming downstream

the people go where the water takes them 

they think of churches now gone

temples built from sand 

by the river

the postman walks 

letters from another time

heavy and yellowed in his sack 

he hasn't found one correct house 

the streets change

faster than time 

the canals run on empty

some people climb out of the river 



to bask, bare and willing under heat 

sprawled, open to suggestions

wishing, somehow to be loaded away

women clutch at crystals

dug up from the beach 

broken prisms of light

buried and  malfunctioned  

the ride is long and tiring

pollution weighing down breathing 

we paused by the road side rest stop 

there is drinks from a make shift hut

no ice. 

Another hut or two beside it

vacant

so we climb up the platform

a shelter at least. A place of temporary peace. 



We watch the other motorcycles pass 

large trucks with black wood and smoke 

ancient cars leaking oil

leaving a  trail behind like a wounded animal 

we pulled out some cards to play

to pass the time. 

It's gonna be days anyway

before we reach the harbor

and nothing chases us

so we take the time. 

No showers. 

No rain. 

Just an endless stream of vehicles and dust kicked up 

we don't fuss. 

Several games down. A bottle or two of refreshments



and we're drained. 

No wind. 

We rest a while more

as much as we can.

A train on a trailer truck passes

we know we should follow it. 

Something to look at, to stalk. 

We take up our helmets

and ride out again 

chasing long metal machines

with red Hags hung from behind 

the engine sound is a drone and it's hypnotic. 

It takes us to another place

Comforting. Aligned.

&ey set the bon ,re on the dining table. 

&ey sat opposite each other

we sat opposite them



helmets on our laps. 

the child in a high chair

the man slumped and smoking his pipe 

they exchange glances and information

(through the ,re)

the mental imagery passing through Hames

always come out diDerent at the other side 

the boy would think of elephants

and the men would pick up deformity.

&e man would think of his wife

and the boy would think of milk 

the connection is splendid, a tyranny of advice 

now

the  ,re consumes the table. 

&e smoke is too much

so the two of them moves to the hall. 



Soot follows. 

&ey sit in identical armchairs

exchanging thought patterns. 

Nothing to distort now. 

&e boy thinks of swings

and the man, of zero gravity 

he reaches out and touches the boy's forehead.

A small fever. Growing lump in the throat

the man thinks of highways

the boy, of bicycles. 

A ring tone escapes the thought of man 

the voice of a girl haunts the boy 

It is time for cupcakes

but the  kitchen is ablaze.

We are hiding near the ovens. 



Our helmets in the sink. 

&ey shift to the upper rooms

there is a pink doll house

with a mini kitchenette

toy ovens open to plastic cakes.

One by one they are swallowed.

&ere are no toy helmets

&e boy smiles and the man gives him a Hying kiss. 

 the washing machine is a bulking noise

soap water spewing from a hose

wetting the Hoor

(slippery, caution) 

the boy with the mop hair drinks up the soap. 

&en beaten by the man. 

&ey must share, thinks the man. 

&e boy sulks and understands. 



On their knees, like dogs at a pond

they drink together. 

Soaping up the intestines

churning in the gut. 

&e boy hiccups

the man endears 

bubbles  Hoat from the  boy's mouth

the man see's rainbows in them 

they get up and walk around the hall 

pausing to study pictures

of other animals and their tribes. 

&e kettle whistles

a tune from inceptions 

the steam shoots into the lamp

Hickering

on

oD



on

blackout 

in the dark, the  two of them sip hot water 

the boy steals a ladder from the  bomb shelter.

Props it up against walls of decay 

up and down the ladder

step exercise

pushing up black switches

power trip management 

the man cuts a path with a torch light 

zig zag

stopping at chandeliers

then the lights come on one by one

power returns. 

&ey enter the kitchen again

to ,nd the hot water, cold. 



walls painted black with soot 

&e ambience hung

with pinks and purples

faded, illuminated

in a haunted way

and people moved

young girls in simple gowns

testing the food for the wedding.

Taken out of melted fridges 

Who was I amidst them?

Where are my mates with the helmets?

&e boy and the man? 

&e young girls leave the food 

Follow their leads as the hours stretched

strange encounters

in countless rooms.

Each room, opening up, doors closing

a diDerent set of people waiting



some T.v's were on.

&ere were helmets by the door 

Some tables scattered with chocolate bars

wrappers unfolding 

testing the sweets 

plastic plates piled

raw prawns, straight and unnatural

without their shells

raw red meats

folded, dipped into sauces for cooking 

eaten bloody.

Absence of Howers 

carpet thick with dirt 

everyone silent

moving between rooms

testing food



weird wedding desire

seated in vehicles

cruising down the highway

bright sky

the artists have installed their air art 

inHated lips

bobbing and chasing the cars

perplexing air craft. Unending roads. 

Escape into the ,elds

keep running

the child is ahead of me

seems happy and bouncing 

the man is nowhere around

but the tall grass is menacing

a wave of anger moving within

distorting the trees

an unusual pressure 



keep close I tell the kid

he  heeds no one 

he runs ahead

I slow down instead

afraid of the unsure grounds

pot holes

wells disguised as burial mounds

it's harder to walk

though the ,eld is Hatter

like a booby trap waiting 

I cease to move forward

the child ahead is a small spec

then he is lost 

I can't ,nd the  compass somehow

sense of direction severed 



the tall grass dance against the wind

de,ant nature 

a bulk thing rising and falling 

I hear the boy shouting 

calling mother

calling brother

calling the men in helmets 

my ears are clogged

still I know he is shouting

I can almost see his  mouth opening and closing

though i do not see him

I turn in all directions 

it is evening

it is morning

it is night.

I break down and cry. 



Remedies

a drawer full of syringes

without the bottles..  

telephone.

Ring once. Twice.

Hello. 

I need a remedy. 

What is your pain?

Distraught. A woman marries a man I do not love. 

Seventy ,fty.

Can.

&e box comes and money is burnt as oDering. 



Cold can. Rubber tip mouth. 

Pierce the syringe. Suck it up

Beat the hand. Raise the vein. 

Remedy. 

Pierce. Suck in blood. 

Grand mix. Bubbling. Shoot in style. 

Rush rush rush 

the heart is a hungry mule

read instructions (set the aisle on ,re) 

Wedding march. Funeral march. 

Black shiny shoes simmering 

ants on a hot plate 

raw meat as cake. 



&e man does not love you for I do not love him.

Yes. 

&e wedding will be called oD 

the food is not cooked. &at was the premonition.

&e guests are silent and dumbfounded. 

Gold helmut reused

a ,sh bowl 

gold ,sh removed

a safety tank

tall dark unruly men

parade around naked with shovels

frightening the ,sh 

scaring Sandolphon 

send in the  raid of angels 

  spray paint altars with symbols 



cast out constrictors 

my head is in such a strange place. 

&e dark men don't bother me

carrying golden helmets with ,shes inside

careful not to spill

it is hot in here

the metal walls are creaking

it is cold inside

ice ,re

memory ,re 

turn the fan towards me

blow oD the grime

unhooking nets



,sh net stockings 

women sprawled awaiting ,sh food

Hopping gold ,sh dropped into mouths

a cackling , a cake-ling 

terrible. &e crude women 

opening their caves for me

pink parted lips

my eyes bleed

and I ask for confession

bless me father for I have sinned 

De,ne. Exit. Sun.

Soaking uniform to the bone.

Dry up with piles of sand.

An obsession. Brown pores clogging. 



Hide in the shelter.

Another obsessive account. 

Hold on to the weapon. 

Hold on for dear life. 

Machinery rumbling.

Tanks and monsters. 

Unseen enemy.

Jungle fever. 

Get out of here

this is night fall. 

Creep like a serpent. 

One by one

up around corners.

Between the trees. 

Tracer bullets! 



We've been spotted.

Flesh tearing velocity.

Few men down

leave no one behind

grenade.

Wake up.

A noise merchant at the door. 

Selling rose medicine. 

Toil. 

We cannot erase the memory.  

A metal box of dog tags

buddies in the morgue. 

Picture of wife.

Where is it? Where is it? 

Hands shaking for salvation. 

o.k. Here. I'll come home soon baby.

I'll come home soon. 



Boy whipping orange wall 

sweat shirt splashing.

Beating the plastic wall

a heavenly teacher in pink stops him.

His face is wracked. 

He squats, punishing himself.

&e teacher takes him up to her dorm.

Undresses him. 

&ere are no orange walls here, 

only bedroom. 

She sits on the Hoor

rolls out a yoga mat. 

Pats the wet spot 

come,sit. 

He is bare bodied. Raged.

A white building in his mind.

She exposes her white Hesh



her Hat stomach. 

A bead of sweat curling into bellybutton. 

Bring your anger to me, she says

he bites his lower lip

bleeds. 

She reaches out to him

kisses his wound.

Tongue lapping up blood

there is a lion in her head

he thinks of poets and artisans. 

An unobtrusive servant enters

lights scented candles

leaves a plate of fruits

pineapples

mango

rambutans

soft music is played



he takes a shower

she stretches

he slashes his wrists with his teeth

Hooded bathtub

she blows out the candles with melancholy. 

Her face is a swollen mess

and ants crawl on her hands

she does not care

motionless

she stares at the paintings

her paintings

beloved panting 

the boy is dead in the bathtub 

so many years ago 

a happier period

bright colors



swirls of joy 

now she remakes them in her head

a grotesque ,lter

a projection of terror 

her face is bruised 

blues in her heart 

the handle of her brush is black and battered

her palette, a bleak range

with disdain she dips her brush 

splashing on black and deep red

cutting it up with knives 

when her skin cracks

she touches her wound

collects the pus

wipes it on canvas

if her gums bleed



its time for a new execution

on fresh white surfaces

she spits out her masterpiece

splatter

spinning head migraine

the metal in her skull loosens

and she loses control 

artistic freedom

screeching and wailing she paints

she pants like an animal 

ten more images to go

for ten months of abuse. 

&en it's installation art. With the body parts of her father, the 

rapist. 

 

&e letters are Hoating in the pond

use gloves, use tongs

hazard suits on



ink running oD pages. 

Danger. 

Radioactivity. 

&e presidents keep their distance

watching from observation deck. 

&ey are tensed with wondering. 

Guessing at the number of deaths. 

On the upper deck the mother's wait. 

Hoping to hear from their loved ones

the letters are collected in special plastic 

a lot of them are ruined

psychic surgery required. 

&e low vibrations from the pond

has scared away nature

every leaf in the zone has died 



the animals have Hed the scene 

the pond was never there before

there were schools and picnic parks

now it's just ruins

a wasteland depicting the end 

and the pool, eating up the stones and cement and car parks

spreading like a virus

and regurgitating letters

dated from the futures

cries for help and for back up 

“the people are supernatural.”

“earth and eden fornicating with beasts”

“save us,heaven!” 

and other various calls of distress. 



Families with a corresponding letter

each die from unknown diseases. 

&ese days, surnames are dreaded.  Let the future remain in 

future. 

Chairs in the attic

carefully touched up with dust 

positioned as they used to be

back to back

directly under beams.

&e ropes still hang

noose,neatly unwound 

a perfect installation

unlit attic of stories 

there are chests of brown and black

hidden books and tomes of seizures 

amulets, paraphernalia 

stuDed toys with eyeless faces



some musical boxes

with gold older than gold 

coins belonging to lost cities

pieces of leaves with magickal words 

there's a weather machine in one trunk

to open it is to sacri,ce limbs.

&ere's a water machine in a jade box

to drink from it is to lose a  tongue 

the tables are easiest to handle

though heavy and splintered 

it can be moved. 

Just be wary not to damage the Hoor

the Hoor itself is an illusion

one moment there

another, disobedient 

shifting, turning

making you dizzy



then beware

laughter from the walls. 

Why did you come here

if not to be bothered?

Why do you seek, troubling things?

Some men are busy haunting themselves

others have chairs, a noose around their necks. 

Please form a queue.

 

two old men

slouched in the heat 

outside a closed down shop

watching kids eat ice cream

cheap artists  roll their cigarettes

dying brides cough at the pavement  



the old men adjust their hats

but the sun is a sneaky bastard

glare in the eyes, always.

  

their singlets dirtied and torn 

black hard soles

nails, curled and solid

hoofs of the satyr 

they guDaw at accidents 

raise their nostrils to smell gasoline

one of them draws the scene

pencil on newspaper print 

following the words of headlines

twisting the metal in his eye 

the sun moves slowly 

evaporating melted ice cream 

they speak gibberish 

scare the children



mothers body scrutinized

a tortured lust in their groins

there is a command they speak

and trees become stunted 

a weird wind follows through 

smelling of fake apples

teeth grow like a vampire 

tongue lashing like a snake 

they decide to abandon shop

and head to the park

there they laugh at addicts

steal their needles and play truant 

kicking up dirt 

causing whirlpools of dust 

they escape into the meadows and recite lullabies.



&ey steal pills and sell pills

&e pills eases the body

but the mind is left to its own devices 

it brings dreams of strange places 

theres a funeral nearby a  cafe 

there are people talking about it

as they eat their ,ne cuisine

priced like cheap coDee shop food 

it's not comfortable here

too cramped

with hard seats

the people around are bulky

taking up all the space 

the plate is like a large bowl

there's fried crackers in it 

mixed up with mayonnaise  

but the spoon is slippery and shadowy 



 move seats

further outside

a man is adjusting a white hat 

strangers tell him it doesn't ,t

must change.

He tries on another

no one says it's o.k. 

He pulls out cash from somewhere 

then it's not in his hands any more 

and he's walking to the side of a building 

cross referencing occurs 

an invasion of another dream

where women contemplate a church

and climb a hill to enter 

but it is closed

and it's lights are oD. 

A gatekeeper asks

if the doors should be unlocked



He does not stay long enough to hear the answer

to the end of a street

a cross roads

he reaches and waits

it is late

little people left in  the ,elds

the bicycles are locked up 

the lamp post is a lonely soul 

oDering light to no one in particular.

“Time goes awry

when i'm with you”

not entirely lost

nor is he found wanting more 

you with your words

me with my pictures

hand in hand

(i wanna hold your hand)



but  no.

No more ruined fantasies

there's a price to pay

turning friends into lovers 

somewhere deeper

that is also wrong 

that it's possible

to make it through the night 

possible to make it work

with vigilance

in the ,nal hours of prayer

of staying awake in the garden.

It comes and goes

this need

this incessant wondering    

 



laugh it oD

no.

it's not going that way. 

Its a dream maker 

it's a contorted desire 

is there confusion at last?

Is there resolution?

Shall we live happily ever after? 

Yes.

And the child of light that is ours

will be the same child she is 

the child I saw into the world

lifetimes ago  in the sea of Atlantis. 

Sun cycles never ending

systematic obsession



day and night and night and day 

ever evolving.

We wake up

cough into the still air

stirring our heart muscles

recall dreams

the ,rst thing 

was there food? Love? A band of robbers? 

Stumble around our dens 

fur, thick and carpeted 

adolescent memories 

Hip through photo books

entering the jaws of nostalgia 

surfacing feelings

excavation exorcism 



kettle whistle blows

hot water in old tea bags

a vague caDeine awakening 

poor man's brunch 

picking at cigarette butts

peel, break burnt edges

collect strands of tobacco in a vial 

,ll it up enough  for another ,rst burst smoke 

build a micro house from matchsticks 

(out of matches, it's ok.) 

wander into the pub

steal peanuts and matchboxes

ask for a fresh cigarette 

continue trade. 

Maybe a sip of leftover wine 

warms you for winter 



maybe a thrown away sandwich roll

keeps you going till dinner 

the city is full of abundance 

cast away, discarded 

if you're lucky, you may even ,nd a friend, left out on the streets 

 

madame.  

Why are you so quiet?

Did a boy make you sad?

Is a man keeping you awake at night?

Are you troubled by shepherds?

Follow the star in your rising 

look east

there, do you see it?

It's brightly lit

even through the storm 



follow that path

which is also the compass of your heart 

you will reach my towers

where I await you with gifts 

come.

Come into my night. 

I am he that provides solace

I am he who is a bon,re

I will give you strength.

&e road is  a rough one

but help is along the way 

a jack rabbit

a constant breeze

nature's breath on your brow

rest in the  meadows



the earth shall help you sleep

and keep you safe from serpents 

 

 in the morning light

 you will be guided again

the mount won't be too far away 

there is a stream here

can you hear it?

It's waters are fresh and hearty 

it's current, sure and steady 

drink from it

you will live forever 

 though it won't take forever, to reach me.

First cause

vision of tanks

masked men in camouHage 

tiger sharks 

charging forth



the natives have only spears

war cries and ancient gods in their hearts

they ,ght like mongrels 

for family, land, ancestors

they die with burning Hesh on metal.

First cause

the deities weep  

mantras cut oD mid sentence 

holocausts bombed out 

idols half buried

ransacked and raped

melted into other scythes  

disregard for the dead

crushed under storm boots

impaled

cruci,ed



wipe out the tongues of old  

I remember the monsters 

strapped and driven mad

I remember the horns

twisted and enraged

 

the ,re arrows

heat seeking

burning fur 

terrors unleashed

without names

armed with carnage 

my hand trembles

as it scoops this soul

my memories are triggered

I smell the blood on the land.

&ough everything is silent now

a peaceful forest



I can still hear the shrieking of the times. 

Second pass.

&ey say the planet

moves in and out of cosmic consciousness. 

A cycle meant to be tapped

looked out for. 

Inter dimensional existence. 

One period here, another not. 

&e time is nigh 

when the natives stare out at the sun

discerning omens

preparing for eclipse

counting concordance 

they named the planet Atuun , “It that derisions” 



it is a malevolent, angry earth 

cursed to a fatal demise 

an orbital terror

tumulting seas

a rampage in the hearts of men

scared and lifeless

on caves

the black world is drawn

with soot and dung 

terrible, it's oral histories

angels would block their ears 

mothers would hide their children

and men grew mad from narratives

oblivion erases race memory 

leave it to the tomes

buried in  the catacombs



stop them from saying 'the planet' 

do not remember.

Yes.

We gaze into the ,re light 

observe asteroid colliding 

a failure of mind

of the race 

a failure to depict armageddon 

stone calendars crumble

in the dust lay the date

26 April

succulent memory of a phone Hashing in  the ,re

charging

charging

unplug the wire

and the song  'soulmate' appears

no buttons pressed. A random signi,cant

song 7 of 11

number 12



-0.34 

time: 4:44 

what does this say?

she still will be clueless

but it's her sign that will speak

in books of revelations

And this again

is expectation

for the one.' 

and no, Neo knew

he's not the one

but he  tried and transcended 

so I wait

and do not make magic

nor gesture  or sound 

no  move forward

divine timing works



says the 'twin Hame' card 

and the masters don't lie

(perhaps they tease) 

this is the nightmare

the crucial element

that point of control

or lost of

a vast and maddening ride

a sudden turn of the tide

do not  break the sphere

wait

advancement is futile

let the sands of time run

let the orbits maneuver

let the angels do their thing

let the stars designate the truth, ticking in the hour of the moon

the rocks of luna swell 

black and overbidding 



a plank to overboard 

the ship is tossed

sea men sick 

the captain fades on and oD 

counting runes beneath populous skies 

aware

the ,fteen

a girl-child in the winds

a  blue dress

at the end of a corridor

dancing 

twirling in dream 

and out of sight 

panic to the stairwell

thunder songs 

a stolen ash 

divide the spoils

men overboard 



eaten by sharks

red clouds in waves 

heil maya

illusion princess

siren beautiful

an alarming nightingale 

come on, mirror

silver light reHection 

having chinese supper 

is she choosing her chopsticks? 

Coming and going

lightning reprise 

the horn blows

rocks up ahead

in midnight

luna is glaring

a star steering close

meteor madame 



drowning men are  a plight to see 

poems cast out to conquer 

letters to loved ones

trapped  in bottles. 

A slow ,re moving in the sky 

such long hours traveling 

wearing out the wanderer 

the child sits in a high chair

legs dangling 

her face smeared with chocolate 

you give her pens

and crayons

a  note you once wrote to her mother 

words cancelled, unsaid 

and the child draws

a happy home

the number 15.

a mystery between stick ,gures 

“your mother will be proud.” you tell her. 



“it's because you waited.” she replies 

you ,ght not  to weep. 

You remember the death ships

cascading into the seas

“run along now child.”

she bids you goodbye. 

No taxi's pull up this late

the streets, a bare and naked soul 

orange lamps, eerie glow

bats circling trees 

you walk home alone. 

Eating ice cream. 

Dripping in place of your salt 

dirtying the tar with white spots and splashes 

the violin stings the path 

a sad and lonely sound 



insomniac elder man sneezes

echoes through the houses 

packed up and gone

wind chimes tuneless 

a bark in mid sentence 

traces of beads in the sand 

kicking stones into drains

you distract the distractor 

forget reading the stars

astrology retires as seasons change 

idols recycled 

a vague composition

strings attached to limp notes

Huttering pages, yellowing and old 

Howers blossom in another continent 

there are only dried ,elds here

yet

a damp bed



perspiration of post love

a singed delirium 

a fragrant and forgotten scent 

wafting like a ghost

a shut down bakery at breakfast 

airports

planes maneuver to end the night 

an expensive cab home

heart departing for japan 

the notes collect themselves

an intelligent eulogy

recurring motifs

dead phones

“you're going to tire her out o.k? Stop it.”

sever dilemma 

chain choking throat

pull the cross to your heart

oDer her up to god



the song ends. 

Sleep. Welcoming erasure 

Sleep. Dreamless states.

&e vigil continues

stolen folk songs

voices where there was only ambience

half written letters

completed in the dark 

half felt emotions

expanding between screaming 

a timely recoil

set in the heart of the throne

disintegration

devaluation

departing for another city

where strangers shun from eyes and crowns

where corner street shops open for knowing

fortune's ,rst decapitated son. 

School children

leaving the gates



after the rain

the swings are slippery

bus stops ,lled

with chalkboard dust

and trauma anger 

drivers of busses

pale and sickly 

the trees hang their branches

dejected and soiled

candles lopsided by the trunks

oDerings left to rot 

gates shut in silent children

behind bars in unwashed clothes

creeping soldiers down the hallways 

taste of spittle in the air 

other strangeness beheld the machines

growling, undulating

dragging their tubes 

breathing apparatus noisy and clanky 



marching upstairs

dust falling in soup

temperature drops

cold interiors

screens typing out with no hands

let us amend, let us amend 

to murder

unplug

to resuscitate

click enter 

space shuttle memories

embryo in twilight 

school bell rings

stamping feet     

waters dividing for prophets to pass

see, the helmets

used as Hower pots

growing green beans in fragile egg shells 



I sat in the  garden. I sat in the garden.

Plucking Howers from the hair of choir girls 

in essence

his lover is dead.

&ere were three phases

a man in a gas mask

with a pyramid protruding out of his head

an OMANDAE PROTOCOL. 

And so you see

how it all gets diTcult 

not just complicated.

Utter  disorient 

dadaist aren't pleased.

&e  surrealists are hiding   

rolling carpets

sleeping on tobacco 

an absinth for every absent friend 



an old horse, looking down a cliD

american indian

folding american Hag 

door chime.

Open to the tea lady

her pot is of china blue 

white porcelain for a drunk step son 

the songstress keeps haunting the corner 

eye lashes Huttering

a doom and deadly moon 

cows fornicate

electric fence orgy

mansions hidden  behind hills

fog entering, obscuring

native chants

hair standing

a low uneasy sound 

rolling across deserts 



guttural damage

invoking the angels

for light.  protection. secrets. love

please help us ,nish this cycle

please take away this seizure of uncertainty.

Please.

In the last days

there's an edge to urgency 

a dismal lamp

a far away hope

the bed is unmade

longevity in a motel room

stale sex, stockings strung on chairs

he sits naked before the t.v

static on.



She is sprawled, touching herself

an empty pipe

burnt out hole 

crows crowd the window sill 

downstairs, cars are being jacked 

dogs howl at supermarket grocers 

hobo's crouch and count vitamins

that's all there is to water

polluted and profound

stared at, turned to wine then blood

preachers give up their seats for satanists 

the devil is already bored in the city 

a truckload of sheep roll by

the droppings dirty the streets

,re hydrants leak pale soot 

cats, shriveled, drink from drains 

the boy turns the channel



a radio turns on

their anniversary song

the girl scratches her thigh

discards the pipe and sighs 

there should be more to sex than this she says

he doesn't move. 

Kicking her legs oD the bed

she saunters to the bathroom.

&eir son is asleep in the bathtub

a small spider on his cheek.

She smiles, something is content.

&e father turns oD the t.v. 

&e stress builds

satiety in the cards

a longing expressed 

laughed with, carried forward

gained on several levels 



the music is deep and dark 

a reHection of the current

a mood for the mind at the end of this tunnel

Hight of the eagle

outstretched above 

blurred

a fainted vision

carrion

hunter

“I've always been occasionally obsessed with her.”

do you want me to even begin collecting the scattered thoughts?

&e poems once written

across the years.

&e initial response to her presence?

I remember words like night 

starry skies

black stallion of power 

structured grounds 



muse

hope

savior 

but i'll wear out

even before I can articulate 

and this poem

no longer becomes a poem

but a long confused state

that doesn't help me

or her

it becomes a journal entry

half produced

uninteresting 

without value at all

so I leave this

leave it

drop it like a bad habit

for it gives me headaches

and the heart is dumbfounded and distressed

blank tension



a gun about to go oD

then ,nding in its heart no bullets 

silence again

no tea candles to light the room

a smoke signal, probably 

absolution and prayer

rest easy. 

Gaze turning inwards

this organic mystery 

unknown.

Depth of volition

a pounding heart 

waves calm you down 

amoeba



water spiders in the mind

do you remember?

Faces of goddesses before the beach 

hot coDee and insect bites

there are zones you don't wish to enter

there are horses around the bend 

in twilight the cinema screen shuts down

danger beyond the breakwater 

it's so black out there

it eats you alive 

 

barefoot, we cross the island 

careful not to step on glass

names on leaves

the fortune teller smiles

now is your time he says 



now is good to be love 

you shake your head

not always a good way to say yes

to believe 

are you the doubting one they call &omas?

No you say

I am just paul

oD the grand highway

the panicked, sex starved girl arrived

car screeching on the asphalt 

the couple in room 1221  was just getting dressed

the girl banged on the door

desperate

in tears

they let her in and she leapt into the bed.



“He's coming for me. I lost him on the highway

but he knows I'll look for you.”

she was talking to  the boy, her ex lover

his lover had no words 

somehow, the girl's car became out of sight

the three turned oD the lights

and waited in the dark.

Another car came screeching in

their hearts in anxiety 

he never came to the door

time blurs

and the three are in a warehouse toy store 

the boy, who became me

had little money

so a budget toy would have to do 

hours was spent down the aisle 



mother and sister in wheelchair

burning up time

as I searched for the old toy 

down a budget bridge

overlooking discarded items on oDer

there was a painting of the masters 

three or four of them in pro,le

in basic colors 

it was too expensive to buy. 

Place blurs

we're in a ,ve star hotel lobby 

the three of us

the boy and I are one.

&ere is a jazz band playing. 

&e trio, improvises

I recognize the bass player

an american boy

whom I used to kiss heavily



we're watching them from a Hoor up

the drummer exchanges set up 

does a minimal percussive run 

they got at it

but we hear no music 

I see wire's snaking on the grounds

lunch time oTce folk riding escalators 

the band continues like ghosts

fading between existence

their set ends abruptly 

some avant guard method

we watch them pack up

we're following in their footsteps 

like stalking fans

following from above

like angels on duty

passing another stage

I see a drummer in animation on screen

a dread locked black man 



his band are monolith bass oblongs

four or ,ve silver boxes from the future

somewhat electrical and conscious

 

the drummer is some kind of god

in faze. Digital. Ancient. 

&e american bass player is before me now

leaning against the rails I was looking over before 

we kiss

heavily. 

&e two with me are heading for a bus.

Traveling out of the city. 

I'm left alone to cross a highway bridge

to the hotel I was at previously 

yet now, I'm not there yet

and the american boy is not with me 

the walk will be long

and there are no buildings in sight



just the curvature of highway

heading south to an opiate sun 

there's a feeling out there

in this afternoon

something familiar

a birthday of some god

white light woven into clouds

a sense of peace 

yet

tragedy strikes electronics

a disconnection made 

forcing us into submission

a detail into nature

full moon ,re

angels in position 

out there in the astral temples

feasts are being prepared

a royal wedding underway 



invites sent

in form of dreams

a gathering is in motion 

alliances forged

robes handed out

rituals extended and puri,ed 

we're tired

the world turns

we tried

the universe continues 

we want love

divinity waits

we've been loved

the past falters

a hardening of the states

solidifying karma

working out the kinks

on a platter, our lives are served



in the gallows

the thieves await their hanging 

people hate them

but some women are crying

their mothers

their wives

their daughters

and the state does not care

justice must be served. 

&e brown shoe has lost its partner

fragile bound  under the bed

the grey bird calls out to infants

worms squirming in beak

hounds sniD out failing cars

between metal

tails between legs

plastic color fan

blowing in the wind



no one watches

it turns and turns 

ashes pile up in the tray

,nished with cigarettes

powdered, thin 

models crammed in bathrooms 

shaving their legs

putting on make up

cafe's dwindle

cups drying in the sink

coDee grounded

bread thrown out of fungi 

beds, cleaned and sanitized

new patients enter

straightjackets ironed 

maidens do their rounds

caressing men



freeing hearts

prostitutes call home

cry to their fathers

joke with their brothers

abortions are secret 

“pray for me, mama.” 

priests contemplate mysteries

some think of girlfriends sacri,ced 

some are old and dream of Heaven 

soldiers counting bullets

hours away from the storm

quietly, some weep

pretending sand in their eyes

 

the writer writes his last few pages.  Looking for a last line. 

Astronaut heart feels the earth

blue gem in blackness

beautiful and illusionary

hiding the terrors that reside down there



of starving children

and locked up dogs 

grandmothers rub their aches

bones brittle

children in mansions

nurses in grey homes 

feeding grandma gunk 

Addicts rob their families

shaking in street corners

blow jobs for heroin 

tyrants count their statements

fucking secretaries

working the bones oD the dogs 

garbage men

,nd gold in the heaps

silver light smile

traded for comforts 



salesmen smoke in the  stairwell

targets not hit

tie in disarray

jobs threatened 

chefs take a break after lunch

sleeping in cold rooms 

skin smarting from chilies  

cowboys ride into sunsets

cattle eaten by wolves

wives, dying at childbirth 

dj's driving the crowds wild 

4.a.m gestures

track selections perfect 

gamblers sell oD their watches

a sunrise risk

winning back bed space 

lovers entangled in sheets



tongues silent

eyes singing 

painters locked in their caves. Hopeful staring. Blank canvas. 

&inking of maidens. 

the lover in the garden

just before sunrise

just after sunset 

her scent makes you seek 

gently moving through the ,elds

a glance from beyond the Howers

a beautiful cascade 

she is young and shapely

soft delicate skin

you see her in the distance.

She is welcoming you

she is smiling

you are  a knight



battle worn and bleeding

she is your solace

your cure

your living 

though all ,re is gone from you

and you only seek rest

another ,re ignites

with the touch of her hand 

you lay with her

and all is complete 

 her breathing is a song 

her youth, a fountain

where you drink deep

where you dream without end 

and passion is a steady horse

a Hight of the senses

into profound orbits 

touched by the sun 



she speaks your name

and you are delivered 

she touches your cheek

and you break down the walls

between you and your soul

between heart and mind

between death and eternity 

all is forgiven

all is forgotten

&ere is only the sweet memory of tomorrow. 

&is is your last incarnation.

Your last time on planet earth. 

You've done your learnings 

you're done with yearning

and needing

and wanting. 

After this.



&ere is no more expectations. 

No more ground zero.

No more cycles to complete. 

Chart your countless lives. 

In one you were a musician

dead at too young an age.

In another

few lifetimes down the path

you're a music director

digging out that obscure artist

bringing that artist into consciousness

and remembering, that artist was you. 

&at is how you complete a life

a stage

a phase of existence

bringing closure 

,nishing the weave

When the  worldly deeds are done



you build the spirit 

a tad too fervent in the ,rst life

leading your cult

straight into massacre

you spend the next life time in the mount

clearing your karma

planning other lives

in one life you return

and you're a sexual predator

much blood on your hands 

you were never caught.

You die with the guilt of freedom

reborn

into a hermits life

a prolonged state of loneliness

never knowing true love

never knowing the kiss of a woman 

you're then born a snail



ever so slowly

searching for home

then crushed beneath the feet of a mad man 

you're born a pauper

eating rice infested with Hies

dumped in the bin

sleeping in sewers

you're born a limbless child 

in a world of runner 

disabled and alone 

never knowing the earth 

you're born a star

a guiding light 

signal in the nebula 

you're born, as wind. 

Duty of the elements 

omnipresent like  God



you're born a man 

,ghting for survival

rich then poor

fat then starving

obsessed then enlightened 

you're borne a creature

in the youth of God's garden 

you were named by Adam

killed by Cain 

you're born in Atlantis

love of a high priestess

cast out by her husband

abandoned by magic

you're born a poet

failing careers

one half of your life

till you found magic

till you found art

till you found that woman



who was once your priestess

who is now your hope

your only salvation

and this is her last life on earth

and you long for her once again

to remember her touch, her kiss, her love. 

 



xories

from the age 

of

z



WIVES OF THE  AFTERMATH

&e window curtains were wild and stained with the dust of the 

after math. 

&e sirens, the way it sings like a bold, mourning soprano clogs 

your heart. See the dust, congealed in the air, the sky a hungry 

monster, sucking up thick sand from broken buildings. 

&e women, there were only three left in the zone, wandering 

around for a sign. &ey wrote their names in the debris, wrote 

their statistics. Height. Weight. Age. Beast size. Last known 

husband, on the walls that were not already covered with the 

pictures of children. &e blast zone like a stonehedge of 

apocalypse. Jagged walled tombstones erect and dry.  

&e women waited on corners. 

As the sirens went by, machines followed, chugging, choking on 

black smog. &e three counted the buttons left on their tattered 

dresses, wondering when they shall be naked again with their 

lovers.  Sometimes they would play hide and seek, dashing 



around half standing walls, crouching in the drains that were not 

,lled with other people’s furniture. 

Occasionally, one of the three would stop at a wall with writings, 

trying to ,nd the names of their loved ones. &ere was a scant 

chance that their lovers may appear from the other blast zones. 

&eir names scrawled signaling survival. 

Most of the time, no names would be recognized and the woman 

would go away empty hearted. &ese strange names appeared for 

no wife. &e other women were all buried or blown up or 

vanished. &ese men would not come for in their blast zones they

would not ,nd the names of their wives. 

No relevant height, no statistics, no signal. 

&en the  men would ,nd other wives. 

&e three wives left, last of the three in zone 94, had no shoes.

 

&ey tried to ,nd some from the streets months ago after the 

blasts, but most were one sided. Pale brown left shoe. Scorched 

black right shoe. Red shoe turned into a muddled bloodbath 



puddle.  

&e fashion stores, that used to glamour the night, were now 

without electricity or form. It was dark, it was tormented.  &e 

boxes were there for sure, half burnt or stained from the acid 

rains, but the shoes were mostly melted in the heat of aftermath. 

So the women bled from their soles. True, they considered the 

yellowing window curtains. But the dust stuck on them would 

poison the bloodstream. Not an option. 

 

Tearing scraps from their clothes, they wrapped their feet and 

tried not to tread on the broken glass.  &eir skirts and blouses 

grew smaller and smaller, exposing scratched skins to the 

elements. When the pain was unbearable, they stopped running 

around playing games, stopped searching for the right walls or 

names, and rested.  

“&ey will come back.” &e eldest suddenly said, between rests. 

None of them usually spoke so it was a surprise. 

“It’s been months.” &e youngest replied. 



&e middle one just started weeping. She was the ,rst to accept 

her loss.  

“Stop crying.” &e eldest demanded. 

In between sobs she replied, “ Cry now. Get it over with. It’s 

,nished. &ey’re gone for good.” 

&e elder was angry. She stood up like a monument. “Don’t say 

such things! We don’t know that!” 

“We don’t know anything. Just go for the worst. Everything else 

would be a blessing.” 

&e elder slapped her. Hands trembling with a forbidden rage.

 &e middle woman spat out blood. She stopped crying. Not 

because of the slap but because she was done mourning.  

“Good girl.” &e elder smirked.



 “Fuck you.” 

&e elder tried to slap her again but missed.

&e middle woman stabbed her long ,ngers into the elder’s eye. 

Puncturing soft wet gel.  &e screaming that followed was 

horrible but short lived. &e noise drove the middle woman into 

a trance frenzy of violence. Stomping and kicking the elder till she

stopped screeching. All the repressed rage expressed beautifully in 

madness, borne up on the delirium of the dust. '&e  husbands 

won't return! &ey are all dead like you!” 

She kept kicking the corpse. 

Out of panic, the younger one Hed, limping and leaving a trail of 

blood behind her from her sole. Gasping. Terri,ed. 

  

“You can run!” the middle one yelled after her, deranged, standing

over the mangled body of the elder, “and when the name of your 

lover appears on the wall you shall miss him!” 

She stopped running. Didn't argue the logic. Fell to her knees in 

the distance. And did not move. 



Weren't the husbands all 'gone for good?'

&e middle woman stripped the elder of her clothes, to use them 

as blankets and bandages. She then erased the statistics of the 

elder from the wall and assumed her position as eldest. 



MASTER QUEEN IN THE HOUR OF A NEW WORLD

&e rainwater was drinking clear.

&e dog, Avarus, sniDed out the best portion, lapped it up and 

stored it in its water glands. With enough, it trotted back to the 

burnt out hut. 

Master was starvation. Meditating. Hairless. 

With the wag of a tail, the dog regurgitated the water and it came 

out silver. Aptly processed in the gut of dog. Master patted he dog

and lapped up the liquid. 

Nourishment. Enlightenment.  

It was now days after the ,nal storm. But it still looked like it 

would rain. Impossible. &e scrolls which master kept with him 

spoke no more of rain, but of a lowering of the skies. &e silver 

liquid would make life living in the low lands easier.  &e dog 

curled up in the cold and went to sleep. Master lowered his head, 

closed his eyes and tried to rest.  He could sense, in this state, that

the words of the ancient one was rewriting itself beneath the 



earth. He lay down, to allow his full spine to stretch and sink its 

roots into the earth. 

To listen. To understand.

 &e words came to him like on a silver screen. It had been a 

lengthy time since the last demanding so it took a bit of 

adjustment to recognize the sway and the dots of the language. 

&e dog would be king. &e master, its queen. Master understood

this delirium as truth. Such was the proper way of the earth in 

these times.  &e soil, neatly set around him in a circle was 

hardening to a thicker crust. Soon, the lovely scent of mother 

would rise from the black sand and prove delectable.  

&e dog sensed this process and wagged its tail during sleep. A 

gentle happiness wave rose in master, for he knew he would be 

able to feed his king in a day or two. 

&under began speaking above, and it shook the walls of the hut. 

Were the gods angry? Were the gods welcoming the new dreams 

of the faithful queen?  Master believed it was the latter. A grumble



of aTrmation to mark the initiation. 

Master smiled. Fell asleep. 

When he woke, the dog was gone. 

His hair had grown. Long and beautiful. &e sun was shining. 

Where was the circle? Mildly, he did not panic but scented the 

passing of the soil. He studied the Hoor markings and found the 

streaks of saliva the dog had left behind. He himself was no longer

hungry. Rubbing his face, he found stains of the earth on his 

cheek. 

&e dog had fed him instead.

Gratefully, he rose to his feet and sensed, beyond the door, 

another world. 

&e time had come and gone. He was a queen now. 

Touching himself, he found it to be true. He found himself 

pregnant with possibilities. A new kingdom was at hand. And 



with that thought, he heard in the distance, the barking of puppy 

dogs.



SONG OF THE CAT MAN 

Train station noise.

 A to and fro. Past the ,rst rush hour, just before the second. 

&e singing man was into his fortieth song just outside the steps 

of the station. Cats mewed around him. &ey loved his voice. 

Rubbing their soft white furred bodies on his leg brought 

melancholy to the streets. 

A woman dropped some notes into his basket. He was blind but 

the mewing cats signaled the donation and he thanked the 

woman between lyrics.  

She loved the song.

It reminded of her of her missing sister. Pain and pleasure mixed 

in her lungs.  A reminder of good times. A reminder that her 

sister might be dead or a sex slave. &e singing man felt the  

woman's emotions, even as she walked away. 



He stopped singing. Tears stinging his blind eyes (could blind 

men cry?)

“Take her.”  He said to the cat. &e black one followed the 

woman.

Rush hour came and went.

&e train station singing man had made a good amount of 

donations.  &e black cat had not returned, and that was a good 

sign. It means that there will be a visitor in the house of the blind 

man tonight. 

&e woman could make no sound on the bed, even as the black 

cat turned  into a younger woman, with neat scars across her chest

and stomach. 

Wide eyed and silent, the attractive woman stared out at the 

ceiling. She was strangely lost in a reverie, not out  of fear or 

panic, but a great quietude.  &e young woman was kissing the 

naked woman, on her shoulders, on her cheeks, stroking her hair. 



“It’s alright.’ She whispered. “It’ll be o.k.” 

&e blind man returned home, with an entourage of kittens and 

cats. He immediately smelled the perfume of the woman. He was 

excited. 

He entered the room, disrobing along the way.  &e scarred 

woman made way for him. His eyes turned blue at the sight of 

the sprawled woman on the bed. She who had given him four 

dollars. A good number. He could see the outlines of her sorrow 

but not her face. He could see, even clearer, the gaping void in her

soul where her sister used to be. 

&e woman whimpered when his old, shaking hands touched her 

stomach. Tears streamed out her eyes as he slowly lowered his 

hand to touch her sacral chakra. 

He started singing. 

&e song was older than he. Older than the grandparents of the 

woman and her sister. Older than any of the cats in the room, 

despite their nine lives. &e song moved from the now wet crotch 



of the woman, out of the room, the hall, the house, then outside 

of time, the island, the dreaming, heaven and hell.

It found its way out here, among the vast, noiseless and profound 

echelons of man kind. 

And ,nally found what it needed to ,nd. 

&e song morphed into the blind man’s hum. A soft funereal 

tone.A faded rhythm.  He lowered his head. &e song passed 

away. 

He stepped back. Stroked the black kitten. Gazed into the wet, 

weeping face of the gentle woman. 

“Your sister is resting. Eternally. In the gardens. &ere is no more 

need for her, or you to be lost. Grieve not. Be free.” 

But the woman already knew this. Knew this in the tone of the 

songs she heard at the station, and the way the music played out 

and ended in the closure room.

 

She shut her eyes. He left the room and the black cat whispered. 



“Rest. And when you’re ready, you may choose to leave.” 

&e woman simply hummed the tune, she and her sister had 

loved so much. 

Humming herself and her memory to sleep.



 THE STREET INCIDENT 

&e eyes of the cars lit bright the deep book of night but were not

clear enough to overcome its conclusion. 

&e drivers turned oD the engines, defeated and obtuse; stepped 

out and combed the streets with their canes.  We were on the 

other end, watching them, without their knowledge.

 Observers to the tasks of machine controllers. 

&e backlog, jammed up and the snake of machines piled up, 

round the bend. Yellow and red and white cars. Black cars (all 

ominous windows) trucks that towed other busses, one by one, 

spitting out their drivers. With canes. Like a horde of the 

unseeing. Tapping the mad ground.

“We should warn them of the cyclists.” Noma said to me.

“&ey’ll have to not see it coming.”   

She swallowed hard. It wasn’t going to be pleasant. 



&en a child streaked out from the café alongside the road. Some 

of the tappers stopped moving as the boy ran between them, 

under their legs, grazing them with its infectious, young speed. 

He tugged the skirts of the women,pulled on the ties of the men. 

No one knew how to react to it.

 

&en, the child vanished behind an army truck. 

&e dark green behemoth let out the ,rst, troubled blast of horn. 

Like it was violated from behind. Windscreen wipers started up 

on its own. Everyone heard the child laughing. Spines chilled.  

“&is is unusual.” I spoke to the group. 

&e large bald  father behind us said, “the boy must become a 

man.”  

&e army truck lurched forward without warning, hitting the car 

in front of it, causing a desperate chain of events. Domino 

crashing. One by one, driverless vehicles hit each other, bumper 

to bumper. Such an amusement. 

Until the tapping driver in front of the ,rst car got hit. 



Collapsing him. 

Seconds after that, the cyclists came. But no violence followed.

&ey stopped (an otherworldly occurrence) and stared at the 

groaning man on the Hoor, slapping his hand around blindly for 

his cane. One of the white faced cyclist got oD his bike, bent 

down and passed the cane to the blind man, who was utterly 

secured and calm again. 

&en the white faced man looked up and stared at us.

Everyone looked away, not wanting to catch such a glare from the

eyes of the cyclist. But I stared into it and found crystalline tears. 

As if he was telling me, “We can be human too.”

He signaled the other cyclists to move on. To take no souls with 

them this time. 

It got easier to see that night, as if the high beams had worked 

some new magic. As if, ,nally, there was meaning to the way the 



cars moved on ahead in the dark. 



THE TOWER  KING OF ION

&e black, cylindrical monument running through the heart of 

the city mall hummed like a beacon or a watchtower. 

Entranced, the people roamed the 9 stories worth of shops, 

spanning over the length of 3 foot ball ,elds. Polluted with stores.

High fashion and food. Gold priced underwear, body mod shops,

whores of respectable stature waited for the tourists, scones of 

German butter and shoes made from the skin of snakes.  

&ere was no place for the poor man here.

&e toilets were free to use of course. One could drink from the 

taps. But if one wanted free food, It would have to be scraps, like 

dogs waiting at the master’s feet by the dinner table of mahogany.

&e windows were free to be stared at. &e women and 

metropolitan men who sauntered by could be stared at. Free eye 

candy. Visible panty lines. But other than that, everything else 

required power and pregnant accounts.



So when the black monument decided to come alive, with that 

hum, certain shifts of reality were in order.  For one. &e business 

men lost their memories of their wives and children (if they were 

married) or lost their sense of negotiation. It was amusing at least,

to see them showing oD skin and dropping hints of sexual bribery.

Spoiled children lost their two front teeth. Maids took on the 

persona of their Mrs, and seduced the husbands into giving them 

all their fortunes. &e wives were reduced to the state of pets they 

abused and chained up in cages. Men of power wet their pants 

and soiled their gold priced underwear. 

It’s all boring really. 

&e metamorphoses of the city mall denizens. One would expect 

such endings, such tragedies because it made mediocre sense. 

Because it was worth it. It was natural for the opposite, or the 

absent aspect to manifest and occur. 

For every obsession there was an equal and opposite connection.  

For one thing, no one committed suicide. &at would’ve been too

easy an escape. Cannibalism? Now that would have been the 



better outcome. Would it not? Alpha men tearing at each other 

with teeth. Yum. 

&e poor man smiled at these thoughts. His deformed face 

lighting up. He touched the humming monument. &e security 

guard came by and told him not to do that. And judging the poor

man by the stench of his un-bathed body, the state of his tattered 

clothes, he was asked to leave.

&e women with diamond bra straps gave him a disgusted look. 

He had other plans for them. Nodding, he left the city mall. Sure.

Just fantasies. All those horrible things befalling the ignorant, the 

wealthy, the proud. But he believed one day the monument 

would do the exact things he thought about.

 He believed that the fantasists will have their day. 

&at was the only true hope for the poor man, for when the 

world rejects such a species, such a species will reject the world. 



ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH OF THE EDITOR 

&e writer gathered his materials. 

All six thousand pages worth and took the last elevator down to 

the burning grounds. &ere were faces in the windows of every 

Hoor, as the metal box fell. Like a train passing by the waiting 

gallery, streaming past, glimpsing an expression or desire. Each a 

diDerent character, trying to grimace or found to be sad, or 

panicked. All vain attempts to scare and stop the writer before his 

act. 

No.

&ose pages. All characters. All places and events. &e book itself 

had to be sacri,ced. It was the ritual. It was the way and the life. 

&e editor would’ve wanted it that way. 

Already the author felt faint as the heat of the ,res came close. 

On the ground Hoor, remnants of previous pages from the years 

before were stuck in concrete, in black streets. 



&ere was a princess waiting by the gasoline tank. Drenched. 

Erotic.  “One last time, honey pie.”

She oDered her pale skin hand, a heavy burdened pink gown. A 

lighter. 

“Wishing a smoke, sweetheart?’ the writer stopped dead track 

before the bride.  She licked her lips. Resonant. Quaking glass 

shoes. She Hicked the lighter. 

FWOOOM.

Up in Hames, burning Hesh. Ecstasy.  Crazy bitch. Crazy bitch. 

She was holding on to him when her last breath expired. She did 

not scream. His leather jacket stained by the falling of her cooked 

meat but that was all. Fires untouched him. 

&e burn of creation would harm not the creator. 

“One last time, sweetie pie.”



He was ready to burn the pages. His work would be brought to 

the burning heavens. &e gods will smile down at him and his 

editor would be pleased. 

But instead, the old man stepped out of the burning  ground like 

an orchestra of upset waterfalls. 

Manly of the lake. 

He held a magic wand and a pipe, his beard wet.  “Not this time, 

sonny.” He said. 

 “Go home to your sleep, sorcerer-editor.” 

 “You must not end your worlds, writer.” 

 “What space would be left if more myths were made and none 

unmade? Burning is the way of advancement.”  Dead editor knew

this to be true. He gave the writer his pipe. No tobacco. &e 

writing man scraped up old pages from the black Hoor, crumpled 

and torn, ,lling the pipe. Words on high. 



&e editor sent forth his red daughters, with the baskets. To save 

the manuscript. &ey had grown up so quickly, so shapely. &e 

writer's favorite,  Nikki, had a skirt that was redder and shorter 

than before. He could still see the branding on her thighs, the 

signs with his name. His special creation. 

 She looked  sleepy with bedroom eyes, extended her hand with 

the basket. With sadness, He knew he had to let her go.  So   

6000 pages was dropped into the straw casket. 

A picnic to end all picnics.

&ey walked into the ,re one by one to meet their princess 

mother. To oDer her new bedtime stories. &ey did not scream in 

the consummation.  So brave. 

Good girls the writer thought. 

“God Speed.” the editor-wizard said, you will eventually thanks 

me.”  &e writer just lit a cigarette. 

 “One last time crimson pie.”



TAKING TURNS

&e tame troubadour put his limbless lover into the shopping cart

and pushed on. He felt he needed to let her sleep in there so he 

carried the goods on his back instead. Perhaps at the next gas 

station, he would take her onto his back again and push the 

goods. &e alternation kept things lively for the apple orchard, on

both sides of the highway, was mordant and monotonous. At least

the fresh apples didn’t kill them (though they took away her 

limbs.) At least food was not scarce (though he suspected that 

apples, being too good to be true, might be bad later down the 

way.) He sang songs to help her sleep, to pass the time as they 

searched on and on for the Labrador. 

&e Lord Dog of the vagrant city. 

Ridiculous. He thought. &e scent of apples was getting too 

strong to be natural. “Do you smell that?”he asked her. But she 

was asleep. She was dreaming of long unblemished legs. 

Something in his head was growing. Like roots. A rich universe of

spheres. Red and juicy and round. His legs felt tired. She was 



giggling in her sleep. Running after the Labrador in her dreams. 

Sexy. 

&e troubadour had to stop. To rest.

  Finding a shade beneath an apple tree, he sat beneath it and 

took gentle breaths. She stirred from her sleep. “Have we reached 

him?” she asked sleepily. “No.” He was slightly breathless. “I just 

needed a small break.”  She shivered at that word. Break. He 

realized and apologized. “It’s ok. I have to get used to it.”  &e 

leaves strangely looked like ,re.  Lighting the scene below, like 

heaven shining down on them. Beautiful. Wishes, Dreams, could 

all come true here. And so would headaches. Creeping into his 

head, like the trembling moments before the supernova that 

would wipe out his mind. &e spheres looked bigger, its orbit 

more profound, articulated, swan grace.  He wished she could see 

it.

 

“Master?” she called to him. He snapped out of reverie looked at 

her. She looked pale, a little scared. 

“What’s wrong?”



She kept staring at her stumps. Roots were slowly breaking out of 

a sudden rash. And like a response, he looked down at his feet. 

Ridiculous he thought. His toes were shrinking into roots. 

&e whole, ungodly process took half an hour. &e leaves looked 

like ,re, seraphim looking down at the two delirious folks 

beneath, trans-morphing. Exchanging vows under the apple tree. 

A song now. 

Tie the wedding ribbon

round the living tree,

it's for you and me,

it's for us to see.

She was crying tears of joy. He was losing blood. All those damn 

apples. He knew this was the bad. Soft, tender thighs, strong 

caressing hands. For her.

 Gangrene knees. Twisted knobs of elbows. For him.  

&ey both made sounds of copulation. Joining in the panting. 



&e Labrador arrived. 

Urinated on the tree with leaves of ,re. &e seraphs Hed.  &e dog

stared at the full bodied lover crouching in the shopping cart. 

“Pick up your cross and follow me.” it barked. 

She got out. Carried the now vegetable troubadour, limbless and 

acutely messed, placed him in the cart, carried the survival goods, 

and pushed the cart out back onto the road. &e dog went with 

them, howling a strange tune.



CELLOPHANE

A sickening sound as it twists and turns around the body. Rolling 

on the Hoor. Enjoyment. &e camera rolled. Sweat and plastic. 

Squeaking, satisfying cellophane. Chemical madness.

She ate plastic. Didn't need to pay her to do it. Extreme actress 

consciousness. 

She believed in the world of the wire. Preferred the touch of rust 

and of dignitaries, who loved cellophane.

Now was the time.

&e room was draped in the bubble wrap, a cousin to the 

cellophane. It was the duty of the maintenance crew to ensure the

right temperate, the right lighting for the occasion. 

&e orders for the night were crucially varied. Light had to stream

from a Hood lamp, at intervals of 3 mins, 2 minutes, 5 minutes 

and back to 3. Hot and loud and melting the plastic.



&e falling goop would cast a moving shadow. Heaven to earth in 

one fell swoop.  And it would be ,lmed, by the 8mm cam 

mounted in several un-obstructive corners, as the soft malleable 

plastic poured out onto bare bodies, made from a clay resin. 

&e small man, who had ordered it, took elaborate photographs 

of the dissolution process of the staged room. Sweltering heat 

from the lights. Unruly. A ceiling camera shot movement zoomed

in from above. Careful documentation, of the sweat droplets 

sizzling somehow onto small metal plates around the Hoor, were 

made. Another worm’s eye camera caught the small smoke as the 

splash evaporated. 

&e small man made sure not to step on the hot plates. 

He was just careful enough to let the right amount of perspiration

fall.

 At exactly ten minutes to midnight, the door of the closet had to 

open, and a midget, suited up as a baby seal would have to roll 

out onto the bubble wrap Hoor, bursting and popping. 



&ese sounds had to be recorded. 

She would have to make baby seal noises. &at was the most 

diTcult part. “Try your best.” &e small man had said. He was 

wielding a hunting knife in one hand, a condenser, multi 

directional mic in the other. Without further ado, he unhooked 

the  8mm camera that was running from the corner. And 

frantically did close up shooting of the baby seal getting trapped 

in the melted plastic. He wanted to recreate an earthquake, a rude

and meticulous murder. He slashed bags of sand hanging from 

the chandelier to signify rain of the desert.

 His narration would proclaim the inverse universe, and how the 

dried sand was anti-thesis to the seals’ desperate need for water. 

&e ,nal scene was a black out.

 And with night vision ,lming, the small man artistically captured

the slashing of his forearms and the spaces between his toes to 

signify, in his story, the possession and sale of seal meat. 



OPERATION TEQ

 

&e smell of lime strong on ,ngers. 

Twisting the bottle cap open. A long thing writhed in the liquid. 

Not a snake, nor a worm, certainly serpentine. &e bar was 

evacuated. Drenched and stoic I reserved attention to the drink. 

&e bar keeper kept the shot gun close. &e executioner smoked 

his cigarettes next to me, one hand cocked on the gun, point 

blank on my temple.

He wasn’t very pleased with his situation. 

Between puDs he asked, “and why can’t we just burn the fucker?” 

“Fire is its element. &ere’s no other way but to drink this shit 

and let it drown.”

Sure. It would never make sense to him.

“I’m not  gonna kill you, V.”



“You have to if I convert. &e liquid may do that to me and you 

don’t want me out there in the village when I’ve turned.”

“Fuck man, this is sick.”

“Alien things tend to be. To us humans at least.”

“Come on come on.” &e bar keep said. “I need to re-open for 

business, you gonna do this or what?”

I

 checked the internal clock. “In three minutes.”  &e timing had 

to be right.

“and you’re the only one who can do this?”

I told the executioner to stop asking questions. He seemed more 

nervous than ba]ed. Not used to killing an innocent I suppose. 

&ough I can’t say I’ve been innocent. &is thing in the bottle 

here, probably my fault. 

&e time counted down.  He lit another cigarette. Bark keep 



poured himself another cheap shot. &e bar was dimmed, to my 

regulations. &e dark wood grew darker in this region. &e 

pictures, condensation. Past generation browned pictograms 

perspired, like a stress down the family line. My left hand was 

hand cuDed to the oak chair I was in.  

To Slow down the escape if I turned. &ough not by a very long 

time. I’ll rip through this, rip everyone else if they didn’t pull the 

trigger fast enough. But I trust them. &e bar keep at least. He 

looked like he has blown oD several heads before with that gun of 

his. I ,nd deep scratch marks on the handle, like prison time lines

etched in the walls. At least 7. Seven blown heads. 

Times up. 

“ok get ready. I’m downing this shit.”

&e bar keep picked up his baby, clocked it and aimed it at my 

chest. &e executioner dropped his fair cigarette. Pressed the gun 

harder against my right temple. &e thing in the bottle writhed 

violently as I picked it up then mercilessly emptied it out down 

my throat. 



God awful vibe. Stench, taste of rotting corpses, sutured blood, 

pangs of panic and euphoria and terror. &e way the thing slid 

down my throat was even worse, thick like a negro’s cock, deep 

throated, wriggling in my windpipe. I forced it down like a good 

lover. 

Down down you bastard, in. 

It punctured my left lung a little. Eyes blood shot into the blue. I 

bit oD it’s tail and gobbled it down. Too long you see, too long. 

Bite, swallow, bite, let it scream inside me, breaking rib. 

I convulsed. Executioner wanted to pull the trigger but the bar 

keep yelled NO. not yet. Not time. He’d seen a change before. 

My hair didn’t f all oD in clumps yet. Still good. &e thing 

thrashed in my stomach. “Get the ambulance.”  He told the killer.

“But.”

“Go go! I’ll kill this fucker if he turns.” Less stress now. No 

accidental murder. I fought to keep the thing in, for it wanted to 



crawl out. Tightening stomach. Drown the bastard, few more 

moments. Come on. Just a bit more. It punctured itself out 

through my belly button. Blood and bile and terrible pain. I 

grabbed it’s supposed head and squeezed. Keep it from escaping. 

&e medics came in. Wild eyed. One last twist in the stomach 

and I crushed it. And it stopped moving.

Twist the head, spine of the thing popping. When I con,rmed its 

death within me, I dragged it out of me.  Hesh melted with my 

stomach acid. I threw the thing aside like a spool of wet tissue 

and I threw up.  

“Bravo.” &e bar keep said, lowering his gun. “now mop up this 

shit will ya? I need to sell drinks.”



MOTHER-CLOWN OF CARNIVA

Her eyes drooped like a sad animal. Her mouth sagged, lowly, a 

depressed clown dis,gured by some freak karma.  

She was caged, like a traditional exhibit. 

&e noise of the carnival was excruciating for her ears. She bit at 

her clothes, ,ddled with the loose teeth damaged from gnawing 

all those animal bones, after she had killed them with her bare 

grips. 

She crossed her legs when men were near, she snarled at the 

women but remained oddly silent and melancholy when children 

made snide remarks or stared at her with wonderment.

&e cage seemed smaller this winter, though she had not grown. 

It was pointless to keep her. Her weeping in the night scared the 

twins in the carnival. For only the twins could hear her.

Her soul sat tight in the day light. Watching the workers set up 

the tents. Her language was complex, not understood. &e ring 



master would come by occasionally to oDer her fruits. But she 

only dug through them, eating the seeds. Discarding the rest.  

She loved to lick herself and sniD the portions her tongue had  

touched. Whenever the merchant men of the towns went by, she 

would sing to them, songs of the midgets  in her strange 

language. She would eat the silver coins they tossed her way.   

&e circus manager hated her for it. Good silver was lost. But he 

had a good idea. He forced the circus laborers to dress up as 

merchants to go by her cage so that her songs would illicit coins 

from the by standers. But he told the customers to toss coins in a 

basket instead. She learnt quickly of the deception and stopped 

singing when she scented the disguised work men. 

And even when real merchants went by, she sang despairingly so 

that not enough of them would oDer coins since she could no 

longer eat them anymore.  

None from the carnival knew what else to do with her. &ey 

ignored her. Let her go hungry. Decided that after the next stop, 

they may very well leave her somewhere to die.  



Everything changed after the earth quake. 

It was rumored, years later that she had caused it because she 

knew of their dubious plan. 

In the mess of the after math, she hid behind the great debris that

rose from the earth. &ough her cage was broken down, she chose

not to escape, but to wait. Only a handful of carnival dwellers 

survived. Mostly the dwarfs and midgets, whom she had 

somehow healed with her spittle when they crawled to her, dying.

She seemed to love them most as she sang them to rest in the 

darkening hours. She ignored the pleas of those who plotted 

against her. She let the worms have them, from within. 

She gave the distraught ringmaster wet dreams of pleasure, a 

deeply grateful exchange for the seeds he brought her when he 

had learnt of her palate. Sad was the circus, for it was no more. 

&e strongmen died. &e workers died. &e fortune teller turned 

to dust in the fourth sun. &ere seemed no other place to go, or 



rather, it appeared that the circus that stayed together, died 

together  in the one place where they were struck and thus 

remained there to the end of days. 

&en, when time and space seemed to have passed its era of ruin, 

the clowns arrived. From a distance in winter. &ey came in 

search, and found their withering mother. 

“Mama. Mama.” &e youngest jester shone. &e clowns huddled 

around the mother of dejection. Touched the midgets so peace 

would ,nd them and ,nally sent the ringmaster to his peaceful 

death amidst the debris.

“Mama. Mama.” &ey sang in chorus, disappearing in the white 

light that came down from apocalyptic skies. 



 



THE SHAPESHIFTER 

She is the cat-girl that bit me. 

Such sweet blood.  Salacious scars. She is the girl in skimp. Perfect

blend of cotton and skin. Hair that smelled of fruits. A body of 

Howers. She asked me to accompany her. Standing there in the 

sequin stars, a variation of light in her eyes. 

It is the way of martyrs, to choose death just  to touch her. 

Walking beyond the mouth of the abyss, to believe her, is the way

of the saints. 

She is &e comforter of Gods. Lover of the seeing ones.

 

But the stones in my heart knew this time was naught, that this 

act was futile. No more than a human need. A lasting contract, to

tide things over along this path of aloneness. 

&e hill side was darker than the ways I’ve come before. &e 

horned palms kissed my cheeks but shed no blood. I found new 



ways to go, through bounds of passageways.

 But something’s changed. Some things change.

I stopped in time, my ascension. To receive her piercing kiss.

&e ground before me was opened up, not like before, a dark 

yawn. A valley into the mouth of &e fall. To plunge would’ve 

been severe. Abysmal. Horrid.  &ere were other cracks in the 

mud, veins of displeasure, arteries that led from one black hole to 

another. 

&e cat bit me and I was in love, but my sight remained in 

composure, and found the stations of downward tunnels. Calling 

me, weaning me oD the Stairs of Heaven. In the darkness of the 

holes she was there, like a trapped damsel, pleading for me to 

bring her home.  

Avoiding it. Going around it, I treaded on but the paths ahead 

were too impossible,  too strangely lit by the astral weather cast 

across the nebula’s above.  



&ere would be a temple built for her here. But not by my hands. 

I knew the yearning of the ground, to be close to her skeleton, to 

be sharing that same decomposition as her as she lived on in 

tombstone, in neutral recollection. I shared it's longing. 

I turned, I think, to tell her this, that the ways were new and that 

I am almost lost. But she was on the other side, awaiting me, 

dreamily.

 Winds took away my messages to her, my sweet nothings,  

scattered in void directions. Distorting my compass, erasure to 

my maple maps. 

She would not hear me.

But I believe she wanted to. To listen to me in close proximity. 

Lying next to her. She wanted me that way, speaking into her ear, 

and not across ,elds of separation.

 

How I dreamt of those breasts. &ose star lit teeth that brought 

the blood of transformations. How I could never change again, at 



least in this lifetime, into the spirit she yearns me to be. 

Turn away. &e way is neigh but nulli,ed. 

Such a temple as hers is for no mortal man. And I am no saint, 

nor martyr, no god nor seer. I am just a man, who remembered 

her sharp, valid kiss. I’m just a master-less boy without the powers

of spell and tragedy. I have not suDered enough to be worthy of 

her balm. 

So I turn away. 

A great departure to mark a greater expectation, un-met. &ere is 

no sun here that shall rise to bathe the garden, no stars here to 

light the bridges to eternity. 

&is is just another dream, to wake from, to do without and to 

live by, never fully realizing the severity of this fruitful loss.  

 



SINS OF THE FATHER

&e daughter stood at one window. Her father at the other. 

Soot and crusts of blood on them. Old mid-western clothes. She 

had a dripping knife in her small textured hands. He had slash 

marks in his tunic, darkened into maroon. She seemed forlorn.

”I won’t kill you anymore.” she said absently, blankly out the 

window. He just nodded, not caring if she saw it. “But your wife 

had to die.” She continued. 

He did not react. 

&e dust storm was overrated by this time. &e Lord had taken 

the horses away for it was not in their fate to suDer death by 

dehydration. &e cactuses were living tombstones. High noon 

stayed noon for ages. No guns drawn. 

&ere was the smell of barbecue in the air but the girl knew it was

a delusion. No such thing could exist in this dead land. It was just



a faint memory of  some weekend past. &ey were just waiting 

out the storm. 

&e wife was probably reduced to a ,nished fertilizer now. &e 

brothers and sisters soon following the same fate. She had killed 

her siblings much later. &ey were killing time by convincing her 

that her actions were futile. Her blade proved otherwise. 

Soon, the judge would come.

Father could feel it in his old bones. He turned to his young girl, 

said this carefully. Hopefully.   

“We will all be forgiven, ,nally...when the bell tolls.”

She smiled to herself, a solemn smile.

“I’m afraid not father. Even the bell masters know of your crime.”

He looked dejected but held his head straight. &ere was no more

denying. 



“&en...if that’s the case,” he tried, no harm trying, “will you 

forgive me?”

She was tired of explaining, then realized that she was mostly 

explaining to herself in her head and not to his heart. 

“It is not for me to forgive. But all my other selves. &e daughter 

you forgot in Arkara, the daughter you tortured in Ovinon, the 

daughter you misfed in Kol-vu-ma, and the daughter you raped 

in Grahaga. It is they who want you dead. It is they who will not 

forgive you. I am merely their vehicle of vengeance.”

He kept silent but she could hear his heart seeing the truth.

&ey both stood there, at their respective windows, perhaps to 

reHect, perhaps to ignore the terrible end that was to come. 

&e storm began to subside outside. &e setting of the sun would 

come now. Without warning, the girl stepped away from the 

window. Father’s heart skipped a beat. Was she to kill him now?

Instead she vanished. Into the kitchen. He shut his eyes. 

Somehow, he had come to regret, begetting her. Not out of fear 



because she would be his killer, but because she had to undertake 

such a task, such a burden for ending her own father’s life. 

She came out of the kitchen, after what seemed like only seconds.

And strangely, was carrying two bowls of hot soup. Watered 

down. Plain pale vegetables. She sat on the Hoor, put one bowl 

before her and another further away. 

“Have your last” she said. She waited for him to sit down. He 

almost cried. 

Together they sipped their soup. Without exchange of words. 

Without ,nal gestures. His tears fell into the bowl without him 

realizing it. She caught the sight, and was reminded of  a time 

spent with him when she was so much younger.

She did it quickly. Without drawing his attention. Blood was 

dripping into his bowl which was almost empty. He stopped 

when he realized the soup was turning red. His breath shuddered 

when he realized his throat was slit. 

“Close your eyes father.” She whispered hotly into his ear.   “you 



are to meet your other girls now,” she swallowed hard, as if 

,ghting back some unchecked emotion, “and when 

they’re...doing the things they’re meant to do to 

you...remember...remember the snow that fell before us, those 

many winters ago outside our....home.”

He smiled. And slowly, he closed his eyes and slept. And her hand

that held the blade trembled slightly, as if a cold wind was 

blowing with snow that fell like tears.    





DELAY OF THE HEROES 

 

We were generally late. 

&e others were already at the club, smashing bottles into faces. 

Getting ahead of themselves with the violence. We were stuck in a

mobile museum of toys, built into the back of a taxi van. &e 

,gures were neatly arranged, a tin lunchbox with the traditional 

design of the cult superhero emblazoned the front. Some were 

limited edition polyester ,gures. Clay gold. Hand painted 

ceramic. 

&e jam ahead was disgusting. 

Vanese’s neck was hurting and I suspected the vampire lights in 

the cab had caused it. Either that, or she was strangely having a 

Hashback of the undead life she lead several deaths ago. It 

happened sometimes. Her blood wouldn’t turn but the memory 

would. &en she would thirst. &en burst with ravings. She could

attack me. Scratch me. Hurt me.  &at was erotic. A fantasie. But 

she would probably prefer to bite her girl friend. 

In bed. Naked...



Ok. Enough! 

&is was not the right time to think of this. (I was getting a hard 

on.) 

&ere was a war going on in a club and we were not in it. 

&e toys were fantastic but we were in no mood to discuss it. (&e

way the light shone oD the limited run comic books with silver 

cover. &e glaze of the signed prints of issue #1's.) Sigh.  

&e vigilante’s were out of it again, killing oD the robbers and the 

time bandits in a salsa dance hall.   Stomping on the vicious 

children to samba tunes. 

&e driver was getting frustrated. Picking up our angst perhaps. 

Crawling traTc. 

“You want to change route?” He asked, “Must change taxi. I don’t

take route 36.” 

“OK” I handed him some small change.

 



We left the taxi as he turned into the gas station. &ere was a dark

alley up ahead, one of us moved into it then decided not to take 

the risk and returned. 

“We’ll go the other way.” 

I could sense he was afraid of something up ahead. An obstacle 

that was alive and not meaning well. We hunted for another road.

Time bent and another taxi arrived. 

&e front door opened. We were confronted with food left behind

in the backseat. &ree bags of fried chickens and nuggets. &ree 

of the wings had black ink skin. Like it was poisoned. I wanted to

eat it. A challenge to the death. ‘Better throw away.” &e cab 

driver said. I cleared out the garbage.

&ere was rice spilled over, mixed in with a red gel. We dumped 

everything into a plastic bag. I had to wash my hands with a 

yellow glowing gel, spurted out of a dispenser on the cab's 

dashboard. My skin had turned darker after the wash. Like a 

change of race. 



&is meant that the war was dwindling down. Cab ride race. &e 

other’s were tense. Sitting behind. Biting their nails. Squeezing 

the handle of their weapons. Always tense when a vigilante call 

came in. I was just trying to ignore the smell of the poisoned fried

foods in the air. 

Somehow, we never arrived. 

&e taxi man apologized though I never saw it as his fault.  Did 

he know that the game was over? He was perspiring. We were 

falling asleep. &is was the fault of the streetlights. It made 

traveling seem too dreamlike, too absent minded, astrally. &e 

action was gone as we grazed by the vanquished club. 

&e folks were going home. 

“We could just have stayed home.’ Vanese said, bored and 

defeated. 

I caught Vanese side glancing me, licking her lips. I saw the glint 

of her sharp teeth. 



At least now I had the time to fantasize. 

“I wonder how many died.” Someone behind echoed. It was 

unusual. Fights didn’t end so quickly. But I think the bulk of the 

problem was that we were generally late.



MONSTER MOTHER ISSUES

 

&e fence was half made of concrete,shafts  running diagonally 

with spaces in between to look through to the other side. &ere 

was a platform ahead then a drop into a larger than life lift shaft. 

&e light that fell upon the insides of the wall was taken by the 

dark below. I did not know how deep the shaft went, but I wasn’t 

too thrilled to ,nd out. &ere was something below there for sure.

I could smell it breathing. 

&ere wasn’t enough gas masks to go around. I opted not to have 

one. Was used to the stench of unnamable things.   &e doom 

that bellowed from below made the supervisor wet himself. A 

cigarette would be useful now. 

“How the hell did the thing end up in there?” my assistant asked. 

It was one of those japanese monster invasion explanations that I 

didn’t want to go into.

 

“It has mother issues.” I simpli,ed. &en an idea struck me. 



“Where’s Daniella?” I asked the supervisor, who was wiping 

himself down with embarrassment. “She’s suiting up in the 

chamber truck.” I rushed over. Banged on the door. 

A small black man opened it. “yes?” 

“Call Daniella over.”

“She’s changing.”

“Even better. Call her now.”

“Yes sir.” 

 She turned up, Half dressed. 

“I need your panties.” 

She grew grim. “Are you trying to be funny?” 

“No. &e monster would want it. it would distract it.”

“What? How is that even relevant to

“It has mother issues,” I  simpli,ed, “trust me.”

  

She hesitated. &en disappeared behind the door. Seconds later, 

she handed to me her white thong in a biological containment 

bag. It reminded me of the underwear machines in tokyo. Soiled 

panties for 25 bucks. In a ziplock. With a  picture postcard of a 

girl wearing it slipped in on the front. 



“&is better work.” She said grimly. She’s always so attractive 

when she’s grim. “Go suit up sweetheart.”

 &e creature was bellowing again when we were ready. It was 

way past dinner time. I wanted to capture or end or vanquish this

thing and go eat. &e team brought in more machinery than was 

needed. We better didn’t need to run for our lives. All those bulky

things would be the death of us. Dying hungry was not an 

option.

We cut open the lock and I moved in ahead of the others. With 

the garment in the bag, ready to be tossed like a grenade into the 

hole. Backup had the energy gun, creeping behind me. I opened 

up the bag and ,shed out the little white thing. Blood was 

throbbing in my groins.  Focus damn it. Let's make this work. 

Here goes.

I tossed it into the abandoned lift shaft. And waited. 

  A painful, mournful cry came up from the dark. A terrible 

YEARNING. I signaled the team to move in. 

Silence. 

&ey were ready to blast the thing back to its dimension. But 



what they saw confounded them. 

“Sire?” one of them said, unsure, “you better look at this.”

I stepped forth, peeked in. 

Right at the bottom of the shaft was a young girl. She had on the 

thong I tossed in. She was hugging her chest. Her scales were 

receding, red skin was fading away into a pink then into a soft 

milky white. She was rocking herself to sleep. 

“Get me a blanket!” I yelled.

“A what?”

“A blanket!” 

When it came I dropped it gently into the hole. She saw it land. 

Looked up to me, her eyes blazing a baby light. She reached out. 

Covered herself. Warmth. Safety. Security. She hated to be naked. 

She hated being exposed.

   

“Get her out of there.” I ordered. &ey all hesitated. “She won’t 

bite.” I promised them. “&ey won’t harm you.” I promised her. 

She looked up again at me then slowly  blinked, the way cats did 

when they trusted you. And I knew that she’ll be alright. 



I never did explain the signi,cance of the thong. How it would 

remind the monster of mother’s door, the womb to its safety. It 

would bask in memory, recall a long gone comfort and suDer 

maybe a longing and it would distract it long enough for us to 

kill. &ough we didn't kill this thing, I knew the science team 

would be putting her through tests. I was never involved in the 

testing. I never knew what went on behind those black doored  

underground bunkers.  It all somehow felt wrong.  Maybe 

because the monster was just a girl. Maybe if she was a monster I 

still wouldn't care. And that, to me, became suddenly wrong too. 

Maybe it was time to quit. Yes. So I decided that night to stop 

hunting monsters. 

I Moved to japan. And started my own used underwear 

company.



   A PAST AND FUTURE MOMENT. 

&e sun crept up till the right height then burned light through 

the windows of the cafe, a merciless glare.  Everyone reacted badly

to it, shifting their seats, squinting their eyes, adjusting their 

monitor screens so it wont be blinded by light.  

Dane looked up from his book, caught sight of a girl in the 

distance and immediately remembered strangling her. 

It was a bizarre sensation. 

He had killed the bitch at some stage. He was sure. But he did 

not believe that he had killed her in this lifetime. &e memory 

was, more like a dream, or vague fact of fate, not a concrete 

con,rmation of an act committed in this lifetime. Not this life for

sure. But which?

   But here she was, laughing with her friends, her long hair like 

a secret siren, calling men to their graves. 

He didn’t even know her name. Maybe just looked like the girl 



he killed. A doppleganger.  It was too strange, this odd memory. 

Was it a memory? It seemed so clear in his head yet so vague. It 

was hard to explain. He studied her, the way her slender waist 

curved, her chest under that tight ,tting black t-shirt. &e white 

bra strap exposed across her curving shoulders.

 She caught him staring at her and seemed to quieten down. 

Avoiding attention.  She then left to smoke outside the cafe, 

where there were ash trays and stone seats. 

He followed her.

It started raining, weirdly, as the sun was blazing. She must’ve 

brought the rain Dane thought. He sat a few chairs from her. 

She lit up black cigarettes. &under roared.  

He watched her from the corner of his eye, trying to recall why he

would remember killing her. Maybe he was a dejected lover. Not 

wanting any other man to have her if he couldn’t. Maybe she was 

caught cheating on him and death was the price. 



She was growing uneasy, he could notice. Maybe she was afraid of

him. He smoked slower than  usual. She was abruptly sucking on 

the stick. Rushing. Grimacing at the cold methol swirl of smoke 

in her lungs. 

 Take it easy sweetheart  he heard himself say in his head. We have 

allll night. It was a terrible thought. He shuddered. &is was 

wrong. She is young. Too young. He crushed out his cigarette 

before it ended. And left. 

Dane could ,nd no sleep that night. He had uncouth visions. 

&e way her ears stuck out through her longhair. &e long black 

jeans that shaped her long legs. &e little bit of skin exposed 

between the waist of her jeans and the lining where her black t 

shirt ended.  He distracted himself by reading. With a ,lm when 

the books failed, but he could not erase the memory of her and 

what her body might look like, without clothes. His groin 

disturbingly ached as he thought about the way he had strangled 

her... 

He decided to go out.



 Maybe spend the night in the bar nearby, drinking himself 

blind. He dressed and left. &e night was hot, the way the 

afternoon should’ve been. &e weather was fucked. &e 

neighborhood silent. 

He took the back alley way to the bar. 

&ere is where he saw her again. 

Standing against the glare of the orange streetlights. An angel. A

killer. 

She spoke in a harsh way. “I didn’t think you would ,nd me 

marquis. But looks like I underestimated your obsession.” She was

pointing a tiny silver gun at him. 

Dane's blood turned to ice. Marquis was a name he used in his 

own BDSM stories but he never posted it anywhere for anyone 

else to read. He felt sick. “It’s a mistake” he reasoned. “I don’t 

know you, you don’t know me. I'm not... Marquis.”

“You'll fucking rape me you bastard! We  have allll niiiight you'll



say. Marquis likes your small tight pussy you'll keep saying, over and

over again, you sick fuck! 

“I didn’t!” he was backing away. “ I’ve never met you, before this

afternoon! I Swear!”

“You don’t understand.” She said, “ I KNOW you will rape me. 

To me, it WILL happen. You will become obsessed. You'll start by

losing sleep. You would hang around where we met. Discreetly. 

You will follow me for weeks. Months. &en when you couldn't 

take it anymore. You will plot to take me. Keep me. Rape me till 

you're bored then you'll strangle me!  I’ve SEEN it. &ere is no 

escaping your fate, your truth. You will do it. And I will stop you.

Now, before it truly happens.”

Before he could react she pulled the trigger.

Once. Twice. &en stepping closer, she emptied the whole gun 

into him. Barking dogs followed the shots that echoed oD into 

silence.

 In his ,nal light of consciousness, he remembered his last story, 



where he did use the same words she had claimed he used. Did 

his story give her the visions? Was his victim in his story, this 

same girl with the silver gun? He didn't write about strangling 

her. Was that his true ending? Did he script his future actions?  

Before his answer came, his own end came. 

She started sobbing. Staring down at her would be rapist and 

killer. Stopped. Dead. His truth escaping from him with his 

blood as it snaked down into the sewers. 



AT THE TEETHERING  EDGE OF HOME

 I miss My Avalon. My Home. 

Her sweet shores. Her misty nights. Her crystal trees. In this 

foreboding city, the lights are all so fake, the songs, more like 

noise than the grace my ears were accustomed to. 

&e people, crass, dense, unaware, rude.  

I have the power to remove them. Yes. To send them on their way.

But no. &is is not my city. Not my time and place to judge. To 

execute. &eir day will come. &is was promised me. mistake me 

not. I do not rave the end of their lifetimes, or their civilization. 

&ey are still a young race, with much to learn.  It’s just that I 

yearn for the time that is no more, when we were freer, lighter, 

more accomplished in the ways of the spirit. 

I feel sad for them. Sometimes, I feel anger, that they can be so 

distracted by the things that burdens their souls rather than 

liberate it. But as I’ve said, and believe. &eir time shall come. 



So here, I wait. 

For the woman who is Mother of Voice, and the breathless child, 

who is our messiah, to make themselves known in this 

continuum.  It is only when they arrive, can I then leave this 

place. To return home. To the breath of trees, to the glass of the 

never ending. Soon. I will be home soon. 

&e machines people call ,re engines screeched by, their terrible 

noise awakening a sense of panic in me, though I know the panic 

is reserved for those the ,re engine is moving towards. Perhaps 

there will be more deaths this night. 

Something these people are so afraid of without knowing that its 

just a passing gate, a moment of transition to another space and 

time. Sure, many know this in theory but their fears betray their 

knowledge for they know but do not believe. 

&ey will. &ey shall. Soon enough. 

When the red masters arrive in not too distant future, to show the

way to the other stage. 



I wait. Long are the nights such as these. When one is nearly free 

but not yet so. A snow is falling. A hardening of the waters from 

the sky. It is a melancholic gesture, so gentle the way it swirls, like

a lullaby to the black disturbed ground of night, bringing with it 

a white peace. 

&ere is no moon tonight, and that is not correct. It should be 

,lled. &e sky. With the light of luna. She seems lost in this 

density, in this darkening of days. 

A black doberman barks behind me. My skin crawls. 

No. Not like this. Not now. 

A voice con,rms the thing I dread. “&ere has been a mishap, 

Regent.” 

I turn to face the dog  messenger. It stares at me with wet, baleful 

eyes. “&e child.” It said. “&e child... is breathing normally.” 

I cannot believe it. 



“ I am sorry you have to learn it this way.”

“But.” I tried to argue. But caught myself. It was no use. If the 

child breathes. &en the child is not the messiah.

“Everyone was wrong.” I said softly.

“I’m afraid so.” 

Heads hung low. 

“It happens Regent. Once in a while. &ings change too fast these

days, too drastically to avoid misleadings.”

Such a misleading. Causing me to believe in a way home. But 

now. Stranded again. Very far from Home. 

&ere was nothing else to say to the dog. It gave me one last look,

as if trying to ,nd the right words. 

“Go home Regent. Take your rest.”



It didn’t try very hard to ,nd the correct words. 



THE VESSEL 

&ere are so many of her out there.

I see the pictures, posted in blog rolls. Light shining on her hair, 

eyes sparkling in the glare of the after shoot. A half smile, half 

longing look.

 I see her in ,lms and hear her breathing in the songs that hold no

more meaning for me. Movement infecting my memory, the 

sashay of her skirt, her crisp articulation of words like ‘tragedy’ 

and ‘obnoxious’ and ‘sentimental.’ 

I see her in the waters rushing below as I contemplate the jump 

in. A promise of reunion, a laying of eggs in the abyss. 

 I see her in my sleep. 

It is the eye lashes that all seem the same. A waving of hello or 

goodbye every time she closes her eyes, like the way she did one 

last time. Sometimes, it’s the way a cheek curves, with a smile or 

with bewilderment. Confusion makes my heart hurt the most. 



She was always so confused.

A Puzzled beauty. 

Her death was the most confusing for she was utterly ready for it. 

But not I. She was ready and I was not. &ere was no holding her 

back, no convincing her. She left me no time to do such things. 

Her eyes waved goodbye after our love making and that was it. 

Gone. 

Now she appears everywhere. In magazines. On signboards. 

During panic attacks. 

She arrives most pleasantly during those disturbing times, when I 

cannot breathe, when I feel my heart about to give way to 

madness. She is there. Laughing at my ridiculous sweating. 

Silently pleading for me to get a grip. 

“You’ll be here soon.” She’ll always say, after her scent has calmed 

me down. “but only according to our time.” 

&at is why I could never jump.

 Be it into concrete or into Howing waters or into the ,re I created



out of our furniture and clothes. I simply had to wait for the right

time. 

No other woman could replace her. Some tried, very hard, threw 

themselves at me, threw oD their clothes, but I only saw her face 

in their skin, smelled her breath on their lips, felt her touch from 

their hands. And yet they were not her, never. So I  Pushed them 

away to their dismay. Retreating to the bathroom to vomit or cry 

or to drink the sweet waters running from her tap of memory and

the dislocation of time.

 No razor blade wanted my wrist, no pills would go down the way

she went down on me. 

“Keep your legs closed.” She would say, as I wet myself like a 

distorted child. “Stop hugging your knees.” As if I was a little girl,

violated. 

She was training me to be a king. A ,ghter. A man of my words. 

Soon enough I stopped shaving. Lost the weight that was healthy 

for me. 

Soon enough, I lived in the woods, behind our burnt and 



disrobed house. Soon enough, I only ate roots and leaves and 

bathed in the mud, like celebrated swine. I became one with the 

earth. I learnt her language and her temper. 

In winter, I was as sad as she. In summer, I was in heat but 

stopped myself from self-pleasure. During storms, I was catharsis, 

releasing the rage and the torment and the righteous anger of 

being without my love. During autumn, I fell like the dead leaves,

lay motionless and daydreamed of her.

 I became, as they would say, the nuances of love, despaired, of 

loss, acquainted, of romance eternalized. &e hermits arrived, 

some years into my isolation. Strangely enough, they've heard of 

me and they came with wounded souls and tortured hearts

 &ey came to gaze upon the man distraught by love and time so 

that their small, human wounds would heal in the presence of  

my mythic  scars. &eirs were small scars, laughably burdened 

with their minuscule loss, and they had come to be comforted in 

the grand cosmic melancholy that had become my lot. 

I became their healer for I consumed their black holes. I became 



their source of hope  for pandora was and is my wife and all 

manners of fright and fear and folly are my children.

 And in the end, I became their reason to love again for they  

would not ever want, ending up the way I was.  For only one man

should have the fate to carry such a cross.   

  

Come to me, you who are burdened and disillusioned by loss, for 

I am the super carrier of a]iction, and I will give up my rest so 

you could ,nd yours. 



THE BIRD WOMAN INITIATION 

 

&ere is a notion, that the lady of the pigeons had become the 

way she is, after a suicide. A death initiation leading to 

immortality.

&is theory may not go down well with the pro-life activists, who 

by nature of their interest would pursue the myth of the bird 

woman but by virtue of their stance, reject her life as a threat to 

morality.

 Nevertheless, she was too mysterious and powerful to be ignored,

so her little transitional o"ng the self ritual was overlooked. 

Daeson was too young and unseasoned to be dealing with a deity 

such as she, but he had taken up the task for he wanted to prove 

himself worthy to move about in such mythic circles.

 When she arrived to the square of the city, after his execution of 

the bird call  ritual,   he simply stood there smiling at her like a 

silly child. 



She took Hight, abandoning him. 

&is left him confused and insecure. She returned sheepishly and 

playfully. He did not know what to make of her trick. 

“You should not just smile at a magical creature.” She taught him.

“You should also bow, slightly as it may be, with reverence. &en 

the creature will know you mean respect.”

“Yes mistress.” Was the best he could say. He bowed. 

“So...”she continued, adjusting the wings behind her as she fed 

the surrounding pigeons bread in the square, “what is this life 

you’re getting into?”

He thought about it then admitted he didn’t understand. 

“why do you want to be a myth?” 

“&e mediocre life does not interest me. Not the money or the 

career, in a professional sense, in the shopping..”

“In the sex?”



He was taken a back. “I’m sorry?”

“Celibacy. Can be part of the myth. If you are to be powerful.” 

“I see.” he seemed dejected. 

“Do you want to make love to me?” she queried playfully.

“No no no.” he was shocked. 

“Aww, that’s too bad. You’re cute. Would’ve been fun.”

He blushed. She was testing him. 

“I suppose, if the mythic life has more...adventures to oDer, I 

could forego... the love making.”

“You’re certainly uncertain.” She observed.

He resigned. An outburst. “I hate this world! Everyone is so...busy

with the paper and money chase, and getting all the girls, and 

ignoring the beauty of art and, and”

She cut in. Soothing him with her voice. “&e ,rst thing you 

must understand, and accept, is that this world is a necessity.”

She gestured him to have a seat on the stone chair. She sat with 



him.  

“ In this world is where you'll learn. Listen. 

To have the things you don’t need is to know you don’t need 

them. To gain the things with no meaning is to know the true 

meaning of those things. To lose the temporary objects you love is

to know that you love eternal things.

 &is world, my dear, is the engine of realization. It is the mirror 

that shows us who we are, and what we can be. To hate it, is to 

hate the ways it transforms us, into greater beings...” 

He kept silent. He did not understand most of what she had said 

but she was happy enough to know that she has seeded some 

ideas.  

She looked into him, his sadness, his anger. She let a white pigeon

encircle him in his stone chair.  She gave him, in secret, the white 

Hame of ascension. 

“Pay attention to your dreams,” she told him, “there shall be 

sensations when you wake and they will stay with you till you 



sleep and in the dreams that follow, the sensations will grow.”

He adjusted in his seat, eyes wide with a little wonder, “What are 

these feelings?”

“you will know. You will experience. You will learn.”

“And the powers?” he was too eager. 

She giggled at his eagerness. 

It reminded her of herself when she was younger. “ learn to be 

powerless ,rst my child.” She smiled at him. 

She looked at him lovingly for a while as he tried to decipher her 

words.  “I have to go now.” she said. 

He wanted to weep. He didn't want to let her go.  

“I will come, and I will go, just as your many selves will come and

go. &is is the nature of the universe.” She leaned forward to kiss 

him. His eyes wet. 



She left him to his own devices. Wondering about dreams. 

Dreaming about myths.

 



SANCTION 

&e rain made it harder to stare into her eyes.  

We had our guns drawn, aimed at each other's hearts. &e body 

of a blood taker lay between us. Killed by her gun. Silly girl. 

“You should’ve let the bloodtaker go to that park.” I said. 

“And let her ,nish oD the dwellers? To  take them? No.”

“You have no power to make such decisions.” 

“ I stopped a mass murder! &at's reason enough!”

“You don't understand...”

“&ere is nothing to understand. &e dwellers are the last of their 

kind. &ey had no right to die.”

“And you had a right to kill a bloodtaker?”

“&ese bloodtakers are animals! &ey kill with no remorse!”

“&ey bring ascension Dahlia, just doing their job. &e time of 

the dwellers was up.”

“By whose command?”

“&e Order.”

She spat disgustingly. “ You and your dogmatic dogs!” 

“It is not wise to insult them.”



“Fuck you Grey! You're becoming like one of them!”

“I'm already one of them.”

“&en perhaps you should die too!” she raised her gun.

“Don't be diTcult, Dahlia.”

“I will be doing what's right when I pull this trigger.”

“You have no power to decide such

 “I Am a CHILD OF THE ABOVE!” she yelled. 

She pulled the trigger. Point blank.  Nothing. 

I stared out at her. Still holding my breath. I let it out slowly. 

“Bastard.” She pulled the trigger a few more times. I blinked in 

the rain. Told her calmly.  

“Before you kill a thing, make sure it can be killed.”

Her own silence unnerved herself. And I knew that she was a 

dying thing. I caught the movements beyond her. Ut was already 

too late. 

I lowered my gun.

“you are but a child.” I said. “ I am a parent. Parents, don’t die as 

easily.”

I couldn’t tell if there were tears or rain in her eyes. 

“&e dwellers must live out their cycle now, without the 



intervention.  You will live to regret this act.”  

She said, “You are wrong. I have no guilt killing this fucking 

thing.” She prodded the dead bloodtaker with her black boot.

 

My heart turned cold at that act. I eyed the horizon and said. 

“&ere are events...coming our way, which your young eyes do 

not see.” 

“And you do I suppose.” She was too sarcastic. 

“I begin those things dahlia. &ere are greater plans. As you will 

very soon see.”

In the distance, lightning illuminated a moving landscape. I took 

a ginger step backward. 

“You have to trust me.” I asked of her. “trust that I have a plan as 

you have a plan. No matter what happens.” 

She was still seething from the rage mixed with a confusion 

caused by my words.   &e thunders echoed a displeasurable 

outcome.  &ere was a softening between us. A wall that was 

slowly dropping.

 She’s so beautiful I thought. 



&e landscape behind her crew closer, a mass of moving things. 

Retribution was coming. 

“I did what I did.” She said, through lowered glances.

“And every deed has a price.” I said to her. She looked up, about 

to ask me what I meant. 

When the swarm of blood takers took her from behind. 

I stepped away from the frenzy. She was screaming. &ank god 

the thunders were louder as they dragged her away.  



STRANGE BIRTH

&e merchant children gathered up their sweet potatoes and hard 

crusted meat from the raided market. Carefully not to step upon 

the decaying corpses, they leapt about in search of better food to 

sell. None of them were above ten years of age. More than half 

were girls, with half of the other half boys and the rest, genders of 

in between states. In total,forty of them , unclothed, ran about 

the disturbed grounds. 

&e youngest of the lot, a dirty blonde girl with no vagina, 

decided to pounce around the highest pile of bodies. Her 

speciality was in shining things, and she poked around the rotting

Hesh,knowing that somewhere in the heap, were treasures. Her 

boy partner, an earless imp, ushered her to go away from the 

disease but she would not heed his grunting. She used a stick to 

puncture the rabid Hesh, the purple wounds that spilled out guts 

that had fungi on them. &rough some wounds, scattered the 

white spiders. She yelled out to the spider boy, who rushed over 

in a frenzy to capture as many scuttling things as he could. &ey 

fetched fair prices at the freak markets, and even though that 

rendezvous was weeks away, and not enough food would go 



around to keep  the spiders alive, the boy still kept them safe in 

glass jars. 

&e girl found no treasures, until she stumbled across the body of 

a pregnant woman. &e woman’s skin was leathery thick and even

the blade nails of the girl could not pry open the stomach. She 

called for the biting girl to come over. Her teeth could sink into 

anything. In their unusual language they struck up a deal. 

Whatever treasures they would ,nd, they would share it.  Teeth 

girl agreed, chose a reasonably softer spot around the woman’s 

navel and bit into it hungrily as one would a pear. 

No luck. Only silly bite marks. 

 &en she had an idea. She instructed teeth girl to start tearing 

open from the woman’s vagina. It made sense. A hole was already 

there. 

Green translucent slime oozed from the opening of the womb 

when teeth girl had bitten through enough of Hesh. &e girl with 

no vagina tore it open quickly,excitedly, like it was a christmas 

present. A large translucent capsule slid out like a sausage from a 

thick water fall. Something inside the bag moved. 



&e children backed away. Wild eyed and shocked. 

&ey have not seen anything other than themselves, move. &ey 

had no concept of ‘its alive!’  &ey stared at it longer. &e teeth 

girl called out to the eldest of the group. A headless calf. 

It slowly sauntered over. Its tail wagging feverishly. With the 

stump on its neck, it poked into the wriggling bag of slime. It 

burst open. 

And out came a fully formed baby. 

Its ,rst, nebulous cry made all forty of them weep and their tears 

washed their bodies and their weeping brought rain that cleansed 

them. 



THE RED LETTER 

&e old woman, in the wheel chair, needed an oxygen tube to 

feed her desire for mountain air. Most of her spirit, as she would 

write in her black papers, was at the peak of Mount Hiroto, 

convening with the gods and ancestors. 

Her maid, Jeena, had to read out loud the letters she wrote, 

presumably to her immortal husband, who resided in the clouds 

that haunted the peak. &e woman would nod at every word said,

as if aTrming her own existence.

 Sometimes,during a reading,  she would slowly reach out her 

hand to touch the letter and this indicated to Jeena that a rewrite 

was in order. &e rewrite often took longer than the ,rst draft. 

On one of the stormed nights, the woman explained, via letter to 

the maid, that the rewrite took longer than usual because,  tides 

were shifting and it had aDected her mind and that her mind was 

too slow and old to keep up with the changes. 

Jeena simply nodded back, with great understanding and 

compassion, doing her job to keep the woman positive.   



&e letters were neatly kept in black envelopes. 

Even the letters were written with a white pigment, on black 

paper. &e black box that held these letters had a label on it that 

said, &e Black Letters. &e maid did not ,nd anything amiss 

with such an ominous and obvious name. She probably didn’t 

care.  To balance oD the black, the old woman also wrote on 

white papers, using black pigment. &e black pigments were 

harder to attain, as the woman requested only a special kind, 

available from markets long ago thought to have vanished. &e 

other maids were sent out once every six months, for two to three 

months at a  stretch to journey to lands far and wide to ,nd those

pigments. &ey were not allowed to return without them but 

were paid handsomely if they did. 

At one time, one of the maids had fallen ill overseas and died. 

&e old woman wept in front of Jeena for the ,rst time that 

night. 

&e old woman gave condolences in the form of hard gold, 

enough wealth to last the dead maid’s  family for the rest of their 



lives. 

A necessary but painful casualty in the end of things and the 

beginning of things, the old woman wrote. 

&en &e old woman requested for a red letter. 

Jeena did not understand. Didn't know where to look. &e old 

woman gestured to the usual stack of black and white papers. 

True enough there was the red letter on top. Unblemished. Never 

there before. When Jeena picked it up her heart sank. 

It was a painful letter. A kind of absence, thick as coagulated air. 

Trembling, she passed the blank red paper to the old woman.  

Outside, it started to rain. 

Wrong season for a monsoon, but Jeena felt the red letter had 

caused it. &ere didn't seem to be a better answer than that. 

 &e old woman seemed hesitant. Eyes wilder and breath shallow, 

trepidations.  For paused hard for long hours before committing 

any pigment to paper. It was as if  some complex process had to 

complete itself before a word could be published. 



She wrote the red letter much slower than the others. Ignoring 

food and pleas from Jeena to rest.  &e storm outside seemed to 

have grown more powerful with every sentence down. &e maid 

was getting anxious. 

It must be done. &e woman wrote as a side note trying to appease

the maid.

I do not understand madam, she replied. 

&e old woman smiled. &e ,rst time in a long time. &e maid 

almost cried for such signs....she was afraid of losing the woman, 

whom she had taken care of for such a long while. 

You should thank your gods, and goddesses that you need not 

understand the red letter. Nor be at it's receiving end. &e thunder 

punctuated the note.  A dense and terrible dramatic. 

&e maid didn't know how to react.

It was three nights, of brutal rain and unnatural thunder when 

the red letter was ,nally sealed with the royal wax. &e old 



woman lay it under her pillow. Jeena was confused, as she usually 

had to read the letter out loud before it was delivered, like he 

black letters. But this letter wasn't a black one. 

 &e woman motioned  to be helped into bed. 

&e rain stopped without warning when the woman died. 

She had breathed her last breath in the arms of the maid as she 

was tucking her in to her ,nal sleep. 

&e house mourned for a week. 

No one dared touch the red letter. 

Strange visitors arrived to pay respects. A group of holy men, 

signi,ed by their black and white cassocks and glowing beads 

came to take the boxes of black and white letters away. 

An independent, bald and beardless man came to take the red 

letter. He said nothing. 

&ere were no more red letters to touch or speak of. 



&e last one has been delivered.



BIT OF THE APPLE.

&e micro botanical garden was the smallest I had ever seen. 

Maybe 3 shoe boxes large, it held the most exquisite of mini trees 

and ,elds of fresh greens. Al and His were already carefully 

removing the best parts of the garden and packing it into the 

plastics. &ey chose to do this in the corner of the corridor, pretty

much away from the roaming hoards outside.

 Clinical wall and lights with labyrinth like mutations, it took a 

bit of time for me to ,nd them. 

It’s been years since I last laid eyes on a garden this mature yet 

,nely miniaturized. &e air within this place was cool enough to 

keep it alive. &at was important. If we were to transport it 

correctly and in time, the new placement of the garden, in the 

delight of the moonscape, would bring a new harvest of possible 

futures.

 &e people of the square needed this desperately,  for they were 

exposed too long to the waste and dryness of a dead zone.  Al 

oDered me some freshly picked portion of the greens. “try it.”



I studied the smooth, ,nely crafted micro leaves, the branches 

were soft and delicate, the green, as if touched by godly sunlight, 

rich and inviting. I chewed on it very slowly. So soft. So light 

hearted. Amazing simplicity. Not too strong, not too 

overwhelming. &e come on was mild and moved easily in the 

blood. It was consistent. Blissful even. “Aren’t you glad you’re one 

of us?” His said. I was speechless, slinking into the ground, letting

the cool greens work in my organs, in my lungs (letting me 

breathe so beautifully. Clearing my mind. 

“We can get rid of the damn masks soon enough when we get this

baby to mono square.” &at notion  itself  was such beautiful 

thing to hear. 

“Can you imagine?” Al said, “ It’ll be like eden all over again.” 

He was choking on emotions. 

Oh reverie. Oh fate. How cruel you can be. 

&e break in alarm was the last thing we wanted to hear. Truly. 

Crunching boots echoing in the hall way. A wave of panic ahead 

of them, reaching us ,rst.  Such cruel leaders. 

We tried to pack teh Garden away quickly, but there was no way 



to hide it completely.  Immediately the fever hit us. &e 

overheating.   

 His ran ahead with the garden, heart trembling. I gave Al all   the

packets of Trees, stuDed into his pockets. I chose to stay behind. 

To delay the onslaught. I already had my bliss. And to die with 

the greens in my blood... It would be worth it. 

When the black ones turned the corner, with their stomping and 

their grunting and their deep set shadows, something else was 

amiss. &ey had no shearers. No gloves needed to transfer the 

trees. &ey came with weapons of suctions. &ings to draw the 

blood. &ey had wild dogs. &ey set them free. Signaling, the 

sealing oD the back exits. &ey jumped me, held me down, 

electrocuted me.

 

In my head spin, in the draining of my energies, I saw the black 

ones drag into the place I was, the other two. My brothers in 

greens. Al and His. 

Al was losing touch. Sweating blood. I could see suns in his eyes. 

Soil on his lips. Oh Lord. Which part of the garden did he 



consume? &e garden was wasted on the Hoor. Dropped like an 

end time bomb. Her earth scattered , spilled guts of the mother 

land. Al was shaking. 

&e dogs were killed ,rst. &eir eyes bleeding out. Al was shaking.

Mutating. 

Jesus, aAL, What did you consume?

His just watched on madly. Ravager. Al the ravager. His claws 

were poisoned. He struck like a cobra. Plucking out hearts 

through kevlar vests where no bullets could penetrate. He spat 

into the helmets, the protective layer sizzled, the spit ate into the 

third eye of the enemies.  Melted the brains. Monstrous. 

Everything else was a shredded blur. 

We were bathed in the blood of the black ones. Splinters of 

bones. None left standing. AL buried his throbbing head in the 

spilled garden. Crying. It was ruined. His beastliness subsided. 

What the hell did he eat from the garden?

And as if he heard me, he said. “&e apple. &e apple saved us 

all...”



ONWARDS, SHIP!  

&e two geek friends. One older than the other, bribed the bus 

driver to take them to Hasnim Hill. &ey wanted to watch the 

carriers come in. &e bus ride was a cold one. &e driver was 

telling half stories. “Mexican, Cornelian. &ose are the main 

imports coming in this afternoon. &e longer haul ships. Will 

bring in the room machines. &at is what you want to see.”

Will we get killed? &e younger one thought. &e elder one was 

just too excited. 

By the time to bus hit the fourth route, the sun had changed the 

temperature,. No air conditioning could keep out the heat. It was 

a bit crazy. All of them took oD their shirts.

 

“Ya know why it gets so hot?” &e elder asked, because he wanted

to tell the story. 

“&e carriers. Especially the protoglass ones, come from the 

lowlands. Bred there all their lives for such deliveries. &ey’re used

to the volcanic heat. &is change in weather, is to suit the 



protoglasses. &ey won’t Hy too well in cold weather...” he was 

proud of his knowledge. 

&e younger had his eye extensions out. Scanning the skies. 

“How long more captain?” elder asked the driver. 

“I'm no captain, boy.” 

“Come on, play along, I love to think i'm on a ship.” 

&e driver just shook his head at the young lad, “ About three 

stones to your destination.”

Fair enough. &ey had lunch to kill the time. 

A signi,cant dark overhead formed. Elder and younger had no 

explanation. &ey were starting to shiver. A terrible cold. Worse 

than a winter.

&is time it was the driver who was proud of himself and his 

knowledge. 

“Looks like its your lucky day.”

“Why’s that?” the younger stammered.

:death ships:

It got too dark to see, too fast. &e driver had to park by the 

curvature of a hill. OD goes the engine and the lights. No 



attention would be best. 

“Best not to make any noise gentlemen.” &e driver said. 

&e passengers stopped eating their desserts. Gingerly keeping 

their plastic forks. 

A weird noise moved throughout the valley. A low moaning, a 

whooing.  Deep and chilling. 

“We should lie down.” &e driver whispered. Whatever he said 

was law. &e boys scrambled to lay Hat. &e elder knocked over 

his metal cup. 

Onto metal Hoorboards.

As if that was the cue, blinding lights Hooded the bus. Nothing 

left unseen. &e screaming sound was louder than the screaming 

of the passengers. &e removal of the windows was quick and 

clean.  

&e elder lost his clothes in a second. Disintegration. His belly 

button enlarged. As were his eyes. No more sound came from 

him as he was suspended, like a gravitational abduction, Hoating 

out the window.  &e other geek had his hands on his eyes. Half 

digested lunch spilling from his mouth. 

&e driver simply stared at the metal Hoors. &e rivets in 



particular. 

It was over quickly. Blackness returned. &e metal cup was 

upright. &e sun shone. &e death ships gone. Surprisingly, or 

not, the bus was at the foot of the entryway, 4 stones at the 

beginning where they started. 

“Got his wish.” &e driver said. Readying to go home. 

&e boy was without words. Shell shocked.  



GIFT EXCHANGE.

Shadows of the men moved around the Hoor.

&e wires they were untangling were severe and distrusting of the 

calloused hands that handled them. they had to stretch the wires 

from the point to the doorway. To plug it into the environmental 

machine hat would bring light to the caves. Inside the caves the 

miners worked without rest. &ey were the only sources out. To 

mine the reserves of the power stones, to power up the starships 

that were dry and hungry inside. &e weather on the moon of 

Goaloalu was turning menacing. It had already taken the lives of 

two of our ministers. We buried them under the red rocks. 

Another man was down, sick. He would no longer see. We let 

him rest in the mess, and somehow taught him to serve water 

from a sea capsule. We had to maximize our manpower.  

&ere were other shadows that moved down in the caves. &ose 

were not of men but of the moon kind. We learnt, during the 

early days of the crash, that the natives of this planet didn’t like 

noise. &e crash took several clans and in return they took some 

500 of us. After that, they left us alone. Every time  noise was 

raised, one of our men got killed. Fast enough we saw the 

association then kept our noise to a bare minimum. Miners had 

to pry out the rocks, and could not use force of hammer. We cut 



through most of the caves using whatever laser powers we had 

that wasn't damaged. Some how the power of the lasers ran out 

and we had to use metal tools and spikes. 

We were far from reaching our pool. 

We carried on and on. 

&e water man, who had gone blind, died. 

We lost another one to a minor accident. Skull crushed in.

&en we reached the ,rst doors after the cave. 

Right where the friend was killed, the seven hieroglyphic 

combination lock was exposed. Our code cracker managed the 

work through it under six hours. By moon light we managed to 

open the lock. 

&e supreme pitched noise that escaped blew all of our ears away. 

In an instant. &e entire Heet lost their hearing. 

Panic took over as we discovered the river of blood that ran down 

the sides of our face. 

&e colossal noise of the opening ranged in the tribes and clans of

our native hosts. We thought we were all going to be killed but 

they were clearly celebrating. &eir dull grey bodies were now 

aglow with heightened attention. &e opening of the door had 

brought life back to them.

With gratitude, they oDered us power for our ships and even 



returned its damaged structure to it is original strength.  &ey 

gifted us a way to communicate with each other. Telepathy. And 

was told that we were free to gift this to others.  &ey bid us 

godspeed and saw us on our way to our mother sun system. 

So we were going home with a great silence. We would no longer 

be able to hear our earth, but at least we knew, we were going 

home at last, with perhaps, a better way to listen to the universe. 



THE

DISJOINTE

D BOOK OF

UNWORLD

(1000.100)



THE VARUGIAN WALL 

&e ghoul and the gentleman, forefront magicians, led the girl in 

the blue dress to the playground. 

&e southern moon was a blood red and marked a suitable time 

for the Varugian operation.  A crimson light shed its skin upon 

the broken beige wall. Black Howers were growing out of the 

surface. &e black Howers formed images and ,gures, and along 

those portions where the wall bled, the milky white blood shaped 

the faces and the situations. Everything  presented on the wall like

a cave painting. 

&ey told the girl to lie down near the end of the wall where a 

white square was painted. It looked like a window in a child's doll

house but the texture behind it revealed something else altogether.

“Open your legs wider.” &e ghoul said to the girl. And face your 

feet to the square. 

She did as she was told. In a modest and demure manner. No 

whore was she. She was virgin white. 

&e gentleman began his incantations.  



Shadows moved along the wall, animating the ,gure. 

&e girl started screaming and crying. 

Something in the heart of the wall was growing, the louder the 

girl  cried, the bigger the thing grew, as if a path of skin was 

covering the growth of some kind of entity within. A pregnant 

bloated stomach on a wall. 

&e girl twisted and turned in pain as the thing on the wall 

writhed. 

&e window was glowing a cosmic white. 

A variety of literature descended. Marked to be the child’s book. 

&e pages and words formed. &e possible histories revealed. &e 

book completed its formation just next to the head of the trashing

girl. 

With her eyes a blood black, her tongue whipped out and 

snatched the front of the book.

&e book started melting, into her tongue.dissolving into that wet

pink slimy slug like thing throbbing from somewhere deep down 

her throat.  &e entire book seeped into her within a minute of 

human time. 

Great images, of stolen mansions and haunted hills, shaped in the

memory banks of the girl. She spoke with horses in there, black 



and red ones, who prophesied in her child’s name. She saw 

lovemaking with another woman, who made her high with just 

her touch. She saw the man who spoke to dead ones, and his 

terri,ed accounts of her child’s endeavors, chilled and saddened 

her to the bones. She saw the child as an avatar, bringing light to 

millions lost in the underworlds and the unworlds. She saw eggs 

that the child had hatched, and the monstrosities that rose out of 

them. She saw all of these things at once. 

&en an omnipresent voice asked, “Nature. Or Nurture?”

Her belly was bloated by the time she was done seeing the 

visions.&e voice faded away before she could even comprehend 

the question. 

And the thing on the wall could be seen clearly through the now 

transparent egg like bubble protecting it.

&e child glowed like a night light, her bony structure illumined 

calcium. &e girl touched her swollen belly and smiled at the 

thing on the wall. 

 “It is done.” &e ghoul said. 

And the gentlemen wearily replied, “Now lets hope it doesn’t 

choose to end the world.”



CARNIVALA 

&e tusk’d elephant had white fungus growing on its face. 

&e clown, who was now just a snowman,melted under such 

grotesque heat, arising from the tears of the elephant. It was  

crying, for he too heard the passing of the chief, Carnivala. 

&e mourning woman that came with the elephant took on the 

form of a thai deity. &e high tower crown, the black face, the too

many arms each holding a symbol of death or life, strode next to 

the behemoth of a cosmic sorrow. 

&e clown had no arms. Its gestures were felt, and the feeling at 

that moment was animated disorientation. 

&eir leader was dead. Long live leader. No one else knew what to

do. 

&e fortune teller was fearing her own cards and could not be 

persuaded or provoked to reading them. 

&e high reaching man kept his hands in pockets and head in the 

clouds (made shift from the machine of the vapor man) and 

refused to talk. 

Even vapor man was so thin and lifeless.



It was up to the clown, the elephant and the deity. 

“we could follow the path of the Cirqu De Odar.” &e clown 

suggested. “and not that I want to be the jester leader, no no. I 

just think that each of us has a power that will be useful to those 

trapped in...” he trailed oD,. 

&e elephant looked up , expectant of the full sentence. When 

none came he pushed on. “trapped where?”

&e clown had a psychotic look on his face,. 

&e deity responded, despondent, “he can’t even mention the 

number and he’s suggesting we go in there like a superhero circus 

troupe to save the lost of the unworld. How noble...”

 

She was irritated. “you could return me to the motherland.” &e 

elephant said, almost pleading. 

“we need to get you healed ,rst.” &e clown said. &e elephant 

reminded him that the master’s body was decomposing in the 

sun.

“let the twins bury him” the elephant replied,”we have got some 

planning to do.”

 



“No the deity said. We will do no such thing. Why is everyone 

denying the fact that when master dies, our life also...” She trailed

oD. 

 &e clown remembered and worried. &e elephant knew he was 

going home to the  motherland. 

She raised her funerary voice like a ghastly cry.  &e sing – song 

incantations calling red thunder and madness from the other 

world. 

&e hounds arrived with empty stomach. To escort the great 

circus home.

Death had come.

For no use would they be in the end of the times. A great 

dilemma was quickly abated, and the right horizon rose with the 

perfectly colored sun. 

&ey would all retire. 

Well and composed. Ready to be  remade for another lifetime 



ahead. 

THE MARK and THE TOWER

 

 &e great distressor was a birthmark, on  a person named 

Elmedief. 

He was on the run from the mob, who wanted their money back. 

He was on the run from the church, for they dubbed him, the 

He-witch of the abbey. He was on the run from the cops, For the 

murder of his associate and partner, Vanessa Messa. Most of all, 

he was on the run from the cult of the great distressor, for a group

of psychotic elder artists have considered his birthmark belonging 

to a muse of great power. 

&ey wanted to eat of his Hesh with the mark, so that they too 

may be great as he. He was running and running and running. 

He ,nally found refuge in  an ancient canal. It led him deep into 

the bowels of the city where there was no light, and found his rest

there. For once he felt relief in closing his eyes and despite the 

obvious presence of rats and other creatures of the under earth, he

curled up on the damp grounds and slept. 



Finally he could dream. 

&e smell of the place inHuenced it and he found himself 

crawling through a cemetery. &e coTns long exhumed and its 

remains stolen. He found a particularly old silver casket and 

crawled inside. In it, he saw the badge of the deceased, one who 

had practice with wilderness magic. 

He consumed the badge like a communion wafer then entered his

trance state. 

In it, he met his true form. 

&e great distressor.

A mess of lines and shapes, scribbles and intense grinding. A 

chronic chaotic scatter across powers of diDerent statures, of 

geometric discordances. 

It expanded before him like it was a galaxy. DiDerent sun portals 

into diDerent star times. &e power of the struck tower, 

resonating before him a like a map of his own d n a. 

He becomes the distressor, the avatar of panic, the ghost of the 

fallen tower. 

He is the one, he is the many. 

He wakes up cold and alone in the dark. In his mind the 



brandished symbol. 

It has become a part of his mind and memory. He looked for his 

birthmark and found it gone. 

&e cult could not take it from him any longer.

&e badge in the astral casket guaranteed that. 

Now he could face those who had hunted him.

Now he could deliver his birthright without restraint.

Now, he would become their distressor.

One by one they fell. 

&ose who were bringers of conditions and suDerings. Like a  

vigilante, the great distressor terrorized the towns and rid them of 

the mobs, the gangs, the police. 

&e cities praised him. His glory shone like a watchtower guiding 

morality back home to humanity. But such greatness often came 

into contact with powers that could corrupt the heart, once so 

distressed and chaotic. His ego rose like the red tower. 

So great was his chaos and new found  hunger for glory, that it 

was said, another great distressor had to be risen in a parallel 

dimension.

 And sent here, to end the reign of the man who was once hunted



for his birthmark.

BAIT

She chose the cage that hung directly above the dance Hoor. She 

paid good money for it. 

She chose the night that would be the most packed. &e date that

was most suitable. 

She had waited long enough for this date to arrive.

Tonight. Cages will be omens in many ways. 

She already sensed the collective high of the place. &e  rowdiness

had escalated since the Bruj took over dj duties.

&e music was now hard and menacing, stalker like and 

disturbed. 

She knew this vibe would turn him on. She knew this night will 

bring him out from the dark. 

She entered her cage. A school girl really. In a Victoria junior 



college uniform. Beige and short, ,tting and cream colored. 

She danced her dance above the crowd. Wondering where he is. 

She spread her legs to the music. Maniacal. Beauteous. 

She showed oD her teenager cotton panties. A Hash of white in 

the darkness of the wombs below. 

&e monsters in leather suits raved at the sight.

Where was he? Where is he?

She caught no sight of him. 

&e handcuDs on chains fell from  the roof of the cage. A 

predetermined tease. It dangled with the curvaceousness of her 

young body.  She licked and teased the steel. Slips one wrist 

through,  snapping on. Secured.

With the other hand, she reaches from something above the cage.

A translucent plastic bag.

She slips the bag on her head then snaps the ciDs on her other 

wrist,

She hyperventilates. Wetting herself. Raining down on the parade

below.

Did he get a taste of my juices? Did he savor her sweat?

In her gut. She knew she had him.

So she gyrated and pretended to suDocate under that bag over her



head. Hands chained to the skies, showing oD her teddy bear 

panties. 

Everyone goes mad. Including him. She can feel it. 

&e show climaxes with her ‘passing out.’ Limp and hanging from

her hands, she sways like a hung Hower, hanging like bait above a 

den of dogs. 

She waits outside the S&M club. Saying bye to her fans. Her 

drunkard bosses. &ey other girls. she leans  against the wall, still 

her school uniform. &e men try to pick her up. But the 

makeshift guard nearby encourages them to move along.

&e crowd thins out. 

She kissed the guard goodnight.

She takes oD on her own.

And she struts, she sways her skirt. She releases her pheromones. 

She  lets her raw smell get to him, reach him, call him.

She turns into the dark corner. Expectantly. 

Nothing happens. 

She takes the dangerous way home. Moving in the dark. Ample 

opportunities for the predator. Come on you bastard she breathes. 

Straight into her house. Into the dark. 



Where he is waiting for her. 

&e panic bell goes oD when he grabs her.

She accelerates her heart, triggers oD the nano-alarm-signal-

transmitter coursing in her blood. 

His grip on her is animalistic. He forces her into the room, one 

arm around her waist, the other hand on her face. Shutting her 

up. 

He falls with her into the bed.

 He knees her face down into the bed.

He pins her body down with weight.

He cuts oD her air. 

He is erect and already ejaculating.

When the other agents storm the room.

With batons breath, his head is cracked. 

He is stomped and chained on the Hoor.

Miss Nicole gasps for breath.  Her school girl body trembling a 

little.

Her partner  touches her shoulder. 

“Good job detective.”



PROPHESY OF THE RED MAN 

Check where the wind is blowing. Two shadows moving upon a 

bridge. &e sun comes out from behind a curtain of cloud. It was 

supposed to rain but the wind had changed.

&e two ,gures moved like the symphony of a battle scene.

Sharp, tight, like rats along the kitchen wall.

Out of the bridge they descended the stairs. 

Like furtive cats, the gazed, the ground. &ey waited by the rock. 

&ey waited for the sign of the red man. 

&e winds changed again and this time they knew. &e burial 

moon was rising and they had to ,nd shelter soon. 

&is was the time of the dead. &ey dashed  ahead in search of 

,elds. 

&at would be the best place to observe. To orchestrate the 

change. 

Secretly they saw the sun die oD. And in the distance there were 

mountains lowering their aspect. 

Something from above wanted to scale down to our reality. 

&e two stood in the corners of the blocks to watch the arrival. 

&e mountain yawned, like a slow stirring beast. 

And from the mouth came the ,gure of speech. 



“and god hath made the two and the two hideth.” Said &e Red 

Man. 

He had a serpent in his left hand,that coiled around the ,ery skin.

Its skin red as blood. 

“&is is the  day of the serpent.” &e Red Man declared. 

“let those ashamed of their nakedness come forth and drink hence

from the fount of life that poureth out of my eternal wounds.” 

Its writs slit open like suicide exits. And all manner of creatures 

came forth to drink of it. 



JOURNEY TO ELSEWHERE

We hiked through the grasslands for some time.

&e sun had taken away most of our hopes.  Burnt. Barely 

protected  with clothes, we dragged ourselves on, in search of 

water and shelter.

It was strange that the land was so green. I believed it all to be an 

illusion. &e sky looked so dry and the land was hard and crusted,

like walking on grinded bones. 

Our group started oD as nine in the beginning. It’s been about 

three days since our ‘elsewhere expedition'  started its route and 

already we were lost. We were down to ,ve men half a day ago. 

We may lose Eldrid, the Elder sorcerer. Already the sisters are 

carrying him. In a makeshift stretcher made from the bones of the

last 2 that died. &e stretcher was strung together with the skin of

our departed friends. 

Saula had kept their teeth. For ‘toothsaying’ he joked. He was our

resident medicine man.  

His prophesies hasn’t been promising. 

He joked that the world ended but forgot to take us with her. His



theory is that we’re the ones left to clean up the mess. 

He says this apocalypse loves drama. And that we could not stop 

until we found the forest of devastation and the hermit thing that

lived inside. 

We endured on. &rough the wild, through the unending, 

Searching for something that was searching for us.  If we stopped 

to let it ,nd us, we would die. Returned to the dust. We had to 

keep moving to ,nd it. Only then would it be impressed and 

spare our little lives.  

We passed by the &rone of Saragod. We paid homage to the lost 

gods. 

On the ,fth day, Eldrid crossed over to the other side. We bade 

our farewells. We gave him treasures and memories to bring back 

to the great library. He wrote one last poem before his ending.

Kirlana, thou many breasted queen

See, here, your dyings servant

Returns , penitent, 

careful to your surrender

he shall abide with you forever more

long and pointless it had been

living in these troubled times



but the times are no more for me.

It remains, ever faithful

for this new generation of mad men.

Take me home, my prima royale

let me ride the beast of your fears

for you are to enjoy ecstasy

to bloat in the  light of your glory

it is I, Elder Red, your secret servant

and I have come to pay my dues.

He spat into the poem, folded the sheet and handed it over to me.

&en. He became lighter in my arms.

As if a great weight was lifted from him

And Eldrid the red, was no more. 

Saula had ate of his Hesh in the ,re.

“To take on the courtship of Elder-Red!!” His people jeered. He 

glori,ed, drunk on the meat of the old magician.

We all had a bite of the old god dog 

 A part of his wisdom, shared among the rest of us. &is is the 

true gift of cannibalism. One that is often overlooked in the light 

of morality. 

We moved on in the sun after the burning.



It was still along way more to go.

BLOCK SURVEY (ABANDONATIA ALT VER)

We entered the building then could not ,nd our way out.  

A trail of children followed us., they wanted rest. We ascended 

and descended the building but found no open house. Most of 

the doors and houses were not there, I mean, they were there, as a

projection. But it was not the real thing. You can't point to a 

house on a cinema screen and say that’s a real house, lets go in 

and take shelter. It was illusion. One could not walk throughs 

screens. &e stair well was beige and sunlit, from within. It was a 

rain dirtied day, a thick cold fog in the air. We could ,nd no way 

in to the houses that were there. We were locked out. &ere 

appeared to be an architect with us. A renovations counsellor. He 

said that the houses were not ready inside and there was no way 



to get in. But it was an illusion was it not? &ere was much 

confusion. 

Hours stretched, the children were tired. We were climbing for 

some hours now. Up and down the stair wells in a haunted block. 

Checking each landing for an appropriate and real  house to move

into. I could sense there were other occupants. 

One of them I remember meeting midway on the stairs. She was 

an old work colleague, sitting, resting, looking at her nails, a kind 

of madness in her eyes. I asked her if we could use her house, that

maybe she was living here. 

 She spoke of an open house guarded by skeletons. Its several ways

up she told me.

Why didn’t you go in? I asked her.

She could not answer me,her face turning pale. I ignored what 

that meant. It was something the children had to bear with if we 

were to need the rest and shelter. 

Something else was happening outside. &e atmosphere was thick

with a  dread. We needed that shelter soon. 

&e ghost building was like the insides of a concrete serpent. 

Running long and upwards towards a haunted heaven. 

We started to hear the echoes of retching a few stories before we 



reached the landing.

&ere were the skeletons. Not entirely skeletons. I could see it's 

organs through opaque skin.

 I could even feel the dense presence of a real and welcoming 

house. 

On each side of the door frame,  the half-skeleton sat in an old 

wooden chair. One of them was bent double over. Vomiting into 

a black hole on the Hoor before him. I could see the bile beneath 

his thinning skin, see it bubbling up and down as he tried to force

the sickness out. 

&e other skeleton was motionless, its head hung back, face 

staring at a vacant ceiling;.  It looked like it was dead. I mean, yes 

he was a skeleton., and decidedly they arent supposed to be 

moving. But the other one was shaking and puking. Warning us 

to stay away. 

&e children hid behind us. My old colleague decided to follow 

us. 

We wish to enter. I said. Not thinking of any consequences. Is it 

safe for children. 

Yessss. &e dead skeleton spoke without moving. But not safe for 

the teacherssss. 

I am no teacher the old colleague said. I am a mother. 



,e motherssss will not die, both skeletons said. &e vomiting one 

started up again after that clear indication;  

Take care of the children. I told her and she led them in. 

&ere were only three of us teachers left. We stood outside and 

wondered if we should ,nd elsewhere to roam and hide. 

Down down the skeleton said, the one that was vomiting. But be 

mindful that your faith be strong before the death gods and their 

shipssss.  It is better there than here. For the teacheeers. 

We made our way down like obedient ants. Calling up our faith.  

Mustering our courage to face the death gods on ground level. 

We barely had time to enter the dumpster when the ,rst of the 

death ships arrived. &ey took Kypolara but the two of us 

managed to secure ourselves before it caught sight of us.

Poor Mr K.  Immediately sanctioned. Without any mercy. 

We waited out in the dumpster as the death ships secured 

whatever they wished from the vanishing building.  Prayed that 

the children and the old friend would be alright. 

Radia was clutching her rosary next to me in the stink and dark. 

Her eyes screwed shut, her mouth watering oD the mantras that 

would keep us safe. 

I just thought of the dead kings. Probably laughing at our 



predicament. I asked them for the shelter of chessmen. &ey 

willingly complied but made it clear that they would not stop 

jeering at us. 

Above us, the death ships kept their score.

We stuck through to the end. I didn't know exactly when it 

ended, but I woke up to the sound of Radia kissing her hands. 

“we’re alive, she said, we’re alive, she whispered. 

I opened up the dumpster cover, sunlights streamed in. 

Slowly I rose out of the damp defender. 

And found the building gone. 

 

 



\  THE OTHER WALL 

&e men in rain coats huddled over the metal cylindrical 

container. Containing the dead baby. 

&ey tried not to let the wet weather aDect the course of their 

excavation. It was critical that the unmoving child was sheltered 

from the rain. &e water would do its skin no good and skin that 

wasn’t good would not hold up well to the experiments. 

&e image in the wall, that of a man outlined in chalk, gave all 

the directions for the experiment. 

A history of the wall.

It was erected some sixty days after the fall of reality. &ey found 

it standing, some 300 nautical miles from the erection of the 

Varugian wall, where the other child was born. 

It wasn’t enough to be a pattern, but the head of experimentation,

doctor Davos Guradon, felt that more children, some dead, some 

alive, would be found across nu-reality (unworld) over the period 

of the next 900 days or so.

 &ere was already consensus on the numerical importance of one

hundred and one thousand.  &e children, he felt as a gut 



instinct, belonged to the one thousand group which he deemed 

more critical than the hundred. &e hundred were like the arms. 

Or the body. &e thousand was its head. 

&e image on the wall, that living breathing but static ,gure, was,

according to the theorists of this current era, an adult version of 

the ,gure born from the Varugian section. 

&e ,gure itself did not disclose its proper function, except that 

it’s wordings should be heeded with utmost respect and 

importance, for, as he says, “I am the resurrected and the next life.

Whoever follows my words shall ,nd life beyond this madness.” 

So the ,eld team brought in the dead child, abandoned in the 

dumpster, to the wall. It was called the grid wall, for the red line 

grids that pulsed and moved according to its own volition was the

most provoking movement ever recorded on a sentient wall.

&e ,gure demanded the child to be skinned. 

“Not like it would cause any pain.” &e ,gure assured  when the 

team felt it to be unethical. 

“&e wall needs a new skin, in order for the story imbedded 

within it to be expressed. And that story is critical to the 

resurrection of the resurrection crisis hotel. 



&at name gripped the chief theorist for he had heard of such a 

motel but that it was defunct for several millennia, and that it 

existed only in the madness called the Slutter Gutt. It lay Several 

realities away from the current one they were operating in. 

“If it must be done.” &e chief said. He gave the signal. 

&e strongest stomachs of the lot did the skinning. 

Slowly and cleanly. Surprisingly there was not much blood letting.

As if the biology of the dead child had showed respect by  not 

letting it be messy. &ey kept the skin as intact as possible. &ose 

were the orders. When it was completed, an no one was 

completely sick yet, the skin was carefully attached to the heart of 

the wall using a kind of creature spittle, evicted from one of the 

monsters caught during the early days of the one thousand one 

hundred manifestations. 

As soon as the wall had its new skin,the surface beneath it started 

to pulse. To radiate a kind of baby smell. Not the sour milk kind 

but the soft soapy kind. It was weird for the team. &ey backed 

away from its sweetness somehow,  then the surface beneath the 

skin began to swell, like a pregnant woman, very much the same 

way the Varugian wall had swelled, and had given birth to a light 

child. 



Now, a new child would be reborn and it's ,rst words would 

bring salvation. 

Perhaps this was what it was all about, the captain thought. 

&e ,gure con,rmed it by saying, “&e future of  this reality lies 

in the tiny hands of the secret children.’



THE OUTHER PASSION 

He tumbled out of the portal, like a broken thing, arms dislodged

from its socket but not ripped. Flailing. Painless, it seemed, as he 

fell headlong into the new world. &e portal lights that shone 

through the opening was one that dead people would expect to 

see at the end of the line. &at inviting window to the after life 

that was such a pleasure to behold. 

&is was no pleasure hole. 

&e world the limp man was thrown into had only pain as its ally,

as its ,gure of control. At that very realization, all manner of pain 

erupted in him. His stomach tightened to deal with it.  He 

crashed into the mountain side. A hill of skulls and bones. Like 

golgotha. He opened his cut lids, streaming red Hooded his 

vision.

 He saw a man on his donkey. &ere were two crosses already 

erected. One empty. &e other, robber,ed. 

Men in armor appeared on the top of the hill, which wasn't very 

tall or menacing. &ey charged down the hill like mad men, 



waving heir spears, battle crying and grunting like animals. 

“you are one of the lost robbers” they declared. “you are of the 

Huranim!” 

&e falsely accused man could do nothing to get up, for the bones

on his left side were dislodged in a number of places. 

&en he saw her.

Standing in the sun like a maiden. In her blue t-shirt and black 

pants and a face that guaranteed her growth into an amazing 

woman. She stood at the other end of the hill with a focused 

look, her face lit up like a smile though she was not smiling. 

&e man on the donkey moved on ahead without observing him, 

he wondered if he was their chief or if he was the Son of man.

  

&e centurions chained the broken man and carried him up the 

hill. To his cross. 

She moved like a dancer, her tied up hair, which was long, swayed



like the graceful tail of a ,ne horse in motion. A genteel but 

powerful creature of the lands, of the earth, of mother Gaia.  She 

had the face of an infant, the type that would make her mother 

proud and father glad.  She had so much life in her, he observed, 

as his own life was slipping much from him. It was she, he 

concluded, that would save him, in whatever way it was deemed 

blessed by the universe. For no universe would simply throw his 

broken body through a portal in a parallel time where he would 

be mistaken as one of the robbers that would hang with &e 

Christ.

Perhaps, he thought, as the centurions, raised him up to his 

cruci,xion, she would be the Joseph of Arimathea, who would 

take his bloodied cross and plant it at the edge of a magical forest 

and enchant that region forever. 

He somehow knew her magic would work beyond his death. And

in that way He shall be saved. 

&ey ,re branded him when they were done stringing him up. 

&e lord was still riding around the two robbers on his donkey, 

looking up, oDering mumblings of some sort. 



&e donkey stopped before the broken man and before anything 

was said, the lord of thorns withdrew a wooden spear and shot 

the cursed thing into the side of the broken man. 

Blood and water poured, much to the shock of the hung man.

Come here child, the lord said

And the woman came out from somewhere behind the cross, so 

that its occupant would not see her approaching.

Penitent, she approached the broken man. 

His eyes glazing with the sight of her. And she drank of his 

wound. 

“She will give birth to the most powerful of the lot.” He said to 

the man who was being drained of life. 

And it is not you who will be saved, he added, but it is you who 

will save us all. 

And with that the broken man who fell out of the portal, died. 

Ful,lled that his blood and water had ,lled the maiden of his 

eternal dreams. 



THE PLANT OF LIFE

During the days before the un-worlding, the plant was mere 

vegetable. A side dish. A healthy thing to have with the  copious 

amounts of meat the masses were consuming. A colorful 

decoration, like holiday lights on a city’s blank façade, adding 

mirth and enjoyment. Crunch crunch and it turned to shit four 

hours later. No big deal.

&e plant of life. 

&e ,rst explorer to understand its implications was one Bonheim

Milground. Of the Berlin expedition. &e general killing moon 

had taken away half of his group, they died challenging one 

another to hold their breaths till they passed out. It happened at 

base one while base two up ahead tried to signal desperately for 

them to stop the mad game and to bury themselves at least eighty

percent of the way so that the killing moon would not aDect 

them. No one answered the calls at base one. &ey were 

discovered dead by the next night when one of the scouts opted 

to return to see what was happening. 

Each of their eyes had a  diDerent color the scout reported directly

to the chief at base two. 

Cut them open. He said, ,nd out whats in their stomachs. 



And true enough there was the plant of life, lodged in the 

abdomens of the deceased.

How did you know there was something to be found? &e doctor 

asked, once the specimens were examined at base three (they had 

to move on or else the shadows of the mountains will drive them 

to derangement.) It was a prophecy in a dream, Chief explained, 

that those who die from madness at the two (base camp 2) will 

behold in their guts the saving plant.  &e chief went on.  ,ere was

a whore I used to frequent in the early days.  Her magic was that of 

lust of course and in our rapture she seeded in me some kind of 

strange idea that the humble  vegetable we always took for granted in

the days before the one thousand would be the plant of life in this 

age. 

Who was she really? Often came the  question every time he 

spoke of her. 

She is one of the secret mothers would come the ominous reply. 

So the chief locked himself away in base three and conducted his 

experiments on the plant. 

&at very same night they were attacked by unknown forces. 

&e discovery of the plants activation scent was accidental. It had 



lured the attackers swiftly.  During the turbulent attack, the chief 

had struck the slimy beast with his ice pick. &e blue blood that 

spilled forth splattered across one of the specimen ferns and it 

started to mutate.  It started to become alive. 

It made a strange noise. And that strange noise drove the various 

attackers mad. 

&ey Hed the base camp, leaving only ,ve of the expedition crew 

alive.  One of the war types from the expedition had beheaded 

one of the slime things. 

&e plant of life demanded its head. 

Like a slug in motion the multicolored vegetable thing  devoured 

the head of the monster... taking on more mass, growing legs and 

arms and a head. “See” it said, “&at I am as man as I am as plant 

and I shall be plant again and man shall devour me for his own 

glory. We permit.”

&e temporary man ,gure collapsed again into a kind of plant 

slightly larger than one was used to eating in the old  days. 

Eat me and live forever.

So the ,ve had their ,ll. And with that ,ll came the wisdom and 

the powers of the plant of life. 

&e berlin expedition vanished from base three. 



It is said that they roam a quarter un-permitted to exist in the one

thousand . &at they were an anomaly, that they would be called 

upon in the last hundred days of the last hundred hours, to bring 

forth some kind of aide, to the front of magicians that will battle 

for the right to ascend to their rightful chariots.



THE ASTRAL FILM

&ere were snakes in the bathroom. Lighted with its halogen 

yellowness, a whiteness stained by baby urine, watered down. &e

tourists sat in the cramped corridor outside the lavatory. Some 

leaned against the cracked walls, others leaned on each other. 

&ere was one who sat upright in a yoga position. Legs crossed, 

lotus style. Before its form a crystal ball. It was not ,lled with 

blood. No one spoke. &ey had waited. Long since the end of the 

,lm in the cinema adjoining the corridor. &e attendant moved 

between them. Made sure the toilet with the snakes was locked 

away safely, that the door did not give way.

 Outside the other attendant was smoking his last cigarette. 

Wondering when the travel van would arrive to take away the 

shaken tourists. &ere were no signs of life beyond the lobby of 

the astral cinema. &e streetlights were down. &e moon was lost.

&e vague black horizon dotted with trees was like a fence that 

kept the real world outside and the unworld inside. 

Leisurely he slowed down his smoking but without knowing it, 

the cigarette had ended. He dropped it and crushed it. sighed. It 



was time to return. 

When he got back the tourists and the room and the corridor 

and the toilet were gone. Superimposed then, into the projection 

room, into the astral cinema with two screens. 

One one screen, before rows of bright orange seats, there was 

the close up a green face. Terribly distorted speaking in english. 

Telling the audience a tale. Broken by fractures.

“no hind, seen hollow, you, join, froth the ballast, the ko, the 

gurada. Its query, xylo, zoology, sedation, love nest unigra, terra, 

water fall ghoul anti dite, laughter varugian.”

&e audience enraptured, a wordless celebration. &ey leaned 

against the walls of each other.  &e face continued. &is  time 

with a sense of coherence, gifted by some mother tongue which 

the audience understood.

“,e train station is the welcoming portal, of the souls imbued with

the sense of the galactic central star. It follows the rising of that light 

'm ' to the circus that knows no time and know no space. ,e city of 

the unworld.”



  It spat out out of the screen straight into the other screen that 

hung without ropes or chains, against the law of gravity. larger 

scene than the other brown one with fragmented images of lines 

and geometrical shapes. It responded by moving fractals which 

the audience interpreted thus

long is the line of the magicians. Now cold in the speeding of train, 

escaping the madness that is one thousand one hundred. ,is is their 

notion this is their calling this is their life now for the others for 

themselves for the empire they shall tread

,e books have declared themselves and emergency and no other 

factions are permitted to open and read from those books, these are 

the signs of the times, these are the prices paid for by those who simply

watched  and did nothing. Now they watch and su7er.

&e audience understood for they wept for their wrong doings.

One of the screens spat demise and declarations at each other. 

One pushing on the movement of the trains, the other explaining 

the futility of the books. 96182932415267

&e number Hashed across the screens. Some of the more 

industrious of the audience took it down and even tried it on  

their cell phones. Simultaneously, the same woman answered the 



call, speaking from one speaker each, to one caller next.

Rules break in the hour of the hundred she said. You are to be 

prepared, for this night has yet to come, this day has yet to be 

accomplished, this twilight has yet to nd its venerable sex. 

&e audience copulated with the attendants. &e door to snakes

was opened but only their skins remained. No one knew where 

they had slithered to. And the face on one screen and the images 

on the other debated to and fro about the vulnerability of the 

situation, adding that skin and sweat were not rightful things to 

be shown in the astral cinema. 



DESTRUCTION OF THE TREE OF LIFE

&e great antennae stood like a frozen cobra, overlooking the 

streets that had turned into the river tar.  It watched with blind 

eyes, it erected like an aroused beacon of omen. No shadows fell 

from its frame, no sunlight could harm its disposition.

  Around its zone, pieces of the last world fell by, as if the top of

buildings had dislodged itself with molten ,re and was streaking 

down, not to crash but to go past, THROUGH the earth, that 

was just an illusion, and falling way past, down down down into 

the great unknown.

 

&ere was no room to stand around the zone. It was forbidden 

by whatever forces that was tearing up the reality.  Like a sentinel 

the antennae watched, with blind eyes. 

&ere were ,re lights then, that came like silver spit, a diamond 

light piercing the reality around. It fell like stars, like wormwood, 

again past the illusion of ground, streaking . &e earth had not 

forgotten the imagery of its land. But the things that fell were real

troubled debris, meteors of madnesses that burned in the night 

light like Haming tears from the gods. For truly they wept for 



their congregation.

 

&en like a sun, blazing with the colors of electric blue, blood 

red, mad orange,  the great tree of life appeared from a hole in the

sky, and slower than the debris that followed it, it descended like 

a vulture, a burning tree, a poisoned life, a dangerous habitat 

summing up the gross end of the universe, falling, screaming the 

end, arriving. 

&e cobra did not stir but raised its antenna head. To pick up 

the last of the information, to  understand its alchemy. 

Like a death ship crashing into the water, the tree crumbled 

against the sudden presence of grounding. Portals of square gates 

opened up next to the mess, the ,re from the branches or its long 

twisted bulk of roots did not go out.   Standing on its own end, 

pointing to the disparate sky, accusing the heavens for its rude 

and utter displacement. 

No thing came from its portals.  But the colors that were from 

the broken bleeding sky coalesced around the disaster site. It 

formed the atmosphere, the surrounding of molten colors, 

deranged and destitute, lumps of vandalism and diatribes. 



No one was there to witness its burning. Only the cobra 

antennae which transmitted this orgy to a distant reality. Not in 

the hopes of sending a signal for retrieval but to indicate that such

a thing, like the abandonment of the tree of life to the powers of 

chaos, was true and possible and coming. 



PORTAL I

&e deformed face appeared on the horizon, amongst a blister 

of stars, and boiling orbs. &e face was bleeding cosmic blood and

it sent the tribes into a frenzy. &ey lived far from the 

technological progresses of the  world beyond them. &ey were 

the aborigines, the original ones, with nothing that could scare 

them. &ey had seen the alien ships long before the invention of 

language. &ey had battled with the reptiles that stood like 

buildings and roared like the primal thunders. &ey had hunted 

with creatures that are now extinct. &ey had spoken to animal 

headed gods. &ey were never afraid.

Until the arrival of this head in the skies. 

&ey oDered up their virgin girls. Killed them for the sake of 

ritual and holocaust for safety and mercy. But nothing appeased 

the arrival of the head. Its mouth opened and closed slowly and 

slimy like the way a black hole was breathing or an imploding 

nebula had taken on the shape of a skull gone wrong. &is was 

not the way they intended their civilization and history to end 

and they feared endlessly.



But the head didn't do a thing to bring afraid to these tiny 

things on the ground. From its vantage point, the tribes were like 

clusters of ants.  No amount of worship was needed. No amount 

of statues erected did a thing to  change the disposition of the 

great bleeding face in the sky. 

It hovered there like a miraculous terror thing. Silent for days. It

brought no rain or wind or food. &e tribes people were puzzled.

&eir shaman king tried to establish contact. &e head seemed 

too far, too remote, too underestimated. 

&en one dawn, without warning. A second stump like thing, 

like a beheaded tree, with large wet eyes appeared on the edge of 

the desert. &e tribes people were afraid at ,rst but their shaman 

king declared that it was a thing worthy to be praised. 

He seemed emotional before the stunted tree. 

A connection had been made, between the phallus of this 

stump and the face in the sky. It was a translator. 

&e shaman king wept with great bliss as he explained to his 

tribe that the face had come to take the entire tribe back to its 

proper origins in the universe but could do not thing as 

communication was not immediate. It had asked for permission 



but because silence was its language, nothing was heard  and  

permission was not granted by the tribe.  &e head explained 

through the stump that their long lineage had served the earth 

well and they were to pro,t from their compassion. 

One by one the tribe people were ascended into the bleeding 

face and each found their ecstasy, their home, their ,nal resting 

place.

When the entire tribe had ascended, the face vanished, along 

with the stump and only the stories of the tribes, immortalized in 

the  cave paintings, remained. 



THE INITIATION 

It happened in the school library, where my love worked. &e 

thing that was the bookshelf had fallen, a collapsing building. She

was buried in it immediately, a lost and fearful child. She wasn’t 

crying. She felt no pain. &e teachers and the fellow students 

rushed forth to help but it was un-movable. Some other strange 

force was keeping the bookshelf on her.  It was devastation.

  We sang songs to her as we awaited the paramedics and the civil 

defense society and the men who would excavate her. But it was 

so right, when I arrived. I knew this was the right scene. I knew 

this was her initiation. I held her hand. Just the tip of her ,ngers. 

I smiled and had tears in my eyes as if she was giving birth to our 

child, and in a way she was. My beautiful love. I whispered to her 

the secrets of what was to happen. 

&is boring life we lead, I said to her, will be over soon. You will 

go ahead to the other side ,rst and then you will bring me  forth. 

We will be living together in the  bibliomancy of the Mal,ctious. 

It excited her. I could hear her breathing deeper and harder. I 



didn't want her rescue to come so soon. 

It is the waiting, the waiting that will liberate her. I could not tell 

what was going on in her head. I just knew that she was not 

entirely here, that this disaster in the library had sent her forth 

straight into the life of the writing man of 2209. It was her 

dream. Our dream.  In some  way I was jealous of her.  Here I was

with no bookshelf on me, no half consciousness, no blood,no 

broken bones. I wanted to give her more pain but something told 

me that she needed none of it.  I let her be and pondered upon 

what she could bring back.  No one tried to move the thing that 

was on her. Too dangerous. I was aroused with the danger. So 

close to death. Such immortality! And just the right section. 

Metaphysical ,ction, alternate dimensions, christianity, religion. 

Sacri,ce. I saw the right books opened and burned about her in a 

weird light, the right pages set upon her skin. She was absorbing 

it all, taking it in. Her eyes Huttering in   r.e.m .Characters and 

stories and truths giving birth in her head, initiating her into the 

grand mysteries. My head hurt, wondering about these things. It 

was all so right, so liberating. 

&e paramedics and the ,remen arrived. I didn’t want them to. I 

heard their sirens then locked the door to the library. What are 

you doing the others rejected my actions. &ey tried to open the 



door again. 

I stopped them

I stopped them all in one fell swoop. In one great frenzy.  A new 

power was rising in me as the life removed from her, bringing her 

into another tunnel. A place of snow, stories and madness. &ere, 

she will ,nd our home, I was certain. 

I let her wither away beneath that great shelf. I felt myself 

dissolving into dead space as she breathed her last. 

&e ,remen broke down the door. Found the bodies. I was gone. 

Her death took me with her. It was complete. 



GADARAH'S GATE 

Raw. Red. &e bloodied meat of the stone. Erected like a skinned 

phallus. A tower , blasted in the heart of the hall. &is is gadarah;s

gate. &e place where we learn of our terrors.  &e shadow of a 

man stood at the frame, judging the contents in the room. &ere 

was uncertainty, there were nameless things, like rib cages, 

opening and slowly closing like sleepy jaws. Awaiting a devour.  

&ere was the smell of red candles, that somehow gave oD a scent 

of celebrations and funerals. &e shadow man did not move for 

he was expecting something within the room to move, to crawl 

towards him like an animal. He waited patiently. &ere was hell 

,re, but it was cold and black and un hurting. He watched the 

light dance on the skinned wall, which bubbled at times, which 

seemed to breathe. It mouthed certain sounds, like they were 

words or invocations. Sometimes it groaned, like it was hurting as

the room grew. He saw the way it grew, the way it accommodated

the in pouring of souls. &ough he did not see the spirits,he could

sense them ,lling up the room. &ere were many who died from 

the one thousand one hundred infection and he was here to 

welcome them, not with gestures of appreciation or of 

surprise,but that of watching. His gaze meant that they were still 



something, and this made them worthy, made them believe that 

they still existed. For in  the one thousand it was easy to be 

forgotten since memory is its only existential source.  A collector 

of souls was what the shadow man was. He was building his own 

army through his own contraption. It wasn’t a terrible thing, to 

have ,nished oD his family with knives. To rearrange their 

carcasses, to rewire the veins and the sinews and the muscles. To 

let the blood dry up and form a thick crust so that it became like 

a solid thing, that could be plastered, covering the holes where the

souls could escape. It was not a terrible thing to keep the souls. 

&ey had no where else to go for their ascension was not to be at 

hand. &ey were lost and unwanted and had no more resource for

the traditions that were left behind, this was a new tradition, a 

new way to bring back life to a diseased reality. 

It took several months though time was not of the essence and 

could not be followed. How he knew that it had been a few 

months was the way the drying process had been accomplished. 

Each new layer took roughly a month and now there was nearly 

,ve. One more layer and the room shall be ready. Diligently he 

reworked the installation in the hall, he would labor and make it 

come alive with his touch. He built a mountain, an altar, a place 

to channel the mass of consciousness gathered. Half a year 



marked its day and the large boulder like red thing grew in stature

and touched the roof. &e shadow man retreated to the frame of 

Gadarah’s gate and invoked the right amount of words, just 

enough to send the place screaming into another dimension. &e 

gate was now active, and all he needed to do was walk though. 

 



VISION OF OUR LADY OF THE URBANITES.

In the village of Holiusyueu there was a gas mask. 

It twas a sacred icon,an obIject of fetisha and of resolution, it 

helped the king breathe no matter how hard the city fell but this 

time round it did not save the royal highness. Burn out lung. 

Money moved hands but none of them would end up purchasing 

the mask. It was kept  under security by the kingless ones. &at 

old leather bound dark brown mask with the holes that held the 

breaths of so many dead kings that had come before.  It was being

saved up for something more drastic, more apocalyptic it seemed. 

Many of the guards that stood watch over it entered a delirium 

and had to be sent oD with fears that they might kill the courts 

and steal the mask. But none of the men had dared to touch the 

thing, only a woman did. 

&e youngest daughter of the royal court was unafraid of the 

object. She had told her counsel that some lives ago, she was a 

woman who had faced a man wearing the same mask. And that 

their love making was delicious and empowering.  She explained 

that she was the one who was to wear the mask but only at the 

right time and in the right place. &e counsel was suspicious but 



also jealous and on one of the nights he tried to poison her. 

“You do not understand.” the woman said as the counsel 

convulsed and almost died at her feet. “&e lady of urbanites has 

chosen me and she would end the life of anyone who would get 

in the way of her great plan.” 

Soon enough anyone that tried to dissuade her by means of force 

met a fate similar to that of the counselor.  It was not something 

she wished to cast upon the people who had her best interest in 

mind but it was a curse or rather a protection that dealt death to 

those people in that manner. 

&e royal occourt was thinning because greedy men and women 

wanted the mask for themselves. &ough they did not know of its

power, they could sense it and sensing it was enough for them to 

risk their lives. All of them failed miserable and could not move 

on to another life of peace. &eir end was ,nal and obsolete. 

So the  time had come when the watercolor like shade of the 

world of the court had taken on a translucent ,lm. &eir world 

was ending and the young princess knew this was the time. She 

called her family together. Her brothers, the princes and the 

sisters the priestesses all of whom were too distraught or afraid to 

even think of the mask. 



She told them that they should stand away in the building and 

watch the fall of the empire. After she had worn the mask.

She stood there like a radiant stature in her carefully selected dress

of red pink bright lights. 

&e people and the court watched her as she took on the form of 

the lady of the urbanites, with a winged creature spotting a 

similar mask appearing at her feet. She looked like she was 

crushing it the way Mary crushes the snake. &e mask was gone 

from her head then, probably taken over by the thing at her feet. 

&ere was another ,gure that guarded her, a monkey like beast 

with swords for tails and together they rose like an apparition into

the skies, behind them the fading away of the city. And in glory 

she announced the birth of the new world where those unworthy 

would not see. three quarters of the universe that knew her went 

blind and in their blindness they sought death. Only a band of 

bandits were surprisingly left and they became her men, her army 

and together they sought out to build a new cosmos. 



VISITATION OF THE TRINITY

the child is borne , under the shimmering star. Come forth the 

three, whose journey leads them through disturbing places. 

Follow the star to the child, like the story of Bethlehem, for this is

the new Bethlehem and this is the avatar of the new age. 

It had been written that the ascension of the great earth was not 

entirely complete, for along the way, an occurrence had created a 

rift,a fracture in the space of time and the time of space. &is was 

by no fault the misdoing of the masters, or of the council, but this

is the nature of the chaos, a blind side, a thorn in the foot of 

evolution. And so it came to pass that the star must be followed 

again and the visitation was at hand.  

&e 3 attended and entered the great chariot of god, that 

manifested by the peak of the holy mount. &e star was in the 

distance, and to travel there required the power of the gods. &e 

three was made pure by the rains of one thousand. &e writer and

she who made drugs with her blood. And a third man, who had 

come from a sector unknown to any of that living dying time. 

&ey formed the next trinity. &e father who was the  third man, 



the son who was the writer and the spirit that was the woman. 

&ey journeyed in the triangular pyramidal vehicle and they 

sought the star. 

&e last of the gross memories were taken from them and their 

minds were spacious and fertile for new births. 

To meet these minds, the star turned into the face. A great kingly 

face welcomed them. 

,e child is ready it said. And the three bowed, the three were 

humble before the powers.  &e face opened up its mouth  and 

they entered into the kingdom. 

In it, they saw what they had lived for, an immortality .&ey saw 

the life. &e shape of hanging lights, of wires and diamond 

luminescence. Of an onslaught to the senses. Tentacles. An 

angelic face. &e hybrid of heaven here, a resonance with the 

rapture of deities. 

&e three were the ,rst to pay homage. &e writing man oDered 

up the history of his words. Concealed in him were the libraries 

of mal,tcious, the documentation of the end of worlds. 

It is complete the child said,taking the revelations unto itself. With

the births of the many worlds now I receive the deaths of the many 

worlds and it returns to the single point to the beginning of the end of

the beginning. 



&e drug making woman approached the lights and oDered it her 

blood. 

Its complete the child said to her. &e doorways to the various 

emotions, the stretch of every imagination, the thing that moves 

the mind that moves the scenes that moves creation. It is the 

honor of the high priestess to be worthy of this acceptance. She 

bowed.

&en the third man approached the wires. And oDered it his 

,ngerprint of the airs.

It is complete said the wires. &e blue print of the popes, the 

return of the hierophants. &ey will be arcana they will be 

teachers, they will be avengers.

And with that the three became one. &e writer the drug pusher 

and the third man. And they rose to their throne and took their 

place in the new jerusalem. 



LIGHT FROM A TROUBLED GARDEN 

&e angel had turned to stone. A white marble, worn by some 

unseen weather, as if its form was dragged through centuries of 

abuse. through what space time we could not tell but it was 

genuHecting in the garden, hand in its face as if it was suDering 

but we knew it was not. We stood around it like nomads paying  

homage. We were going to be free. &e eldest one of us had 

dreamt of the end, it said that the four avengers would come in 

the times of the fourth apocalypse and freedom was at hand. 

Everywhere the elder said there were the seers and the pr0phets 

preaching, 'its complete' or 'it had come' or 'it is ending'. We 

held faith  that the hundred days we endured had made us 

stronger, had made our desire for home much greater than the 

will to survive in the early days of being left behind. 

&ey roamed the garden like some  many gardens before and it 

was almost a melancholic tirade, a sad and fatal misery of 

memory that made us want to all the more remember what had 

transpired. Did it make sense? it does not matter. It made perfect 

sense  to us. 

We wanted this over with, and I'm sure there are many, not in our

circle or not in our zone that sought an end to all of this. &ere 



was just one last trouble from the lighted garden, one last light 

from the troubled garden that needed to be dealt with. &en we 

could rest, we could take our shelter and ,nd our peace. 

We sat around the statue and sang the song against the 

lamentations of the ,re. We mouthed the ill forgotten words and 

found solace in the melodies that oDered a bed and breakfast. We 

were ,lled in our bellies with the tears of the crying angel, it wept 

out of joy and not misery. But the weeds would not be removed, 

and the over hang of the garden was obscuring the sun that was 

rising. We worked to take them down, to clear the way, to open 

its arms to the fresh breath of wind that we knew would be 

blowing our way. We were ready as the others were hopefully 

ready. &is was the last of days, this is the edge of tomorrow. 



THE NECROFIELD 

&ose that were left behind and had passed one form one black 

consciousness to another was found in the  necro,eld. It was a 

quadrangle of the dead. &e dead which had not much meaning 

anymore for they had learnt that dead was not dead and 

transitions were just misnamed. &ey all could live on forever  

and it was just a matter of how they lived, how they moved on 

how they transited.  &is was the  place, not so much of 

judgement but of multiplication.  Lives were being multiplied 

here and the procedure was as follows. 

&e living coTn was brought in by the necro,elders, beings who 

had long stilts for legs and had made them taller than they really 

were. &ey had with them their sticks, long white canes that 

stretched out to the Hoor or to the sides of the coTn where they 

had to inscribe the stories of the after life and the formula to 

transcend the semi temporary state of death. &is was their duty, 

to push along the bodies in  the designated sarcophagus,  across 

gird lines of the quadrangle Hoor and move them from one 

existence to another,.

Something had happened in the unworld that had increased the 

number of souls transiting in the necro,eld. It was the matter of 



the four avengers that had arrived at the height of the one 

thousand one hundred suture.  &ey had sped up the procession, 

made the numbers climb like spiders on a mount to the peak of 

exit. &ey were there to hurry along the process of the forgetting. 

&is was the last of the legs. &e last and ,nal run and it was 

coming to a closed end. 

 



NATIVITY OF 2013

Oh baby. Wondrous infant child. So many of you born in this 

time. Do you know who your parents are? Do you know what 

conceived you? a memory, a Hicker of hope, a standing ovation in 

an astral cinema where faces talk into crystal balls and saw your 

face in them. Yes. And they rejoice. Oh baby. So many were 

happy to see you coming out of the grotesque womb. So many 

bid celebrations and opened their veins to rain down their life 

unto the streets. &ey wrote poems on the walls and sang songs 

that were yet to be. It was new and fantastic it was a great time. 

Oh baby, carrying safe in the arms of an naked mother. Bringing 

you to higher grounds so nothing could harm you. Do you know 

the many others who had come before you? How they have 

failed? Some died horrible deaths, others were just taken by the 

things in  the skies, those things named the death ships. So many 

of them had not ful,lled, but you oh baby, you are here, one for 

us now. Not like an avatar or messiah. You are metaphorical. Your

birth means our rebirth. We will be in the new kingdome soon. 

Remember the lady in the yellow dress, who walked past the 

roaring machines? Remember her name? Shadia, the one who 

became one with the bed, the one who had become a goddess. 



You will serve her in your good days oh prince oh baby. You will 

serve her well. 

My eyears are too sweet for you. For you shall be a rough but 

elegant ruler. You will be violent but because you will save us. Or 

such a thing to do! Such immortality. To save is. Wondrous 

profound delicate. Oh baby. You are he who is the killer, the lover.

Do you understand what I say oh baby? Perhaps not, for not 

many of us have a good mind left a great mind to remember. Our

time is down but yours is beginning soon and you shall see. You 

shall know. You shall comprehend. Oh baby. 

 



THE FOURTH APOCALYSE 

&e neon wave rolled in from beyond the city. I could see the 

lights the yellow the greens the oranges rising from the sludge of 

neon. &e city blocks were black and meticulous. Standing tall 

like proud men, the wave did not collapse them but I knew they 

lost their souls as soon as it was touched by the wave. We were 

huddled in buildings looking down. Somehow I rushed to the 

basement, how or when or what drove me there I didn’t know. 

Like so many things we do not know we just did it we just 

occurred. I felt like weeping as I saw the edge of the wave pull 

into the main road I was on, there were skinny naked ascetics 

riding the wave, like they were rolling the chariots forward. I ran 

out to them and jumped on board like a child hitching a wave 

ride on a toy ghost train. I maneuvered and found myself 

handling the wave as well as the others. We rode through the city 

streets taking away the souls of the buildings and the cars and the 

street lamps.  &is was a triumphant moment, we brought color 

to a dark world, i was a part of them as they were a part of me.  

We scorched the streets we took down the street names, we 

owned the place. We bathed the city in  colors and it shone like a 

jewel in the night. &en the wave stopped, a sea of bright lights 

and we waited, the indian men had their heads and eyes to the 



skies. Like they were waiting for something. It was a monumental

moment and I knew that whatever was coming our way was 

something more than the souls that were taken, it was all the 

souls coming back for us. To bring us to the next level of lights.



A MANIFESTATION OF THE STORM

Birds Hee the night less moon, apprehensive of the winds. Flocks 

against the setting stars, discoursing to the next of plains. A crowd

of omens in the skies, head stretched to ,nd horizons. &eirs is 

the sound of Hight, a thunder of wings in the distraught crevices 

of space. &e souls followed the pattern of the birds that left their 

trenches with a hope. Cawing in the skies great and dangerous, 

the roaring of wings towards the heavens. &e souls followed to 

,nd their exits. Never before had such a sight bring such tears to 

the faces adorned. No more winds of murder and kill, no more 

screeching in the park. Rising out of mire doom, the limbless ,nd

their ,ngers again, clutching at the cup of life, drinking down the

waters of birth. &e library empties itself of books, words 

returning to their sleep. Magni,cent is the shelves of last, dust 

departed, new pages turned. &e mass congregates by the gates, 

awaiting the four keys to turn in the hole. &ey will ,nd the truth

in the creak of doors, windowless once but now no more. &e 

corridors are lighted to the brim. &e smell of food wafting from 

tables. &e banquet is ready for the feast. &e lamb is fattened 

then slaughtered with mirth. Kings rejoice at the sight of his 

people. All waited for long in the house of the weary. Roar of 



arms raised like Hags, all the maidens are bathed and sweet. 

Rejoice. 



THE BIRTH OF RAVNAGAT 

So this is it? the little girl asked her father. He carried her into his 

arms and continued down the long way. Yes, this is it. We’re going

to witness the birth of the Ravnagat. &ere was a smile on her face

like that of an angel. &ere was light in her eyes and her father 

was proud. He remembered the apple trees and how she had 

loved the sweetness of it. And soon she would be a grown girl. 

Ready to bring her ,rst blood to the child that is the Ravnagat. 

She was unafraid of the energy known as ravnagat for she knew 

that she would one day be its queen and it would listen to her. 

&e way to the house of the R was tedious but the father carried 

her anyway. He remembered vaguely of a time when he was 

simply in pieces because of the death of the wife, but when he 

had found the girl in dire straits on the edge of death he saw in 

her something that was lost in himself. A will to live. So he took 

on the pressure to save her, to raise her, to feed her. And together 

they walked the path to the house of R. It was worth it, all the 

pain and the struggle. It was devastating in the past but the past 

was killed oD and forgotten. &is was the new way, this was the 

way forward. 

When they reached the ditch they gathered up the courage to call 



upon the servants of the ravnagat. We have come here for the 

feeding father said. A strange surge moved through them. he sun 

had gone down and the world about them was blue.  &ere was 

an egg in  the heart of the ditch and father and daughter cried 

with joy when it hatched. 

 



STRANGE TRAUMA – DEAD POPE RISING

&ere were four of them in the chilling room. Deceased 

hierophants in a bleak and grey space, cold metallic walls. &ey 

were laid out two above two below forming a circle.

For some reason it feels like they've been dead for weeks. Yet the 

cold had kept them (they were not embalmed) One waited, 

watching the bodies, in their black and blue regalia, their funerary

costumes. No smell,no movement, no mourners.

 &en they raised their arms. One by one, like an automaton. 

One knows that their hearts no longer beat, blood no longer 

course. Something beyond animates them. Jerky and mechanical.  

One of them ended up on a conveyor belt that was slowly feeding

into an altar. It raised its arms to catch hold of the curtains at the 

mouth of the machine somehow not wanting to pass through. 

&ere was a sense of pleading in the air, 'no no not this way please 

please. A waxen corpse unable to move it's lips. &ere was a girl at 

the foot of the machine sitting down crossed legged and crying. 

She was starting to wail louder and louder as the body crept into 

the burning altar.  &e outstretched hand lost its grip on the 

curtains.  She could do nothing. 





INVASION/AFTERMATH

I do not remember the day of the invasion. I was hiding out in 

one of the bomb shelters that no longer held any power, for its 

walls were hallow and its storm doors had long been eroded by 

time. Usually I slept in the corners, because it aDorded me a kind 

of psychological shelter from the teeming world outside that to 

me was just a bout of madness. I heard that night an unusual 

hum = coming from far above and because this shelter was always 

silent, as it had been for hundreds of years of me hiding here, I 

decided to ,nd out what it was. I blindfolded myself because I 

knew the lights would tear a hole in my skull.  I took my stick 

and felt my way around the shelter, to its open hole, then felt my 

way up the stairs. It took me some time, slowly and surely I 

climbed the height of the shelter.by the time i reached the top, it 

appeared that night was upon me. I removed the blindfold but 

what struck me most was the smell in the air. Cold and delightful 

like the holidays on some island I had once been to as a child. I 

was watering in my eyes because the small lights in the buildings 

ahead that had some kind of tenant was so beautiful, like ,reHies. 

&en i saw the green glow emceeing from below and it seemed to 

have crept up the sides of the building. 



I stepped slowly to the side to see what was happening. I nearly 

lost my mind in the fantastic that I saw. &rilling. Alive. 

Magickal. 

It was a winged space craft. Silver body with dragons solidi,ed 

and built into the side. &ere were two ,gures below, carrying a 

cylinder of neon glowing green liquid. It was feeding the thing 

into the fuselage. What an amazement sight. I could not believe 

it. 

&e ,gures did not see me as I saw the machine engage and 

engulf the green liquid, it was feeding into vein like things in the 

side and the tip of the dragons head was trembling or perhaps it 

was my eyes accustoming itself in the dark.  Something told me 

to look up to the skies and what I saw was another amazement. It 

was open,. Like a hole. And there was yellow light streaming out. 

At ,rst I thought it was the moon but it was like a pool in the sky.

&en I studied what was around me and found that there were no

more street lights, more people and cars. It was unusual, I was 

used to hearing the cars from the shelter far below. But perhaps 

that was sometime ago and I did not know what to make of it 

now. Time moves weirdly when you're hiding in the dark. 

&e starship made a rumbling noise and smoke was excreting 

from beneath the silver thing. I dropped to the Hoor, as quickly as



I could for I did not want them to see me. I kept ,my eyes trained

to the skies. &e ship then went past the roof top and I saw for 

the ,rst time my own face reHected in the belly of the ship. It 

stopped and hovered above me. my bones were rattling. 

&e base of the ship opened and a ,gure appeared at its opening. 

“the last man.” It spoke to the insides of the ship. “praise ogun, 

the last man is watching  us!”

Brother. &e ship spoke to me. Where have you been?

Before I could even think of an answer, a yellow light descended 

upon me and took me into its arms.

We are going home the light said.

And I knew then we had to hide no more. 

 



THE CHOICIEST

Next to the prayer room was the fuck room.

I could smell the sex and sweat hovering near the door. I could 

smell the incense burning from the other. And chanting. Deep, 

primal, far away. Luring me, trying to save me. &en I heard the 

groaning and moaning. &e panting. calling me, trying to free 

me.  &e gun was heavy in my hands. One bullet loaded. Sweat 

pouring. Kill the pimp or the priest? My hands were trembling 

from excitement, from stress. I didn’t know what triggered what, I

just knew I had to trigger the gun. It was an order by the deity. 

One does not deny the deity. She whispered again, impatiently 

“Choose your kill but choose it wisely.” 

AH, Fuck! It had come down to this. 

Sex or religion?

 Light or lust?

 It’s simple only at the outset; the choice should be clear, but oh 

the will, the trial, that base primal instinctual need for both 

reproduction and revelations. I couldn’t do it.  

I dropped the gun. Like a dead weight.  

“You are denying me.” the voice came. I shook my head. 



“I only deny myself.”

 I walked away.

“You will have to choose again,” she said after me. Like an Echo. 

A warning. 

I stopped. 

She was right. I had to choose. Walking away wouldn’t solve a 

thing. I had to act.

Returning, I picked up the gun. 

“Good.” She said. 

“Show me your form,” I asked her, “I want to see that look on 

your face when I decide... when I pull the trigger in your name.”

She formed behind me. Leather snake g-string. Amazonian body. 

Porn star face. 

She was just a minor deity I ,gured. I smiled, cock throbbing.

&en I shot her. 



IT WAS A CYANIDE HIGH

Fucking her diseased mouth like that. Squeezing her deformed 

head with my sore thighs, I let her grunt and pollute my sensitive 

skin with the ulcers and boils in her mouth. Nothing but twisted 

imagery rose in my head during the act. My heart had found its 

dismembered home. She clawed my lower back when I gushed 

into her cavity. Fingernails biting into my bones as she gulped me

down. My eyes rolled back into my head like a dead mans, my 

breath, beastly and liberated, exhaled climactic. Together, we 

shivered like starving cats in a storm drain. Her body Hopped a 

little, like last minute spasms of a drowned victim. I rolled over, 

she turned towards me, her snake like skin dry and excited. She 

wiped her mouth with the back of her hands now bloodied at the 

nails. My lower back smarted, and I knew she dug as deep as she 

could, just like she promised. Her cracked lips broke into a smile 

at my silence as I sat there naked, dazed, opiate like. I could smell 

the burning hay of her hair as she lay her head on my scarred 

chest. Blood slowly crept from my nose; a normal phenomena 

after such acts of dire desire. 

&e trucks moving outside the boarded up bookstore signaled 

morning. Soon, the men in suits would come banging again, 

calling for our removal. 



After much silence, she spoke in her ruptured voice, “have you 

thought about where the books will go?”

I shook my head, smoking black Howers from a china pipe. 

“What about the eastern canal?”

“Can’t. Sir vapid is storing his caskets there…”

I could see some kind of sweat glistering on her snake skin but 

knew she didn’t perspire. She was still horny and exuding 

pheromones. She wanted to rape me. 

“Get dressed.” I told her suddenly. She crawled backwards, away 

from me and my tone.

“Did I make master angry?” she was afraid. 

“No. no. I’m sorry. I’m just expecting a visitor.” I checked my 

watch. Ten minutes to arrival. 

She was watching me, intently with her half serpent face. “who’s 

coming?”

“one of the counts.” Was more than I should’ve said. &e counts 

were a blasphemy to her.

She wanted to bite me then. Wanted to kill me out of terror.

I tried to reason with her, she couldn’t stop hissing. 

She tried to strike me a few times. She shrieked into my 

discolored eyes. 

She was almost getting out of hand with her venom when the 



count arrived and killed her. 

Flesh falling apart from her face. 

&e trucks moving outside the boarded up bookstore were gone. 

It signaled night. &e count had come, hours had disappeared. I 

am left with a body to bury. 

“&e birds will take care of it.” &e count said, putting on his 

gloves.

I cannot remember how he had killed her. Now he was just there, 

in his top hat and thin tux. His Salvador dali mustachio and aged 

eyes. His young immortal  face, his neon tongue. And she was on 

the Hoor, faceless, bloodless.

“Father needs us.” He said to me, tipping his hat. “Make chaste 

must hurry down the light of zebra in the night sky. Do you 

remember the vowels?” 

“I. H.I.I.R” I told him, almost an automated response. 

“Good. We pack. Zebra eats.” 

I was to learn later that the satellite ship I was on is codenamed 

ZEBRA IN THE NIGHT SKY, and that it was the origins ship. 

&e one that seeded the ,rst proets, and here before me was the 

,rst count, from so long a surrealism ago/and I am with him, and

we are returning to what once was the source but now merely an 

infant sun along its way to godhood. 



GODSHIFT

&is story can only save me, and no one else.

 It will bear no meaning to anyone outside the experience that 

occurred to me years before.  It is the experience that creates 

change, not just telling it. I tell you this story now because I don’t 

want to be alone with my thoughts wedded to the event. At least 

by sharing it, it’s spread out among the minds and like that, some 

kind of weight is oD my shoulders. I thank you now, in advance 

for helping me do this.  

What happened to me was like a private and personal salvation. 

Not in any profound mystical sense. But in a bizarre, twisted way.

 &e way I understand it, its like a personal second coming. Not 

something that occurs in reality at the end of its time, to everyone

at one go. &e second coming happens to each individual life at a 

chosen point in time. How it happens will diDer with each 

person. We experience the world only through the way we view 

and believe in it. &at is how, I think, it works.  I cannot say for 

sure this event will happen to you. It happened to me as much as 

I can vouch for myself alone. I do not expect you to believe me. I 

just need you to hear me out.

 Right now,  I do not see tears, time and dates and legs and sand 



the same way as I did before the event horizon of my hermitic life

time. You will understand, at the end, after those last words, why 

I am no longer humanly the same. 

It started not with the word but with the numbers. Let me 

explain it in the manner of which it occurred that winter like 

summer time, in my campsite, out in some nameless forest hill.  

I had dug out my calendar card to calculate the days when I saw 

that all the numbers on it read thirty two thirty two.

Repeated row after row. &ere wasn’t any name of months names

the way it supposed to be, no more seven day weeks in rows of 4

set in blocks of 12. It was six, seven rows, stretched out over 10

lines at least. No year marked at the top. Even the shop logo that

gave out the calendar was gone. Everything printed was just those

numbers. &irty two thirty two. Was it the wrong card I removed

to check? Had I not known I carried this alien numerical card

with me?  I was certain the calendar was the same one I owned

but also not the same at the same time. It had the recognizable

creases, color, torn edge but the dates were changed. Erased and

reprinted in my pocket.  I strained my eyes in the fading light to

be sure.  &en realized I last checked the clock at noon which was

very very recent. Impossible. It Shouldn’t be getting dark that way

so quick. It looked like evening fast turning into night. &e sun



descending, speeding up, fast forwarding the spun world. &e

clock was gone, not where I had last seen it. My watch was gone

too, without me realizing. Time was a phantom. Or some ghost

thief had come and had stolen sequential moments.  I couldn’t

verify anything. &ese were the ,rst mysteries in the tent,   in the

wilderness forest I had chosen to retreat to. But it wasn’t the same

place and time anymore. Some instinct in me knew a reality shift

was happening.

AT ,rst I thought it was the drug doing this to me but something

inside me insisted the half moon to be the maker of change. But 

it wasn’t even night yet. It was a full moon just the day before. 

Another anomaly moved in fast with the vanishing of physical 

time. Summer was lost.  It started freezing in the tent, then snow 

crept through the fabric and dripped like dust motes down to 

litter the ground inside. Plus the weird static that crawled on the 

sides of my only shelter made the sensations too foreign to 

comprehend. I was getting scared.

I was losing my mind I thought. I was going to die. 

I wish I wasn’t alone in that night, out there.

 I wished I had a witness with me, to at least verify the events that

followed and that came before.  Now, even if I wanted to prove 

even the basic fact of the thirty two thirty two calendar, I 



couldn’t, for the card I have now is blank, the numbers erased 

after the occurrences. Just this dirty old blank white card left (no 

longer torn or creased) , the only evidence of the night I was 

returned to the origins. 

Hiding in that tent drugged by some kind of chronic fear made 

me miss the shifting states that happened outside. Primordial 

urges, erupted in me that made me want to rape the soil I was 

pitched on. Masturbation was futile, not even a thought of it. I 

needed to mate with beasts. To impregnate Old, lumbering, 

unknown, extinct creatures with the seed of man. I thirsted 

horribly, suddenly, but found no water (bottle vanished) Such an 

obscene fever gripped me which I shan’t forget, a reaction 

de,nitely not part of the drug. I knew it wasn’t the drug that led 

me into whatever that happened that night. It was the same batch

I had consumed just half a day before. None of the 

hallucinations. No fever, sickness, thirst assailed me then. So I 

ruled out foreign contamination and suggested to logic that 

something external had infected me.  Not convincing. Perhaps it 

could’ve been some illness airborne which I breathed in from the 

wild but at that time it didn’t seem plausible enough. Not even 

poisoned tin food. Just didn’t seem to be that sort of reason. My 

gut knew the experience wasn’t wholly terrestrial. 



As far as I knew my mind was sound but I could not rule out 

dementia at any rate. I concluded by some short fused reasoning, 

it was the dementia of the space I was in that was aDecting me. 

&at seemed possible.   I recall how I could not manage to 

understand time during that event. It was a dense distance that I 

felt happening to me and my surroundings. &e fatigue of 

travelling a full day came down upon me even though I had just 

woken up from a deep long rest. I was fully rested but the 

tiredness swelled alongside the shifting. I experienced an acute 

aging process that grew not forward but backwards.  An aging 

into history, a journeying back into another aeon. A far oD world.

Long before man.  It was the drastic turning of my entirety into 

an ancient being. &e ground did not tremble but the tent was 

contracting, as if it was alive and breathing in, sucking within 

itself. 

Space was squeezing me into another space. 

Claustrophobia heightened me into an obsessed possession by the

god of panic. &e static made all my hair stand. Painfully. &en  

uncannily I was struck naked without me undressing or 

experiencing the act of removal. Vanishing clothes. Like the time, 

the watch, the numbers on a traditional calendar. Gone Into thin 

air. &inning air. It was getting hard to breathe, like ascending to 



the peak of some ungodly mountain. Foreign memories started 

hatching in me. Breaking loose like wet bowels of the mind. A 

memorial of a wasteland rose within, a sun whose heat was 

uncommon to the era we humans belong to now, baked me where

I sat trembling with old cold blood. &e snow didn’t even turn 

into water on my ground sheet. It all disappeared. Winter 

changed from an external state to an internal one. A monstrous 

wind upset my tent, bringing the smell of the earth so wild and 

unlike any of the soil I’ve smelt during my years of camping alone

in the wild. Huddled in no safe corner in a shrinking tent I could 

not pray, it was as if I had both forgotten words yet could recall 

the concept of calling upon a God. 

&en God arrived. 

My tent was torn asunder by some brute force I likened to the 

manifestation of God. Don’t misunderstand me. I’m not, or was 

not a holy person. I did not occupy my mind with thoughts of 

how God created the world or anything at all. I just knew, 

unexpectedly, about the act of creation. I knew,  somehow, that 

the force that ripped my tent was the force of a moving God.   

&en I glimpsed the altered world outside. 

&ere were only red rocks, arranged unnaturally by another 

nature. Fine Red sand shaped like dunes and snake like patterns 



extended all around. In the distant horizon black rocks, horrible 

and condemning and overarching rose like heads to witness this 

strange visitor that was me. It felt like I was on another planet 

altogether. Nothing geologically sound or recognizable. &e weird

heat outside seemed to have lured me out of my nest like a 

crawling animal. Naked and full of fear, I obediently exited the 

tent (that had changed color from the green of the army to the 

blue of the sky. ) Cowering in the unforgiving wild atmosphere 

outside my hiding place, I beheld the forming of a circle, as if 

shaped by the wind and an unseen hand. &e circle stretched out 

to the horizon like a growing lake of red sand that was turning a 

dark dirty brown. A circle was also forming within me, I could 

sense it’s shape. &e circumference was moving inside in tandem 

to what I witnessed outside, expanding like a swelling tide, 

pushing my soul outwards, into new ,gurative shapes. 

Such vagueness then dizzied me.

Vision blurred like a dream, I saw an outcropping shape forming, 

a light blue light creating what looked like a foot. A great foot, 

skin blue and pale took its place in the circle. Like an amputated 

foot from a giant, it stood erected there, full six toes, hard nails 

like steel doors, heavy like a hill. But the earth did not seem to 

sink beneath this monstrosity. &e skin of the foot had no texture,



without any kind of lines.  Hairless, unreal, pallid, severed just 

above the ankle. Its cut was not jagged, no bone protruded.

 &en a globe like drop of blue liquid fell to the side of the largest 

toe. Exploding thickly, then sizzling into the ground.

A stentorian voice issued from nowhere.

“RETURN TO THE FIRST. THE FIRST TEAR. THE FIRST 

SWEAT OF GOD.”

&e boom of the voice expanded the vastness about me and 

within me concurrently. I instantly felt like  that  giant drop of 

water into an even larger, ominous cosmic ocean of the wasteland.

My body was nowhere, then from nowhere, it became the red 

soiled earth. &ere was a supreme cosmic loneliness, and a 

sacredness never before held by my spirit. I was in frequency with 

a great force at a great though unrecorded and unimagined 

beginning. IN my primordial heart and blood, pumping as a 

planet, I began to believe in the titan truth of the initiation. 

I had been chosen. Elected. &e voice was my voice. &e foot was 

my foot. &e planet was me. My soul drowned in the moment I 

shrank in the massiveness and expanded in the micro-ness. I 

received my body once again.

I was wholly exposed as the oblivion like despair of the demiurge 

rested upon my minuscule, meaningless shoulders. 



I felt the weight of God upon me. &en the godhead shuddered.

And I was utterly altered.

 AS GOD BEGAN TO WEEP.

 

 

 



END COURSE

&ese are but the last of days. Count the numbers. Lose count of 

the numbers. 900, ,fty thousand, one thousand. No one knows. 

But these are the ,nal hours as they say. In the caves and the 

domes. In the lights of the city and the darkness of the country 

side that has transpired and expired. &ere are wanderers still 

along these lands, those that have long ago felt the breath of the 

land take away their breaths. &ere are tears in the ground that 

had drunk too much memory. &ere are huts with names on the 

wooden walls, claiming prophecy. &ese are the last pages. &e 

hundred reached and known and beheld dearly in the hearts of 

those who wrote them. So few important names but those were 

the names that brought the proper ends to the thing that many 

had said would not end. &ese are the end of days. A thousand 

days too late. Gaps in between time when time was not existent. 

Gaps in space where space was not meant to be. Only memory. 

Remember this clearly. It is only the memories that are real.

&e warriors had paid their due have fought their war have gained

the trust of the high heavens. And worthy they are now to be 

taken back into the light, to be like the crystal children are, to be 

one again with the clarity and the masters.  &ere is a sense of 



oblivion in not knowing the enemy for the enemy is the mind 

and in the mind there are traps and delusions and false ideas. &e 

towers rose and fell in the last periods, the stairwells Hooded with 

the ghosts of the past searching for the peak. Some have simply 

ceased to be. Others have found their ways to the right portals to 

the right hotels. 

&ere is no rain on the last day which is a pleasant outcome. 

&ere is hunger yes, but such a hunger will be appeased soon. 

Hear the choirs somewhere in the lost church. See the blind priest

get oD his knees for he knows that the prayers have been 

answered. 

One by one he turns oD the lights in the church, releasing the 

saints from their burdens. He bids the nuns to return to their 

quarters and they are relieved of their duties. &ey may spend the 

rest of the night in silence, the rest of the next day too and the 

days and nights after that can be trusted without the sound of the

world falling apart. 

Slowly the memory of the earth and her past is truly left behind. 

Bits and pieces, phases and sections fall away slowly and is 

replaced with a comfortable darkness, and blackness that is not 

nothing but is a no thing.

From this no thing it is said the promises of the new world shall 



be ful,lled. &e new world not replacing this but ahead of this. A 

place that those left behind longed to see and now can experience.

&e train had gone silent, the  four hierophants returned. For 

only through their secret maps and pacts could they put together 

the key again to the resurrections and their story will be told in 

the future world, when the integration of the lost and the found 

would be together again and that the notions will be revealed, the 

powers be delivered. 

Notions after notions, idea  after ideas sprawled and tattered and 

put together again. &ere is a strange smile in the face of the 

whore, on the lips of the writer, in the eyes of dealer. Only the 

painting man has remained un,nished but his is a sleep of future 

times. He shall awake in a world that he has dreamt of for so 

long. His duty is no more for another shall take his place. Now he

rests. For a week, a month, a year for another hundred days no 

one should, care.  His ways are not our ways and we should leave 

him at that. 

&e necromancer ,nally joins the dead he speaks with. After he 

had devoured the crumbling man and putting him out of his 

misery to be with his wife. Immortality may only be given up to 

one who deals with death. And it is done for him. &e husband. 

&e death talker leaves the garden. 




